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THE GREAT CENTRAL VALLEY PROJECT
Introduction:
Frank Talbott:
I think we should start, we have a very heavy program today.
I'm Frank Talbott and it's my pleasure to welcome you, Senator
Garamendi and the speakers and participants, welcome to the California Academy of Sciences for the symposium on The Great Central
Valley: Heartland in Transition. Today we are going to learn much
about the Central Valley and most Californians, of course, know
about it, they know about its amazing richness, daily they take
it for granted and use its fresh fruits and vegetables and nutritious nuts but most of us know very little about its history, its
patterns of usage and change and little about the communities
that make it.

For many of us, of course, we race through it to

get to the mountains on weekends or something like that. Too few
of us also know of its beauty, which is exemplified in Steve
Johnson's and Bob Dawson's pictures in the lovely Central Valley
exhibit in the next room.
er insights.

But today we're going to achieve deep-

The strength of the fair or perhaps feast, I

should say, that we are going to enjoy is its bread and its success will be how each of us manage to assimilate this and web it
to make kind of uphold some new feel about the Valley.

We'll get

a picture of a valley changing through time in many ways as it
responds to continuous pressures and many of those we know problems with water, pesticide residues, competing markets, changing
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food fashions, sometimes bad visitors like the Med-fly, but the
Valley's health, I think is California's health and it's very
important to you and me.

As a professional biologist who strug-

gled to understand natural systems, I work on marine systems on
coral reefs, the richest of all marine systems and I hopefully
try to predict the impact and change on some ecological systems,
I also had a mother who farmed for a long time and these two
experiences made me decide a long time ago that I'd never have
anything to do with fishing or farming. But I've got enormous
admiration for those who face those challenges and of course like
all of us I enjoy the fruits of their labor and today the way I
think we are also honoring those who labor in the Valley.

The

Great Central Valley has been rich for a long time and early
explorers were absolutely amazed when they first came here.
Labaruse said there's not any country in the world which more
abounds in fish and game of every description.
inexpressible fertility.

It is a land of

Perhaps someday we'll have an exhibit

called the land of inexpressible fertility -- I think that's a
gorgeous phrase.
This richness of

ITYaa

IDXQDa
and

flora included, of course, huge

migrating flocks of birds, rich salmon rivers, a big population
of grizzly bears, which were right down in this area, packs of
wolves, bald eagles, giant condors and over a hundred thousand
people and we'll learn something about those early inhabitants of
the Valley, some of whom are still there.
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As a newcomer whose

enjoyed the Central Valley and its surrounds for only a few years
-- I'm in my fifth year here -- I'm still amazed at the natural
life, fish and birds in particularly, that use the Valley, the
Delta and the Bay.

It's not true of many of the heavily used

areas of my own background in two other continents, Africa and
Australia and the Valley seems to be rich enough to withstand
massive land use change and I think many Californians are not
aware of how lucky they are, of how rich it still is in wildlife,
how rich this heritage is.

And also I think may of them are not

aware of the need to work strenuously and with care to revolve
conflicting land uses.

Well now for the important part, I must

thank some people who are responsible for our being able to enjoy
this today, photographers Steve Johnson and Bob Dawson, symposium
coordinator Dr. Michael Black, who put the whole program together
and funding for the symposium which provided by the California
Council for the Humanities and by the Flyshacker Foundation.

Now

it's my pleasure to introduce our keynote speaker, State Senator
John Garamendi, he's well known to most of you in this room, he
represents one of the largest and most diverse districts in the
State, it includes part of the mountainous region of eastern
California, it includes the San Joaquin Valley, the Sacramento
Delta and the Sacramento, Stockton metropolitan area.

He is

himself a cattle rancher and he lives with his wife and six
children (I had five written here, but one is one month old, as I
heard today, congratulations) in the Valley, in the Delta at
least, at Walnut Grove and as much as anyone that I could name
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he's an avid supporter of the Valley.

During the devastating

floods we witnessed this past winter, he championed flood relief
legislation to help fellow farmers and other Valley residents
respond to that crisis.

Nor is this the only example of his

human concern, years ago he served as a peace corps volunteer in
famine ridden Ethiopia during eighty-four, he returned to his
place of service to see for himself the hardships that had been
brought by drought and by civil war.

His humanitarian efforts

have helped raise tens of thousands of dollars for relief elsewhere as well as him home. The Senator has an impressive environmental record:

in four years as the State Senates' majority

leader, Senator Garamendi has authored major environmental protection legislation including those protect our land and water
from toxic waste.
and Mono Lake.

He's also led the fight to preserve Lake Tahoe

He has served as chairman of the Senate Select

subcommittee on science and technology and his leadership has
helped to show greater public and private sector cooperation.
Attempting to enhance California's industrial competitiveness in
a shrinking global market place.

He holds an MBA from Harvard

University, and a bachelors degree in business and economics from
U.

c. Berkeley.

us off:

He has entitled his address for today to start

Searching for California's Central Valley.

me in warming, warmly welcoming John Garamendi.
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Please join

John Garamendi:
Thank you very much and I understand that you are new to San
Francisco and we welcome you to the, shall we call if the drain
of the Central Valley?

I suspect San Francisco has not been

called that before, but indeed it is.

About two hours ago, the

sky turned a very gentle pink over the Sacramento - San Joaquin
delta, followed surprisingly closely by a burst of red, it's a
new day.

Except for seventy or eighty days out of each year you

can watch the sun rise in the Central Valley, and we do.

We

watch that sun come over the Sierra Nevada mountains, the sky
turn its special colors of the moment and our search for the
Central Valley begins

begins each and every day.

I walk

through displays here of your pictures and images came to my
mind, not one, not ten, perhaps millions of images, some of them
running together into a cinema, others still shots.

Six I'd like

to share with you right now. First an image of an old man not
terribly thin, sort of middle in weight but with about eighty
years sitting on a bench on a very, very hot day.

On the edge of

the Central Valley on a place called McCallamy Hill where I grew
up, oh this was some thirty years ago, and into our town came a
stranger, some said he was from San Francisco -- actually there
were two -- in any case they were dudes and us children would say
things about tourists to go home or other strange talk and the
old timer said to us "Stick around kid and you'll see it all".
There was another image of a road being cut near the bank of the
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Calaveras River just near where it joins the San Joaquin in a
city called Stockton. The equipment was stacked along the side of
the road and protruding from the cut bank, which was maybe two
feet in height, was a bone.

It was the forearm of a human skele-

ton and scattered around were other fragments and remnants of an
ancient civilization.

The archaeologists came out -- must be one

of the oldest we've seen in this area, it must be more than five
thousand years old -- remnants of some pottery, remnants of some
antlers I believe, progress had been stopped and they tried to
figure out what do we do with this, how do we understand what
took place here and today Indians were concerned for their history, for their culture, they said leave it alone, cover it, bury
it and leave it.

Nearly eighteen years ago, another image, Patty

and I returned from Ethiopia, our plane landed here in San
Francisco and we drove back across the Coastal Mountains into the
Central Valley and what we saw was a land so rich, the rows of
neatly planted crops and trees spread out as you drive by in that
fanning motion with each row coming abreast in the car.

Up

through Linden through the small towns and the small farms, the
cherry orchards, apples, pears and walnuts.

Two weeks earlier we

had left the country that was starving and here the soil was
fertile anything seemed to grow with blessings of God were found
a million years or a billion years before when the mountains were
formed and the rain came and the rivers flowed back on to the
gentle and fertile soils. The emotion of knowing that a world
away people were starving for lack of that rain or lack of water
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and nutritious soils.

Just last night, a fifth image, at a

friends home a teacher said "ninety percent of my class in Vietnamese", and finally in a pewter dish, yesterday in a laboratory
a small gene was growing.

We were there to look at the use of

molecular biology, the laboratory was growing a new plant.
The sun will rise again tomorrow and probably for eons to
come, rise over the Sierra Nevada mountains and the words of a
great philosopher has sort of taken over many of my thoughts
these days and his words were very simple, they were this:
"Nothing is more certain than change" and to that I've added
another line, if that be so, then change we must.

Change is

occurring in our land and has ever since it began and many say
that change is bad and I'll leave it to others to judge the good
or the bad of it but it's here and in those images can be seen
the change, an old timer who thought he had seen it all, an Indian grave from a civilization five thousand years ago, fertile
land growing food in great abundance, a classroom filled with
newcomers and a genetically mutated gene to grow a new plant.
Change is coming to California, by the turn of this century we'll
have 32 million people living in our state and a large part of
that population will find its way to the Central Valley.

Tracy,

Fresno, Bakersfield, all boom towns not with oil, not with agricultural products, but with people.

The federal government now

sighting, possibly sighting in the community of Davis or near
stockton in the community of Escalon a super machine, thirty
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miles in diameter capable of propelling the smallest amount of
matter in speeds approaching that of light, slamming those little
particles into each other to find out what it is that we are made
of.

The super conducting super collider the most advanced re-

search in the world quite possibly coming to the Central Valley.
A world wide agricultural scene that has changed the very nature
of our agriculture, China, India the great famine spots of the
world now capable of exporting food and the Central Valley importing food.

Farmers going out of business, farm workers

searching for new occupations.
coming rapidly to our Central

Change is certain, change is
Valley. The west side the great

water projects built in the 30's, 40's, 50's and 60's tens of
thousands of acres brought into cultivation in produce and crops
of great abundance brought to the world markets and now no market
for those same products.

Another ten years, according to the

farmers in Kern County, the return to a desert and jack rabbits
and sage brush, they want to sell their water to the great metropolis of Los Angeles, change is coming.

How many of those six

million newcomers will wind up in the Central Valley, we don't
know, perhaps as many as half.
in the pewter dish bring to
can be made to produce
of feed, their
of two,
bring
say:

What will that new gene sitting

agriculture, well we know that cows

twice as much milk with the same amount

talking of ten ears of corn to a stalk, talking

three million more people, new people, people who will
great change, great excitement.

Some look at all this and

whoa, this is terrible, what of the environment?
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People

will speak to that today, it can be destroyed, there
who think that they can design water systems
maybe they can, they have yet to prove
are those who think that they can
with science and technology,
they've not yet been
which to live, in
ourselves to the
gether, and
caring

better than nature,

it in this state.

There

forever meet the challenges

forgetting the human elements,

successful.

We have a marvelous place in

which to test ourselves, in which to push
limit and in which to find way of coming to-

living together in communities, producing, sharing,

and saving for the next generation at least as much

opportunity as we have for ourselves.

Searching for the

Central Valley we may never find it, its found us, I
captured my heart and my childrens heart and I
and every one in this room in some small
by the Central Valley.

It really is

it has come great wealth in the
change for the future.
sunrise will be.

?

are those

Great

know its

suspect that each

way has also been found

the key to California, from

past and from it will come great

It's our home, I wonder what tomorrow's

Thank you.

Thanks very much senator.

Have a great conference.

We're pulling our first panel up

and I'm certain that as the day progresses we'll see more and
more faces to join us.

The first panel ••• I'll allow the gentle

men to introduce themselves so in any case we will proceed.
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ROUNDTABLE 1
Bill Preston:

Good Morning, my name is Bill Preston and I am the moderator
for the first session entitled "European Settlement Impact on the
Great Central Valley" and we are extremely pleased to be in a
position to serve as kickoff for the session for the entire
symposium.

We believe that this will be a nice springboard for

the other roundtable discussions that will follow us, to the
processes that we're going to analyze and monitor. Processes that
have transformed the Valley are the processes that have

culmi-

nated in our current condition, however you may judge that.
These are ongoing processes, they're ongoing processes that lead
us here, we ask that you understand them in a historical context
to see

what the trends are and perhaps to give us the capability

of doing something to confront that change; that's always going
to be there and perhaps improve upon the current conditions.
We're essentially going to address those people, those processes
which were important in transforming the Great Central Valley
from a wild oasis, expressing a smooth harmony with nature to a
tame landscape reflecting the rigid perceptions of people.

Our

goal is to look at what is responsible, what were the attitudes,
who were the people that were responsible for the transformation
of the Central Valley which once nurtured one of the densest
10

aboriginal populations in North America to a landscape which is
most productive agriculturally on the face of the earth .... that's
some pretty powerful bookends.

We are all concerned at

this

panel, with the Valley, we are all fans of it, however we have
some questions that need to be addressed.
change?

Are these processes of

Will they result in a negative impact where the Valley

of long cherished facility for responding to the aspiration of
its occupants, will it someday be diminished, is it being
inished?

dim-

Has rapid population growth, has commercialization

environmental abuse negatively affected the Valley's
for productivity?

and

potential

These are the things we are

concerned with

and we hope that through our discussion and we

hope with your

involvement as well that we'll sort of get a

handle on this.

I'd like to remind you that when I introduce my

colleagues up

here, I'll just give a brief introduction and as is

true with

the other Roundtable discussions, you have biographical

sketches

of every individual if you want to flush it out a little

bit.

Our initial statements will be, and I stress my colleagues

to

listen very closely to this, seven to ten minutes and then

after

that the majority and the emphasis here, of course, is on
cussion and you will be involved.

dis-

So we will begin and our

first speaker will be Michael Moratto who is president senior
archeologist for Infotech Research Inc. and he's going to examine
the early aboriginal peoples of the Valley prior to European
settlement.
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Michael Moratto:

Small bands of hunters and foragers first entered the vast
prairies and wetlands of the Great Central Valley more than
11,000 years ago.

Thereafter, the Indian pioneers spread rapidly

into the valley's diverse micro environment.

Although native

society prospered in California's heartland during times of mezic
climate very much like that of today, long intervals of zuric
conditions led to economic stress, intergroup violence and
donment of many areas, particularly in the

San Joaquin

To illustrate this much of the southern valley seems to

aban-

Valley.
have

been densely populated between about 9,000 and 5,000 B.C.

when

cool, moist conditions prevailed and pluvial lakes were at

their

maxima, later coeval with the intensely arid environment of
about 5,0000 to 900 B.C. much of the Valley was substantially
abandoned.

The following mezic interval between 900 B.C. and

A.D. 550 witnessed large socially complex populations, active
trans-valley trade and heavy use of riverine, lacustrine and
terrestrial resources.

This harmonious pattern of cultural

ecology was eclipsed by the unsettled and often zuric conditions
between A.D. 550 and 1300, an episode known archaeologically for
its

evidence of deep population, nomadism, cessation of trade

and

extensive violence.

of
one

After about A.D. 1300, with the return

ample water supplies, major villages of fifty to more than
thousand residents were established throughout the valley
12

provence.

Trading links between the Coast and Sierrawere

reac-

tivated and complex socioeconomic systems began to emerge.

By

the 18th century A.D. the Great Central Valley sustained more
than one hundred thousand Indians organized in several hundred
tribelets.

These people accounted for some thirty separate

mutually unintelligible languages representing four distinct
language families: Yocutsan in the San Joaquin Valley, Wintuan
and Miduan respectively east and west of the Sacramento River and
Utian, also called Miwok Coastonoan reaching from Carcinas across
the Delta into the Sierra foothills as far south as the Fresno
River.

These language families in turn belong to the Penutian

language stock whose geographic coincidence with the Valley
evoked Kroeber's characterization of it as the Penutian empire.
Despite their linguistic and political differences the Valley
peoples were sophisticated hunter/gatherers who achieved their
high population density, indeed some of the highest in all of
native North American, and complex societies like those of

pre-

literate agricultural peoples elsewhere.

part

This resulted in

from the Valley's resources but it reflects also a suite of
advanced subsistence methods developed by the Indians.

They

variously sewed wild seeds, cultivated natural root crops, greens
and tobacco, irrigated certain plants, used quasi-agricultural
techniques to harvest acorns, grass seeds and pine nuts.

They

built granaries for long term storage of food supplies and
cessed hard seeds and nuts in mills of stone.

The native

propeo-

ples of the Valley skillfully hunted elk, deer, antelope, even
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the grizzly bear as well as smaller game.

They speared or

trap-

ped salmon and other fishes, took large numbers of waterfowl
collected fresh water mollusks.

Moreover, the Indians dug

and
shal-

low wells, regulated hunting and fishing to insure sustained
yields and they practiced controlled burning of vegetation to
flush and drive game, encouraged the growth of forage for game
animals, increased the yields of edible seed and to clear away
the underbrush under economically valuable trees and shrubs.

It

is important to note that they did not ever seek to control the
land although they modified it in a minor way, they felt that
they were a part of the landscape and in their religion, their
cosmology and their technology they sought to seek their place in
the Valley rather than to dominate it or change it in irrevocable
ways.

There are several conclusions to be drawn from what we

have learned archaeologically about the ancient peoples of the
Great

Central Valley.

The record of human activity in the

Valley began not in 1804, as we sometimes allow in our

eth-

nocentrism, but nearly twelve thousand years ago and there is
much of practical value to be learned from such early human
experiences in the Valley.

Valley ecosystems and their cultural

components have co-evolved over a span of millennium.

Beyond its

contemporary dynamics the Valley has changed enormously through
time as an effective

human environment.

From the archeological

perspective we should remember always that our forbearers in the
Valley experienced not only Edens Bounty but also sere deserts
hostile to the ways of man.

Strategies for future settlement and
14

land use should recognize that the Valley's environmental

para-

meters are much broader and its capacity for change much

greater

than indicated by the historic observations and records.

Thank

you.

Thank you very much Michael, our next speaker is Lee Burcham,
he is a retired assistant State Forester for the California
Department of Forestry, he has a long, long history of public
service, an even longer history of publication, numerous ones of
which I've used in my own and Lee is going to address the changes
that were effected by European settlement on the vegetation
pattern through history.

Lee Burcham:
Today is October the 11th, 1986, 215 years ago on October
11, 1769 there was a small party of travelers making its way
through San Diego to Monterey Bay.

They left San Diego in July

and returned January 1770 after a trip of six months and ten
days.

These travelers, members of Portola's expedition were the

first Europeans to gain any considerable first hand

knowledge

about any sizeable part of the State of California

as we know

it.

Although they did not travel in the Great

the country that they did see and especially
15

Central Valley,
the topography, the

vegetation and the soil was fairly
Great Valley.

These first

with a great deal of
mote places under

representative of much of the

explorers were hardy practical men

experience of traveling and living in re-

frontier conditions.

They rode horses, they

carried their

baggage on pack mules, they were dependent on

their animals

for their transportation for themselves, their

personal
and

goods and for their safety.

Their mouths had to be fed

the livery stables, the motels were considerably further

apart than they are today.

They didn't carry hay or grain

their animals so they were forced by these reasons to
attention to the land with respect to the forage
duced.

Furthermore, they were interested in

try, in making homes and having the shrewd
the land for these purposes they sought
livelihood for grazing, farming and
They immediately recognized
the coastal regions -became acquainted -farming and
the

for

give close

that it pro-

settling the counability to evaluate

places that would yield

be suitable for settlement.

that the grasslands and woodlands of

the part of California with which they
were highly fertile, constituting excellent

ranching country.

Constanzo described a place where

expedition stopped on the 15th of July, 1769 near Delmar,

about 15 miles north of San Diego.

He said it was a very

pic-

turesque attracting valley about a mile wide and it was

covered

with rich pasture with a lot of water gathering

Now this

was in July, it's kind of dry down there in

pools.

July.

Many other

travelers and residents in California in

1769 and the 1850's

commented about the excellent rains, the

suitability of the land
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for ranching and agriculture and in
WHUPV

most fluent ???.

To plant

stituted the major
the major
nia

many cases they spoke in the

communities or vegetation dikes con-

grassland resource of California, therefore,

forage resource.

They were the grassland or Califor-

prairie and the oak woodland, they occupied more than thirty

million acres when settlement began.

Today the remains of

two flat communities occupy about half of this area.
rie and the oak woodlands were contiguous or

nity.

The essential characters stem from

components, perineal bunch grasses,
originally dominant both in the
woodlands.

They were

like foxtail, six
with these

The prai-

intermingled

throughout most of there extent, close related
some scientists have been considered to be

these

foresticly and by

a single flat commua few of the important

chiefly needle grasses, were

grasslands and in the contiguous

associated with a lot of annual grasses

week vespue and many of the wheat species and

grasses there were seasonal societies of broad leaf

herbs,

the poppies, the buttercups, linnager weeds, the blue

curls,

now very colorful flowers and during certain seasons of

the

year they appear to be the dominant vegetation.

Many of

these forms were perinneals but great many of them were
several hundred species embracing more than fifty
splendid forage resource of California found
tlers was different in that any other
America in at least three
under which California
essentially all

respects:

annuals,

generate.

The

by the early set-

grassland region in North
1) the climatic conditions

rangelands evolved are distinctive since

precipitation occurs in winter as rain, in con17

trast,
ter

grasslands east of the Rocky Mountains receive some win-

snow providing a definite winter dormant season for plant

growth but most of their rainfall occurs during the growing
season; 2) California grasslands and the grassland elements
the oak woodlands were distinguished from related floral
of the Pacific Northwest and from grasslands of the
by the number and importance of annual plants
broad leaf plants or forests.

In fact in

annual plants must have been nominal;

of

units

great plains

and especially the

many situations the

the 3) the ecological

characteristics and physiological responses
flora, the climate, the grazing and other

of the California
disturbances differ

from those of other grasslands.

We say dribbly at times, California has a mediterranean
climate, that is true for about 57 percent of the State. We
also have desert climates, we have mountain climates and so
forth but only about 57 percent of the state, Central
the south Coastal area mainly are the actual
mates.

Plants growing in regions of

where there is long summer drought
tation and low temperatures most
to tolerate extremely great
cycle.

More

tions in
growth in
moisture

Valley,

mediterranean cli-

mediterranean climate,
and comparably high precipi-

be ecologically advanced just

range of habitat during every growth

particularly they must be adapted to great varia-

heat and moisture, they must be able to make good
the winter time when temperatures are low and soil
may be so high as that the soils are actually
18

irrigation

saturated.
in

Often the root (variation) is extremely poor and then

summer these same plants must survive or evade low soil

moisture and high temperatures that are comparable to those
the desert and especially important adaptation to
climate is the time of year the growth begins.
grasslands, growth begins in fall when days
temperatures are lower.

It doesn't begin in

neal grasses begin growth in August or
rains occur.

This early growth

the root during the previous
not terminate until after
to one-half inch or
mer drought by
the

of

mediterranean
In California

are shorter and
the spring.

Peri-

September before the fall

depends of the food stored in

growing season.

Annual plants do

the first effective rains which amount

more in a single storm.

Annuals evade sum-

maturing seed at the beginning of the dry season,

perinneals plant period of dormancy.

kinds
Changes in many ??? have occurred during the last two
turies greatly altering both the extent and the character
grasslands.

Approximately 14 million acres of

lands are now in cultivation or occupied by
uses.

The greater part of this land,

million acres originally was in the
communities and has been removed
The land which today are
cities, for
prime

cenof the

California grass-

urban industrial

probably as much as 12
prairie and woodland plant

from the total grassland areas.

most highly prized for agriculture, for

industrial development was to a great extend the

grasslands under pristine conditions.

In the range lands

that do remain, the most striking change has been the
19

replace-

ment of mainly perineal grasses by annual plants, a
portion of it introduced from the mediterranean
old world, grazing by domestic animals was a
bringing about this replacement but was by
cause and one of the reasons that grazing
the year long grazing did not give
to replenish the root reserves
of the year.

Few places

rapid large scale

most part.
als, they

major factor in
no means the only

was so devastating was

the perinneals an opportunity

by their early growth in the fall

on earth if any, have ever had such a

short a time.

brought many crop

tant in this

region of the

replacement of native vegetation by alien

plants within so

consequence of

large pro-

Although the early settlers

and garden plants, they were not aware of the

replacing the native vegetation.

Plants impor-

respect were introduced unintentionally for the
They came mainly as hitchhikers with packing materi-

didn't have cellophane and they didn't have foam, they

packed their household goods, their breakables and so forth
straw, in grass that was collected from out in the fields
the seeds and all.

They came as impurated in cultivated

and they came as palace in ships and even in the coats
animals.

These explorers led by Portola and other

elers of California saw the land as it existed
They were seeking better lives for themselves
and they had visions of what this land

in
with

crops

of the

earlier trav-

at that time.
and their families

would be.

They saw

ranches with herds of livestock, they

saw farms with abundant

crops, they saw cities, perhaps like

the ones some of them had

known in Spain.

But they could

not envision the difference that
20

technology would make in
some of them thought
from one part of
few of them
Making
what

the intervening years.

But no doubt

that perhaps some day people would travel

the State to another by very rapid means and a

may even have thought that man someday would fly.

allowances for the additions of what technology can do,
HQYLVLRQHG

we see today is what those men (visioned.)

Similarly what we

envision today is what our descendants will see, sands the
tions of our technology.

We spend a great deal of time

talking about our problems and what we are going to do
them.

The problem applies to any questions or

ing for a solution or causing concern.
facing is a series of enigmas.

An enigma

or behavior that is very difficult to
be fully understood by human reason
resists or defies explanation.
we are not dealing with a
If that's the case,
didn't know how
well apply

What

addi-

today
about

difficulty call-

we are actually

applies to situations

interpret or what cannot
or less strictly to whatever

So in much of what we are doing,

problem, we are dealing we an enigma.

the words of some anonymous ?, probably

wise he was

what he said about enigmas may

today, "there is no solution, seek it leewardly."

Al is a professor at the University of Oregon, at Eugene.

Alvin W. Urquhart
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I feel a bit of an outlander coming to California but I
feel also that I can do this because for the last 35 years
been passing through the Great Central Valley with a
of regularity, unlike those people who have seen
thing to get through, I have lovingly passed
often taking a couple three days to get
because it is such a marvelous place.
the land that is the Great Central
tives: environment, landscape and

I've

great deal

it as a boring

through it quite

from back to Portland
Well I want to look at

Valley from three perspecland control.

By environment I mean here the physical and cultural
rounding of the Valley's habitants.

sur-

The scale of the

environ-

ment of the Valley's people has certainly exploded in

the last

century and a half.

By landscape I mean the view

spaces on the land, the view of manmade spaces on

of manmade
the land.

Landscapes have developed from an unconscious experience of living place into fleeting images of inanimate
I mean the way Valley folk have
with their world views.
from a mere nudging of
ment of vast

things.

By control

manhandled land into conformance

The control over land has increased
natural processes to an extensive employ-

engineering works.

The Great Central Valley has witnessed greatly changing
value and attitudes towards environment, landscape and land
control.

I like to think of these changes in five stages,

in western America usually correspond to the last one
22

which

hundred

and fifty to two hundred years and look on to the
first stage in the valley may be characterized
homeland of native California Indians in
the world view was to live, as Michael

future.

as a pre-European

which a component of

mentioned, respectfully

within a modified nature.

The local

use and were the communal

responsibility of the tribelets.

creation of desirable
control over
and

The

environments were for local
The

ecological niches increased the tribelets

naturally occurring resources.

Spaniards, Mexicans

adventurous Americans led to the transition to the areas

becoming the site of remote European and American outposts,
where a dominant view was to occupy an empty land.
the emptiness was largely only by contrast to the
homelands from which the adventurers had come.
landscape was seen as hot, dry and grass
simpler and more monotonous by
homelands from which they
uneducated, unsocialized
tryside.

Instead, the

lenge, one in which
With only a few
vast herds of
near

Of course
more humid

The Valley's

covered.

It seemed to

comparison with the more familiar

had come.

The newcomers eyes were

and unused to much of the Valley counlandscape was seen as a personal chal-

individualism had a high survival value.

good men the land could be controlled by using
grazing animals and by hunting the wildlife to

extinction.

The native Indians were seen merely as

stacles in controlling the land and to the unhindered
ity of wildlife and grass.
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ob-

availabil-

The transition period was simply the forerunner of the
frontier of the Manifest Destiny of American capitalism
seemed destined to impose an abstract American model
tified land.

The environment of the American

upon railroads and towns which were the
economic and political heartland of

which

on an ejec-

settlers depended

link to the social,

America.

The railroads

offered freedom from the local

surroundings, the towns were the

control points of the

u. s.

political and economic
valley of
tional

dominant

environment.

environment, a social,
The immigrants to the great

California looked at land and resources in the conven-

American way, as commodities, resources or objects with

potential use in the markets of the nation or of the world.
major attraction of the land to them was its cheapness
accessability once the railroads were built.

and

Cheap land

water, cheap labor and cheap energy to support machines,
nology, education, transportation and innovation all
Valley attractive to an expanding capitalistic
cumbered by residual, emotional, religious,
ing political ties, the Valley, was right

The

and
tech-

made the

society.

Unen-

social or conflictfor unfettered imposi-

tion of frontier capitalism.

Specialized development of selective natural elements

came

to support and supplement the national economy because

the mod-

els of agricultural development were not derived from

the local

area, the controls that were applied were highly
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artificial for

that area, they may have been artful as well.
largely filtered through the higherarchy of

Having been
urban places.

Continuing into the twentieth century the Valley
enced a complete embodiment within national or
capitalism in which the overpowering
Valley, to create a physical
Urban based planners,
ment and technology
largely ignorant
have become
the time.
open,

experi-

international

compulsion has been, in the

reality to fit the abstract model.

regulators and movers of economy, governlive in an abstract artificial environment

of the countryside and nature.

Instead they

experts in the dominant values and technologies of
To them the landscape of the Valley's countryside is

often boring space, at best an agricultural scene, a rich

agricultural scene with geometric patterns, huge machines

and

occasionally people.

The

Look at the exhibit of the

farmers and farm workers, the insiders of the
landscape of productive wealth obtained
of technological devises, to them
only partially outsiders, is the
control and restriction, but
and services.

Both town

respond to the physical
models of an ideal
nology and
transformed

science.

photos.

countryside, see a

largely through the use

the city, of which they are
completely artificial place of

also the source of food, supplies

and country dwellers manipulate or
world largely according to abstract

economy, an ideal democracy, an ideal techThe land and the landscapes have been

into objects in which a richness of natural life has
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been

exchanged for a place in what now seems to be a compelling

manmade system or series of systems.

That we are losing touch with the non-humanized
ment, that we are assuming a more distant view of the
stepping back and looking at it from afar, that
ly expecting to continue technologic and
the Great Central Valley should lead
conference forward.

That instead

perience the Great Central
perspectives, the Great
ral world which the
tion have much to
the potential
local art
ly than

environlandscape,

we are arrogant-

economic control over

us to take heed from this

we might start a search to ex-

Valley as a unique place from many

Central Valley is indeed a unique natu-

humble model to ecology, habitat and evoluteach us.

The Great Central Valley also has

of becoming a major unique cultural world where

and creative art acts also are cultivated more activethe conformity and subservience to distant and diffuse

sources of power. The dominant model might be revised so
the current dominance of geometry over geography may be
phy supplemented by geometry, that is to say, the
is geography, the writing and description
earth that is the Great Central
than be reduced to plain or
of that same segment of
so that it can be
model might
over

that
geogra-

richness that

about that part of the

Valley, may encompass rather

solid geometry.

The simplification

the earth into a spacial object or thing

measured and converted into property.

And the

be changed so that the mystical powers of economy

ecology, that persist today, may be transformed so that the


richness of the Valley's ecology, that is the doctrine
science of the particular household that is the
Valley will prevail over uncaring dominant
ment of the national or international
large and diffuse that the Valley is
And, finally, Lewis Mumford's
ductivity and propaganda
nurture and experience

Moderator:

theory or

Great Central

economy.

The manage-

household which is so
at best but a small closet.

pentagon of power, property, pro-

may be replaced in the Valley by the
of real humans within a vital nature.

Our next speaker at this round table with be

Zaninovich who is also from the University of Oregon,
case he is a political scientist and he is going to
about the impact of European settlement upon the
Valley, who they were and what sort of impact

George

in this
be talking

people of the

occurred,

George ...

George Zaninovich:

I want to thank my colleagues who preceded me, they
lot of things in perspective and I found a lot of
ing through my head as it were and their
pertinent and appropriate.
what they've been saying and
topic than was suggested in

I will,

put a

thoughts mov-

comments certainly were

to some degree take off from

deal on a somewhat more general
the sense of the implication of what
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I see as a kind of
including human
about the
in

ecological disaster in the general sense,

ecology.

What I want to do is begin by talking

ecological context.

I think one of the major problems

our American culture in general as well as Valley culture is

that we don't view the human as a part of the ecological
or matrix.

As the first speaker indicated, Indians

Americans, seemed to have a kind of native wisdom
which for some reason due to the philosophical
experience of western man, we've lost sight
judeo-christian arrogance has negated the
that indeed there are limits upon that
can do with the world.

Well it

setting

or Native
about that,

and historical

of.

Somehow our

necessary perspective

area in terms of what we

seems to me that the first step

one needs to take in

adjusting that viewpoint is to begin to

talk about the human

element as a part of the ecological set-

ting, not as an
tend to,
not

element that dominates the natural setting.

We

rather than talking about the human natural trade offs,

dividing the human from the natural because the native

Americans would not do that.

The human being is a part of

natural setting, by far some?? and it's, a, ya know,
fantasy to separate.

In terms of the Western

talistic exploitation, it's a very powerful
a fantasy that the human being can do
this environment and not worry
destroy you.

I had a brief

ing ... you get the feeling
and use and so on, but

the

delusion

tradition of capifantasy, of course,

whatever he chooses with

about feedback that will indeed

discussion with someone this mornthat man wants to continue to exploit

he doesn't realize that in exploiting and
28

using as he would
on a suicidal
feature.
seems in

choose to do based upon that arrogance, he is

track and indeed that, it seems to me, is a tragic

Well, we can look at that within the context as it
the Valley.

One thing that occurs to me in a general

vein

as well is that we do a lot in terms of environmental im-

pact

studies because we are concerned about preserving the

environment, because we say we want to take drives with our
family and enjoy the parks and the trees and so on; however,
rather insidious goal behind this activity, you might say,
you want environmental impact studies because you're

a
is

primarily

interested in preserving the natural resource
environment ... that's the goal.

It occurred to me, why don't

do human community impact studies?

That seems to me to

relevant, particularly in light of so many plant
so on that we have in this country.
in Scandinavia, you'd never get away
down a plant.

We deal with the

By the

we

be more

shut downs and

way, in Europe, like

with that, you can't shut

government in terms of the im-

pact on the human community.

We need to sort of adjust our

attitude to restore a kind of

a balance, an ecological balance,

in terms of man's place in

this whole setting.

Now to deal more directly with the Valley and the
group problem and composition and in doing that I
be useful to look at ethnic groups indeed as
logical setting rather than being something
people came from Europe and they are there
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ethnic

think it would

a part of the ecoapart like these
and they can more or

less do what they want and so on.

The

rather delicate one, we are guests as
unless we till, or I should say,
guests and treat it as guests
it's all over.

In other

have some respect, as
respectful toward
from, which
seems to me,
group

human condition is a
it were in the environment

nurture that environment as

should treat a host environment

words, we need to nurture, we need to

someone was saying earlier.

rather than thinking in terms of extracting

tends to be the perspective.

Now one thing, it

that is happening in the Valley from an ethnic

standpoint is that progressively the social, the

structure, economic structure reflects ethnic
other words, there are certain groups that
other groups that are up and there are
well as physiological features to
you have a reinforcement of
reinforcing the economic
that you've got a
is viewed as
in that
anyone
tion

We need to be

structure.

powerIn

down that are low and

visible and cultural as

mark that differentiation.

So

visible, ethnic and racial features

differentiation.

Well, when you get

rather powerful mix, do you not?

When wealth

racial and it isn't south Africa but sort of moves

direction, does it not.

We need to be aware of that,

that goes through the Valley, for instance the composihere is changing dramatically in the Valley.

highschool in that part of the world, when I was in
down there were maybe 25% chicano now there
composition is changing dramatically and
you have the corporate farm and these
in Chicago, LA or San Francisco.
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is 95%.

In going to
highschool
I mean the

then on the other side

are suburban whites living

They have no identific rela-

tionship to the local
dangerous
a

environment, do they.

Say you have a very

development there, it seem to me and ...... I have just

couple minutes.

A couple points.

1) it seems to me that

there are three levels of power that you can identify now in
Valley: one is the low side of the higherarchy which are
groups, chicanos being one.

These are ethnic groups

were who have not made it big, so they're still
fields, sleeping in the grapevine sometimes,
back, the illegal entries and so on.

Then

nic groups that have been there for some
Europe, that have made it and have
nate certain sectors of the
ical life, this is sort
level you have the
I think, the
non-locally
jewelry
the

the

ethnic

as they

working in the

you know the wetthere are other eth-

time, most of them from

done well and tend to domi-

Valley's social, economic and polit-

of the middle level.

Now at the third

corporate non-resident level.

This level is,

most insidious because they are non-resident,
identific people living in their suburbs wanting the

and the cars and the nice homes and so on and extract

profit from this environment.

So I think right now you've

got these three levels and ironically there is a kind of
back, loop or relationship between level one, the low
poor people and the corporate structure because
low level people with low income ...the poor
between are these intermediate people,
then they talk about capital
it whereas there cousins
say well that's too

bad.

feed-

level, the

they employ the

people.

Caught in

some of whom do well and

aesthetic and value that they made

haven't and then they go under and they
So what I think is happening is the
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corporate farm
poor are

level is in a kind of unwitting alliance or the

with a kind of unwitting alliance via labor union type

activity with the corporate level which in effect is
the intermediate family farm level.

I think that

that seems to be happening now in the Valley.
are many bankruptcies and so on.

Let me

line conclusion ... It seems to me, given
in the Valley over the last 5, 10,
moves in the direction of what
namely very few nonand then the masses

destroying

is something

As you know there

just give you a one
what has been happening

15 years, is something that

is happening in Central America,

resident rich exploiting the environment
of poor that are being used are exploited

with respect to

the profit of these few rich and the middle,

sort of ballast

of family farm, you can quote Aristotle "the

middle class is

necessary in democratic environment.

out the
anny

You wipe

middle class, you've got some kind of autocracy or tyr-

or exploitive system"

I sense a may down the line, about

15, 20 or 30 years that you might have something like we see
in Central America, indeed with it, perhaps some
more than a

little bit, more than we'd like

now

violence, maybe

to think of.

Thank

you.

Moderator:

I am certain with what he said he will have time
address some of those points at the end.
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He not

later to

only discovered

zero time but negative time, negative

numbers.

privilege of added clean up and what I
of the thoughts and ideas of my
more of a regional scale and
comprehensible and more
look at a particular
what they've
I am

I have the

intend to do is take some

colleagues and discuss them at

look at it at perhaps a scale more

familiar to all of you.

I am going to

region in the Central Valley and look at

discussed in microcosm .

The particular region that

going to use to illustrate my points is my homeland, guess

what, everytime I say Tulare Lake Basin people go "where?" and I
end up with the usual explanation that many of you may
found if you are a Central Valley native which is "it's
between the coast and the lofty Sierra Nevada and
place to be because you can get to the coast and
Nevadas."

I think this is an expression of one

it's more than that, it's more than a place
through 70 mph, it's far too hot and too
time.

It has character.

Just very

it is? and by the way when I
the Central Valley the

have
halfway

it's a nice
the Sierra
of my concerns,

you just drive

foggy in the winter

quickly, want to know where

talk about this small portion of

processes I'm talking about are generally

the ones of the

entire valley.

microcosm.

The

environment itself is that area that most of you

know of as

the region between Fresno and Bakersfield on the 99

or the

I 5.

We're just looking at it in

This is a reconstruction, Fresno would be up here,

Bakersfield down here, generally the Valley floor of Kings
ty and Tulare County.

It doesn't look like it's there

This is a reconstruction as

best as I could do of
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Coun-

today.

what it used

to look like, a very lush environment with
of vegetational and animal habitats and
diversity greater to the east and less
and its associated environments
before the Europeans came.
cultural features in
talked about the
and this is an

perhaps

briefest density and
to the west.

Tulare Lake

were the dominate features back

Today these have been overwhelmed by

just a short period of time.

Michael

Indian inhabitants of the Tulare Lake Basin,
area that supported, at least the time of

European contact,
valley of

sixty miles in width

one of the densest populations north of the

Mexico.

Competition with the Delta up here and

coastal environments.

aboriginal inhabitants.

Very, very densely occupied by

And of course these inhabitants

the landscape, they reorganized the landscape of the
Basin as well as the entire Central Valley, but
lasting harm.

Through burning, and through

and pathway, they changed it, but they
and there is a close association
environment and their tribelet
density, linguistic areas and
going to be terminated
people bringing new
attitudes towards
peoples were the
coast and also
coming
to

changed

Tulare Lake

the rarely did

their settlements

also had a close identity

between subtle changes in the
territories, their population

so on and so forth.

very quickly.

Well, this is

In 1700's we have a new

thought, different philosophies, different
the environment and of course the first

hispanic peoples entering the valley from the
a few interloafers, anglo and french fur trappers

into this region.

A new breed from a new race that came

exploit the Valley's resources just like the Yokuts did, or
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with that attitude to exploit it but they had a different
of what its rewards were to be and what to gain from it

idea
and as a

result we begin to see some processes which are

obviously

continuing to this day.

they saw the

When the Spanish came,

Indians as a resource, they viewed the Valley

as a great

pasture, ignoring much of the subtle changes of
which the Indians so sophisticatedly adapted
come to stay, they came to take and invest

the environment

to.

They didn't

elsewhere.

The

changes were a mess, almost total irradication of Yokuts
population.

We began the process of

animals and grazing, changing
us right there in the

that continues
controlled by
be work by
East

The Spanish show

economy that evolved in another

environment and another
Yes, some

the grass lands.

very beginning, the introduction of

foreign technology and

Valley.

vegetational changes, feral

social context and imposed upon the

adjustments will take place but a process

to this day.

A valley that began to be

outside forces.

Fur trade they weren't going to

Yokuts, those fur hats were going to be worn on the

Coast and in Britain.

Cattle, hides, tallow, they were

going to be removed, this process continues today.
contact of that land

well that's obvious, they

perceptions of the land and compared visa via
their contact, intimacy with the land is
I would like to stress the idea the
land is taken from the land and
land becomes part of the

Diminished
already had

with the Yokuts,

much less.

Once again

much of the yield of the

invested elsewhere.

Once this

American realm, we have new peoples
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that are going to come
intend to make the
Lake Basin.
the

in, peoples with a vision, peoples that

Valley their home, and in particular Tulare

However, as Tulare Lake Basin and California enters

public domain as a state, you can't enter the state without

having the grid work laid down.

It seems kind of absurd to

all this framework, but I think it's very indicative of
attitude.

have

the

Since California is part of the United States, Cali-

fornia will be surveyed and divided according to
survey system over those myriads of subtle
changes, this framework it crosses over,
the town arranged survey system.
geometry over geography, it
visual landscape but I might

That

the public

environmental
checkerboard squares,

obviously has in effect,

obviously has an effect on the
suggest that also once you do this

it begins to evoke, I

would suggest, the idea of land as a

commodity.

to emphasize quantity over quality, we

It begins

begin to pay more
square than the
little

attention to the land within your little
natural processes which are controlled by those

squares any longer, it begins to enhance or emphasize

uniformity over diversity and I think this emphasis
this day.

Change the land to fit your concept,

the fluctuations within that land.

Well of

thing that we see is that checkerboard
cross the Valley and its effect upon
to east.

Most of you notice

smaller farms on the east,

continues to

don't adjust to

course the main

square pattern as we
land holding size from west

this, larger farms on the west,
but they're all square.
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As time goes on the occupation of the Valley

economically,

we often see in history books, it goes through

a series of se-

quence, the cattle culture, then wheat culture

and so on and so

forth then diversified farming.

Well as

most of the changes the occur, most of
responses to first regional growth,

this trend continues
the economic changes are

gold rush, to supply them.

Urbanization of the L.A. and San Francisco environments that
need to be supplied with meat

and other products, but also even-

tually the national

settlement patterns where the

settlements were
imposed from
eventually the
most of

culture.

located are a function of ideas that are

outside once again.

First stage line then

creator of the great imperial forest that planted

the towns in the Valley all together.

The railroads, an

idea once again of another framework being laid over.

Did

railroad people come through and go ... well look at the
of the land, the soil quality and the environmental
the vegetation changes?

No.

It was in the

Four, they drew the lines on maps outside
superimposed that framework and had
They could make towns live or
that lived, fortunately my
work of total
of

the

contours

changes and

heads of the Big
this environment and

enough energy to enforce it.

die and many of them made towns

home town, Tulare.

Here's the grid

abandonment of the environment and superimposition

framework showing as time goes on the further removal of

people, the alienation of people in this settlement from the
processes of the natural environment.

Don't get me wrong,

natural environment -- I'm talking as if I am extremely
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this

sentimental about it, I am -- but it responded stupendously
many of these changes, cattle kingdom, wheat era,
agriculture, so on and so forth.

This very

still is today for the most part,
splendidly in fact, will it

diversified

fertile land and it

responded very, very well,

continue?

That's another problem.

Well what are some of the determinants of success if
looking at it in terms of farmers.

Of course, force,

began with muscle goes on to wind and steam then
the gas link, the more energy injected into
land respond in the way that you want
determinants and of course in this

to

to.

we're

energy,

electricity and

the land to make the
That's one of the

landscape eventually, espe-

cially for agriculture,

irrigation, the irrigation has since

expanded much more than

these canals that are shown from the

1890's. But the
the Valley
need the

reworking of the various hydrologic networks of

itself, rework that water, get rid of that lake, we
irrigation.

Technology is what I'm saying, energy,

tractors, water manipulation, manipulation of the climate,
smudge pods, ground water control, chemical pesticides, so

on

and so forth, we have this long, long progression of
technological control over the environment, make the
respond to your aspirations, what you have in
People.

This couldn't have happened without

environment

mind for it.
the laborers.

have a long history of migrant workers

coming through the

Valley, the Chinese, the Japanese, the

Filipinos, the

Portuguese, the Mid-Westerners, the Blacks,
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We

Hispanics, so on and

so forth.

That's an absolute determinant for success in this
often
environment. We often ignore that. Yes technology, good

management, good soils, good
people couldn't occur.
dog gone good business
environment for the
had to adhere
business

water, of course, without those

Another determinant, you have to be a
person.

This was never a subsistence

Europeans, this was an environment where you

to strict business principals or you fold.

These

principals are the principals of the entire nation.

Sometimes if you were very clever and you did become a
bit more intimate and sensitive to the land you might
overcome some of your business inadequacy, but
businessman survives. That's capitalism and
is indelibly tied in to the national
government will have to intervene
also with changing economic
control of the locals
farms, the government
petitioned to

little
be able to

generally the

it's business that

culture.

Sometimes the

with environmental abuse and

situations often times beyond the

here, be it corporate farms or small
has to intervene, or does intervene or is

intervene and has done so from the very beginning.

So that's another determinant of success here, government
intervention.

Today, here are the towns, I looked at a map

Los Angeles basin in 1923 and it looked something like
few days ago I was up east of Fresno in a place
and Kings canyon National Park and I looked
Valley and it was at night and I was

of

that, a

between Sequoia

upon the San Joaquin

with a friend and the

friend said: "it looks like the San Fernando Valley, there's so
many lights down there" and as

we watched the sun go down it was
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very interesting, my
as it was coming
the Valley.
been

friend said: "what a wonderful red sunset"

through all the nitrogen oxides that sit over

It was a nice contrast again, my Valley that I've

watching for 35 - 37 years and that person that is from San

Fernando saying it looks like San Fernando at night time.

As

ZKDW ... e}

time went RQQRWLFH some closing themes, this area once
very, very distinctiveness, as time goes on it loses
distinctiveness, regional identity.
another, you've driven the 99.

One town looks

had a

that
like

Homogenization of the
Tulare

environment, Tulare Lake Basin ...who's ever heard of it?

Lake Basin is now a basin that is part of the San Joaquin Valley
which is part of the Great Central Valley
upon as a place that gets too hot in
identity going away, it's an urban
here but remember it's an
rapidly growing. Look
spreading very, very
agriculture but
hometown think
most is that
to the

which is often looked

the summertime.

Regional

zone, we stress agriculture

investment zone, an urban zone, very

at the towns of Visalia and Tulare,
rapidly, it's boom time.

We'll stress

remember many of this people, in Tulare, my
food comes from Safeway and what worries me the

as we lose that identity, as we don't pay attention

processes that brought this into being, the people become

more alienated from their environment and from each other
what this can do is make us susceptible to changes that
not try to control and what it can often do is
rapid, if you want urbanization and
certainly have our problems; air

and

we may

nurture further

environment abuse, we

pollution, salinization, soil
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compaction, off road vehicle
lack of water, pollution
water -- the list goes
how long?

??

Thank you

of water -- ground water and surface
on and on.

It's still yielding but for

very much.

I wonder if we engendered any concerns, curiosities or

tions on your part.

Q.

use in the foothills, over grazing,

I think ... is there a question?

ques-

Yes.

In the presentation, the contribution of the

Moderator:

I would like to mention now that I'd like to remind the
audience that these little 7-10 minute spills, we are going
miss a few things but we had hoped that it would come up
context and it did.

We mentioned briefly, but you

flushed it out for us, and is there anybody up

to

in this

certainly

here in the panel

that would like to respond to that?

George Zananovich:
very, very
our

I just think that the lady's remarks are

inappropriate and due to the time crunch and sort of

interests, backgrounds and so on, you sort of overlook

certain things, but you're absolutely right, we need, I
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think, a

paper on particularly what you are talking about,

so I

appreciate your time.
Q.

One question that came to my mind, being a
-7 in the FHQWUDO valley

resident ... SHRSOH

(???)

We appreciate that, especially the first two comments stressing
the people, the idea that the people are part of the ecology and
I mentioned labor and things like that in my presentation but of
course, I was just zipping through it in a series of vignettes.
The Valley's a very diverse place, it has all the social

reflec-

tions of the entire country, Appalachians, Blacks, problems,
problems and stick around because the rest of the Symposium is
going to get deeper and deeper into those issues.

Q.

A.

??
(George) Briefly I think the gentlemen's comment and question

was a significant element in the Valley that doesn't fit those
three catagories that I submitted for your consideration, not as
any

solution.

I think you're absolutely right, and I was

sort of dealing with a more traditional, agricultural sort of
concern.

I would like to comment on your comment if I may, I

think this urbanization of the Valley and the kind of attitudes
that go along with urbanized population, you're going to find
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that the suburban people in Fresno - Stockton aren't going to
relate to the local farm family problem much differently than a
suburbanite in Cincinnati, Ohio. Namely they want to go to the
supermarket, they want to get good produce and they want to get
it cheap and they don't worry so much about what's happening to
the family farm.

So there's a certain urban callousness to local

lifestyle that I think emerges from that.

I am of the

persuasion that people in our society .... I'm inclined to feel
that it we're going to have a democratic system, one of the
options that we should try to retain for ourselves, is the family
farm options and what I see going on in the Country is a hold on,
not just in the San Joaquin Valley, is that it's on the verge of
being wiped out and in terms of new populations like Chicano or
these older populations that have been sort of repressed and so
on is the opportunity for family farms are just about zero
because of the large concentrated wealth in the corporate farm.
If I have a son and he wants to go into farming because the
family has been in farming, no way.

It's a peculiar urban

attitude in the Valley that you're getting at.

Now the question

is, can you somehow convince urbanites living wherever, of the
virtues of some of the American population who make the choice,
give them the opportunity to pursue a family farm lifestyle.
we there or are we not?
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Are

(Comment from audience)

I just want to make a comment that was

related to your comment about the ethnic cultures and I'm going
to be on the panel later this afternoon so I sympathize greatly
with the problem of trying to compress maybe a lifetime study
into only a couple of minutes and having to leave things out.

I

think there is something else here that I've been impressed with
the historians studying the Valley as part of a broader study of
American Western history and that is that it is more just a
problem of time on a limited symposium, the problem is a
fundamental one and our research and our conceptualization of the
Valley and many regions of the United States as well and I think
this is evident in the use of several people on the panel
capitalist culture which is a big improvement, believe me, over
the old individualistic, self sufficient pioneer cultures fantasy
that we thought existed on frontiers like the Valley.

Really

capitalist culture is a myth, a very dangerous one too because
there was no one culture that dominated the Valley and even in
its environmental history the regional environmental histories
that are being done in the last decade or two, the great plains
region comes to mind, the concept of an imperialistic American or
Western European capitalist culture in the pioneer decades is
really being discarded and I think that we need, in the Central
Valley, to look in terms of many cultures and many people who are
entering this region and responding to the land and resources in
the context of the culture that they brought with them.

So we

really need to look at these people and we know very little about
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them.

We know something about the Chinese in the Delta and a few

other groups but basically I think that the concepts that we're
using to try to study this incredibly diverse ecological and
cultural region are not adequate to the diversity that we are
just beginning to understand.

(?)

I'd like to simply respond to that by saying that I think

the direction that I was trying to emphasize was the lack of
response in the last 150 years to the details of the natural
conditions of the Valley.

Whether or not it was Filipino or

Portuguese or Chines or American Mid-West, the controls were
those

of a dominant culture.

able to
thus all

The powerful elements of it were

impose upon the various elements within that society and
of them, whether they were doing it willingly or

unwillingly or

whether they were being forced to do it or

whether they were

doing it out of their own self interest,

whatever it may be, all

of them were ignoring the rich diversity

of the natural lands of

the Valley.

this is the theme that I
itself, the very basic
resource was not to
the ways in which it

Whatever their motives, and

was trying to emphasize, that the land
thing that has come to be viewed as a

differentiate it or highly articulate it in
was seen.
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Q.

(???)

A.

(Michael)

That's a fairly complex question with two major

elements and I certainly don't pretend to speak on behalf of my
academic colleagues, I happen to be in the business myself, I'm
the president of a research corporation.

I can comment with

respect to my own knowledge and say that as an archeologist we
view the archeological record in the Great Central Valley as a
library, as a library of unwritten works dealing with the first
10,000 to 12,000 years of California's cultural past.

It is more

than that, it is also a record of how those various peoples, and
there were multiple ethnic groups in prehistory, how those people
adapted to an ever changing environment and the point I had hoped
to make earlier, and I don't think this is academic in the sense
that something is being archaic or esoteric, those were real
human beings coping with problems of survival in exactly the same
environment that we deal with today and although they weren't
using combines and reaping wheat and planting cotton and so on,
they were coping with environmental changes, such things as
climate and available surface water and so on, which we cope with
today.

If we understand those processes and we understand

of the adaptations that people made and perhaps even
tantly if we understand the breath of those
capacity of the Valley itself to shift
perhaps be better instructed and
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some

more impor-

changes and the

dramatically, we will

better able to make intelligent

decisions when it does come
strategic action.

I'll

down to modern land use planting and

give you one example:

A.D. 500 and A.D. 550 in a period
nitude three shift
from

between about

of 50 years there was a mag-

in the amount of available effective moisture

precipitation.

It would be as if today we went from an

average annual rainfall of say 20 inches to 6 or 7 inches
had that sustained for the next 1100 years.
it's happened repeatedly.

This is not

I don't like loin clothes.

happened, and

academic, this is

terribly relevant to what we're really

(??)

It's

doing out there.

We often fall into that

time I talk about Yokuts, I'm often seen as someone who
ing upon them with a great deal of sentimentality and
was like that, no way, I don't like bleaching
that somewhere wisdom is realizing that you
and I think its worth while to examine

looking back fondly on that era and
emphasized it that much in that
adapted very well, they
would want to change
contrast I think
up earlier,

acorns.

everyis look-

I wish it
I think

know next to nothing

the land of the

aborigines and how they adapted to give us
what we're doing off of and sometimes

and

something to contract

it does seem like we are
I really don't think we've

regard.

We have said that they

changed the land, I don't think that I

places with them but just for purposes of

it's worth while.

Yes]
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[I think you had your hand

Q.

David Dougherty:

I would like to bring up two points

bear on all of this and the first one is that the
tions and the problems in Northern Africa which
result of the fact that we introduced people
and these people are still trying to live
the aborigines did and they can't do
fluctuations or water fluctuations
fluctuations.

the Central Valley and what
and the answer to that
to the past, looking
experiment right
and its the
Bank of

drought condiare partly the

that live longer

with the land the way

it with the drought
without the people

Therefore we are imposing

question is, how much could we

that

starvation on them.

My

support living with the land in

are the consequences of that quest

question.

The other is, that's looking

to the future, we're living through a great

now in the United States, perhaps in the world

stock money experiment and it looks to me that the

America is the best symptom of that, they invested

California land, they supported the Central Valley and - I
they're going to be taken over by Wall Street - and

so the

question is then, the bottom line is what is managing
Central Valley, not the ecosystem.

is what controls the management, the investment
of the Central Valley and to hell with the
make a buck, they don't care and if it
The main thing is, what can the man
any longer on Montgomery Street -
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the

The question is how

change this attitude if we want to when really the

think

can we

bottom line

and the future

land if it doesn't

does, they don't care.

at Wall Street - not even
get out of it?

A.

Don't all rush to answer that.

two questions:

I believe we had

What is the carrying capacity of

what kind of populations can it continue to
longer can we go on with these outside

essentially

the Valley and

support and how much

controls, if it is indeed

managed from Wall street.

I would think that's just simply another question that
have to raise here and part of the symposium as I see it
raise these very questions, not that we have the
them.

My principal concern was to raise what I

somewhat larger issue than simply who's
present time.

What is the condition

in so that sometime a thousand
years in the future, what
there are many bottom
limb, however I'd
the people
The

we

is to

answers to
thought was a

controlling it at the

that the land will be left

years in the future, a hundred

will we have to control.

lines that are involved.

I think

Going out on a

like to preface it that I really do care about

there but I am going to talk environmentally again.

question is

if that place is paved and also if the

lands are salted and productivity does just plummet.

With

ongoing processes I wouldn't be surprised to find 30% of
Southern San Joaquin out of production in 30 years.
what it could do, our key note speaker, and if you
him ... I won't say any more.

He's right and I

have to change, the only certainty in life
status quo is neat, back in the good old
father and how they adapted. Everything
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In

the
the

terms of

voted for

think he is, we

is change.

The

days, Yokuts and my
is changing, the

environment, the cultural social context,

this Valley can be a

very nurturing place for many more

people and it can have a

quality of life that it is better

than it even shows today, I

think.

I hope that these

symposium as well.

In

it, it's changing
for those of you
Those are very,

Q.

questions will come up later in the

other words, are we up to changing with

right before our eyes.

The clues are there

who are sensitive enough to pick up on it.
very important questions that will be addressed.

My name is Harold Killiam and I think I'm sensing some

the discomfort in the audience here which is based on the
that I guess we're looking for answers and you're just
more questions.

Maybe this is inevitable but I

isn't some opportunity to look at the
to us in trying to carry out some
suggested here; putting
economy and at the
people who are
can be
you

A.

of
fact

giving us

wonder if there

options that may be open

of the general ideas that were

geography over geometry, ecology over

same time taking care of the poverty and the

involved.

What are some specific measures that

taken, what are the options open to us and I hope that

don't just give me more questions, we'd like some answers.

O.K.

Still, we are sort of the context session in our

phasis here and I'd like to remind the audience of the
European settlement leading up to the present.
to be a lot of people addressing what we can
done and it'll get serious, protect
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em-

impact of

There are going
and what can be

agricultural land, quit

subsidizing and wheat and soil
ruination of your ground
have time to go into,
it takes

erosion, quit subsidizing the

water.

The details of that I don't

the air is not very pretty, clean it, if

regulation, so be it, I'm always talking about get

government off our backs, Bill, your a Tularian, you hate
government interference.

However, on the other hand, when I

have a classroom of four or a classroom of sixty, which one
have to control the most and superimpose some
care about people, turn it around to what
individuals and their quality of life
sustain that socially and
answer your questions
later on in the

George:

do I

regulation, but

George said,

"look at

and look at what will

environmentally".

Harold I didn't

but many of these things will be answered

symposium.

Just a very brief comment, again at the risk of

dragging out the loin cloth, my apologies to the gentlemen
there for the indiscretion.

One thing that strikes me

what we are moving toward here is a recognition that
need to come to grips with placing certain non-

out

is that
somehow we

strictly

economic values in sort of a second category and

then deciding

upon which of these other non-economic values

are important and

then trying to find some institutional way

that is government

way -- to give that effect.

Because

economic process simply does not
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the natural liaise faire

carry the ball.

You've got to

get government or people with
wherever it is to support
very deliberate way.

I

power and clout in Washington or

small business or family farm in a
think most of us, most people in our

culture are very uncomfortable with that suggestion, with even
raising that
John

question because we all have, I can say a kind of a

Wayne huddered perspective, the other guy won't make it, I

will, kind of attitude so you want to view it economically.
in terms of what this gentlemen from Vallejo was saying,
happening in this middle group is that a lot of
falling down into the working class.

Now

what's

people are

Working for

the big

corporation, farmers are losing land and getting

jobs.

many can't find jobs, I know some of them, a lot

of them that

can't find jobs and then you have some of the

old European

ethnic group types that will have their five or
acres and they say "Well I've made it" but his
line he says too bad buddy, you didn't make
up to the American dream so there's no
terms of helping one another has
to this very hard two fisted
I'm gonna make it the
his problem.

There

Yea,

ten thousand
coursing down the

it.

You don't live

even ethnic solidarity in

been lost.

It is due very much

sort of hud, competitive ethics.

other guy won't, that's too bad, that's
needs to be more community solidarity.

Thank you George.
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(

I recognize the contributions that the various

ethnic groups have made which have been mentioned, I think
they should not be neglected or overlooked, but there
groups which have also contributed to the
California.

The three things that are

useful since there have been people
includes the Indians, are
management.

focus on

development of

needed, that have been

living in California, this

should focus some attention on what

the integrated application of all of

these to the situations
contribute as

are other

capital, people or labor and

I think that we

can be accomplished by

that

at hand.

Keeping in mind what each can

individual groups or individual people but try to

what the end product of it can be.

(
is all about.

We're out of time, and that's what this
If your lower intestine is very

angry with some of us, if you're a little
will be available for questions later
Remember it's a long symposium and
ideas, to dangle some things,

symposium

tight, if you're

bit dissatisfied, we

on during coffee breaks.

we hope to have planted some

perhaps even been antagonistic in

front of you and I think

we evidently did some of that.

you for your

Bye.

attention.

If this

is any indication of what we

to look forward to, we may well go through midnight
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this

Thank

have

evening.

If I can call your attention to the program,

a fifteen minute gap that appears between

there is

roundtable one and

roundtable two which will start at 11:15.

So that all of you

can reclaim your physics, walk around,

talk to the panelist,

talk to one another and take advantage

of having such a diverse

group collected here today.

One other point, there is coffee

available, what you want to do
through the Valley exhibit
left at the rhino will
American consumes its
be back in fifteen

is go through the main doors, go

and turn left at the rhino.

Turning

arrive you precisely at the spot where
favorite drug.

Please take advantage and

minutes.

ROUNDTABLE TWO

THE ARTS

Robert Dawson:

It struck me a couple years ago when I was
existence of several of the staple literary

arguing the

regions in

California that the Great Central Valley, which I

had, for so

long, heard of as a propository of claud hoppers

and rednecks

might actually be producing the best
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contemporary writers in

California.

The list of award

winning authors, who are

favorites of mine, at least, many
the Valley now ran something
Leonard Gardner from
Didion from
Hong

of them exports not living in

like this:

Gary Soto from Fresno;

Stockton; Luis Valdez from Delano; Joan

Sacramento; Frank Bedart from Bakersfield; Maxine

Kingston from Stockton; Richard Rodriquez from Sacramento;

Shirley Ann William from Fresno.

I am sure that many of you

could add names to that list, that's a list of my favorites.
There are nine names on that list and it is informative to

me

that five of those people are from what would be defined
minority cultures.

I think that says a great deal about the

nature of art being produced in the Great Central Valley.

Frequently hardship in the Valley abounds in hardship,
hardship in the vast difference between haves and have nots
produces the generative tension from which art grows.

In

case that list made me think of another list, an earlier
people who, when I was a kid
established.

a few years ago

I thought of William Eberson from

Sorroyen from Fresno, Robert Duncan from
really began to distrust what I had heard
courses in college as a result of that.
the Valley.

It seems to me that it

have been born there, to have

any
list of

were already
Selna; William

Bakersfield and I
in many literature
I am proud to be from

was my great good fortune to

roots in both the anglo and latino

past, to be bilingual, to

have been raised in a place where

there was churning, where

there were fights.
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So I look into the

Valley as a literary

region and here is what I found, in brief

of course.

I think the Great Central Valley shares much with a
central American west, especially the southwest.
define southwest as I use the term.

Now let me

Frequently when people

speak of southwestern influence in the Valley they speak
the Okies, the Southwesterners and midwesterners
principally in the 1930's and 1940's and that's
we must remember the southwest is also

only of

who migrated
fair enough but

Mexican territory, it is

also Black territory in that those

people also came and they

have contributed writers as well.

I think in fact, when you are

looking for a model, when I at
model to explore literature
American west and
to be the best

least am looking for a larger

produced in the Central Valley, the

particular the American southwest seems to me

place to look.

Settlement there is very much like that in the American
west and southwest.

Communities clustering first around

then towns growing around railroads.

That is

literature because that begins again to
generative tension.

crops.

Writers blooded in the

dwell often seem to me to be
always distinguish their

important in the

develop a sort of

The farms themselves,

the traditional sense of farms where

water

some non-existent in

you raise people as well as

Valley no matter where they now
so shaped by it that they don't

personal limitations, their traumas,
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their tragedies from
now lives in
poems
my

that of the land itself.

Frank Bedart who

Boston but was raised in Bakersfield, in one of his

writes

"The brown house on the brown hill reminds me of

parents, its memory is of poverty, not merely poverty of

means but poverty of history of awareness of the ways men
found to live".

How have people lived in the Valley?

writers recreated those lives?

They have lived on

with it they have paved the land, they have
with tulle fog, with searing sunlight
Sierras looming on those rare

How have

the land,

mingled their dreams

with the clear promise of

rainy days to the east.

always thought that aliveness,

have

I've

vitality, perhaps a lack of sub-

tleness has been key to life

as I recall it there.

bursting into activity as we

love or hate, often released in

contact rather than
steal a line from

Energy

contemplation and yet it remains for me to

Judith Wright; "my bloods country, the place

that shaped me

as a human being".

awareness many

writers, like children disavowing perfect parents

abjure
maybe

their roots.

In the rush of wider

Sometimes the disaffection seems deep,

Frank Bedart's case could exemplify that, other times it

seems merely perfunctory.

There are also artists like

Cachet Manasian who in their writing at least, seem
disaffection altogether despite the hardships of
To build from the hardships and to see those
that also abound in the Valley.

A little

Manasian who unfortunately died just a few
ditch there are water skaters, frogs,
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Fresno's

to avoid

their lives.

little beauties

poem from Cachet
months ago:

"In our

tall reeds, mudbugs, apple

cores and plum seeds and little
scant glory in having your
chop cotton, or
only a
rich

naked children".

Stillthere is

brain boiled while you struggle to

discovering skin cancer where you once assumed

masculine tan would grow and there is bitterness over
soil producing wealth for few and travail from many.

Soto writes:

Gary

"After a day in the great fields new Rolinda a

fine silt washes by sweat has settled into the lines of my
wrists and palms, already I am becoming the Valley, the soil
that sprouts nothing for any of us".

While Soto's observation

clearly reflects one major heartland perspective

today,

historically at least, the Great Central Valley has
an abundant land, the question is to whom the

always been

abundance goes.

Let's go back for a moment because those of us of
ancestry were not the first people here obviously.
as you've heard, this Valley boasted one of the
American populations on the continent.

Here

writes Theodora Kroeber, "the predominant
of the most idiosyncratic culture",
California's five hundred or more
Whether Wintoon, Midew, Miwok or
recognized and respected the power

European

At one time

densest native

were to be found,

physical type carries

three hundred tribelets of
belonged in this area.

Yokuts, heartland natives
of language.

They believed

in the real and they believed

that it was accessible through

dreams and words as it was an

action.

consistently expressed the
lived, chanting "my words

Moreover, they felt and

power of the land on which they
are tied in one with the great
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mountains, with the great
their world views in
the inner rhythms

rocks, with the great trees" affirming

rituals that utilized some poetry to tap

of life.

In one sense history for those Indians ended with the
rush.

Long before the 49er's however, Juan Crespi and

Fayes ventured into the heartland and the accounts of

Pedro
their

explorations probably constitute the first significant
material from the Great Central Valley.
plain as level as the palm of a hand.
"their form and figure, graceful"

They

gold

written

described a great

Fayes found the Indians;

that's the first known

description of Valley natives.

For a long while the churning their didn't produce much
literature but of course there were writers passing through,
Mark Twain had time to talk about the eternal summer of
Sacramento you may recall, saying that people had to send
their blankets from hell when they left Sacramento.
talked about the endless grassland, the beautiful

for

John Muir
flowers of the

Valley, but then the people who came to work

as early as the

1870's didn't see it quite that way.

read you an

anonymous ballad from that time:

Let me

"Don't go I say

if you've got

any brains, you'll stay far away from the San Joaquin plains.
At four in the morning their hustling up
harness ten long eared old mules,
sunshine and rain or your

tools, feed, curry and

plow twenty-four miles through

blankets you'll roll on the San
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Joaquin plain".

That writer

should be given an award.

Two

nationally known writers, one

near the end of a very brief

career and the another one at

the beginning of a very fine

career wrote about the Valley

at the beginning of this century.

One of course was Frank
1901 and I might say
it is difficult

Norris who published The Octopus in

that book is in many ways typical because

not to write literature that has some degree of

politicization when you write about the region, yet I think
remains one of the great epics of Valley life.

The other

Mary Hunter Austin who was actually living on a small
Wheeler Ridge about ten miles south of Bakersfield
began The Land of Little Rain, another wonderful
California's past.

A few miles south of Fresno

Soroyen was going to emerge, and that is of

just want to mention him and his book
published in 1938.

Eberson is well

Antininus, but he wrote what I
really significant book of

spread in

when she
book of

where William

course a very

important point, there was a man named William
writing a litter after Soroyan did but who

was

Eberson who began

is often ignored.

I

San Joaquin, which was
known to scholars as Brother

personally considered the first

poetry to come from the Valley but it

was of course Soroyan in the 30's who really set a model for
those of us raised in
Carry McWilliams and

the Valley.

This is not to denigrate

The Factories in the

Field or John

Steinbeck and The Grapes of Wrath, those are well known books not
by Valley natives,
Valley writers.

significant books, but I want to talk about
Soroyan was born and raised in Fresno, burst on
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the literary

scene with The Daring Young Man

Trapeze and my
the source

on the Flying

favorite of his books, My Name is

Iram.

I think

of his genius as a short story writer lay in a

vigorous

originality and the underlying universality of his

themes.

He was part of an Armenian-American community, that

according to an actual quote from Ann Aloftus' book, California
Where the Twain Did Meet, refused to acknowledge
second class community and has caused great
dent whites .

You see that arrogance and

charm of Soroyans writing it seems to me.
Tree he talks about the very dreams that

that it was a

fuss among the resi-

that's part of the
In The Pomegranate
have lured so many

migrants to the Valley;
I was the first and only member of the family to see
the land, he knew I would understand the impulse that was driving
him to ruin, I did.

I knew as well as he, what he had bought was

worthless desert, it was way over the hill and gone, the foot of
the Sierra Nevada Mountains, it was full of every kind of desert
plant that every sprang out of dry, hot earth, it was overrun
with prairie dogs, squirrels, and horn toads, snakes and a
variety of smaller forms of life.

The space over this land knew

only the presence of hawks, eagles and buzzards.

It was a region

of silence, loneliness, emptiness, truth and dignity, it was
nature at its proudest, driest, and loveliest ... This land is my
land.
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Since that time, it seems to me, that there has been a
addition of writers and writing as a degree of
stability has ensued, as Valley colleges and
to produce more and more independent

picked cotton, who chopped grapes, who
themselves as a result, frequently of

We could do a long anthology of
mentioned the ones who are my
now, talk about how I

here to present

universities begin

who chopped cotton,

packed grapes find
very hard work, sitting in

thinking about their lives.
contemporary writers, I've

favorites, so I'd like to simply

personally was influences by that

several people who were
Valdez, Maxine Hong

economic

individuals, wider

opportunities become available and people

an english class somewhere, begin

steady

invited were unable to come, Luis

Kingston, Jane Adams Watts, I wish they were

their work, they're not so I'll have to present

mine.

Very briefly, as a kid growing up

among the oil rigs

tumble weeds and horn toads in Oildale, despite my proud
ship of a library card I might add, I don't think
art ever crossed my mind but I did dream and I
world.

I lived in a world where Highway 99

and we knew that.
knew that.

We didn't understand

I once saw a lizard

slowly sink, its final
dreamed about that.
near Arvin, I was

and
owner-

literature or

observed my own

was a racial wall

its consequences but we

scurry onto an oil sump and then

twitches were like an ebony dance and I
Years later while I was chopping cotton

spat with blood while two men fought with
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hoes ... I've never
with an old
triggered my
engaged

forgotten that.

In my teens I set up a

vaquero named Ramon Dominguez and his stories
imagination, my dreams.

At about the same time I

sweet passions clutch among the vines and trees of Kern

Rivers Riparian forest and I still dream of that.

Only

later when I found myself on the business end of a
and I after I'd wasted a lot of paper trying to
way, Faulkner and Vorhas, did I realize that

It was then that I

typewriter

imitate Heming-

my place, my

valley, with its passions and intensities was a
for the imagination.

much

treasure trove

determined to employ

rural California characters and

settings in my attempts to treat

universal subjects and

themes.

I've never regretted that

decision.

born in the Valley, as I said before,

Having been

seems to me to have
happy to have
and

been my great good fortune.

I'm especially

been born in Bakersfield area with all the social

economic churning, its ethnic and religious

argumentitiveness because it presented me with characters
ironies that I could never have made up.

Moreover I am

pleased to have been born when I was, although looking
mirror this morning I was a little less pleased than
a year or two ago because my life stretches from
depression to what I like to call the great
phenomenal burst of creative activity in
occasionally happens, well intended
to write about other people,
it were, I have to thank

and
even

in the
I had been

the great

expression, todays

this State.

When, as

friends suggest that I try

other places, expand my vistas as

them and say no.
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What they don't

understand is that as an
exactly what they
and went
organs
so

apprentice I did try to do that,

recommended.

But when I rejected my instincts

elsewhere in my work I found that the Valley grasp my
like a tree entwining rocks, wound round and through them

it was difficult to tell if one existed independent of the

other.

I'm the things that made me, the mother, the father,

soil, the society, the various experiences, everything
from those, what it creates is only limited by
vision and of craft.

I think Bob Speer is

the

builds

imitations of

next in the barrel.

Robert Speer:

Something went wrong here.

Richard Rodriguez

had heard of any of the names of writers mentioned here.

I

remember though, when I was about twelve years old, coming
across two writers, one William Soroyen writing about
writing about curiously enough drinking water in
occurred to me suddenly for the first time
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Fresno,

Fresno and it

that this was the

stuff of writing, that there was literary
the Valley.

I remember reading Joan

published in Holiday Magazine about
ladies on the lawn swings on the
and that too was surprising.
different parts of
this Mexicansuggestive.
Valley in
as a

the

material out there in

Didion in an early essay
her own ancestors, the old

veranda of the Senator Hotel

Soroyen and Didion came from very

Valley with very different memories, to

American boy they were deeply influential and
It is curious now, now that I drive through the

the winter and fear most the fog, the deadly fog, that

child had no sense of the winter or of the fog, partly

perhaps because we lived in the city, partly because there
the overwhelming other memory of summer, the summer
begin still in early May and would continue into
Childhood is the season of summer, it is the
of school, of being under that sun, of
heat pushing up through the pavement
shoes.

summer, that eternal summer

of Sacramento.

We were however,

of them newly arrived
middle class
teeth.
from
a

was

which would

September.

season of being out

going slow feeling the
into ones rubber soled

of Sacramento was my season

of the City, my parents, both

immigrants from Mexico with ambitions of a

life, my mother was a typist, my father made false

They remember Mexico as a village and they had moved
that village into a city, a city of buses, a city of neon,

city of ambition.

My father dreamed of the sea, my mother

feared my dark skin, "stay out of the sun" she said, that
relentless, long summer sun of Sacramento.

"Stay out of

or you'll end up looking like a farm worker, los
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hot
the sun

braceros", she

said.

I remember the memory here not to mock

trivialize her fear, she feared as many other
do, the meaning of the dark skin, the
of the sun.

"Stay out of the

boy in the back seat of

of the horizon
land.

I

Mexican mothers

toughened tans, the burden

sun" she said.

I can remember the

the Chevy driving down the highway

toward San Francisco, my
of the windows and

her but to

family around me, the boy peering out

seeing on the horizon those neat, even lines

broken by the brown figures of men bent over the

can remember those men coming into town with pennies on

Saturday mornings, buying whatever they were buying,
for wear.

At the wrestling matches on Monday

braceros, the young faces, the old hands.
Sacramento had no monuments, it had no
were the proof of it, los pobres.
they would build the monuments
come green, they would be
ashen grey and then
pobres know
no art,

suitcases

evenings,

Stay out of the sun.

durability and those men

Every season would come and

on the land and the plants would

picked and the ground would turn its

bleached white and then winter again.

Los

ownership of the land, no permanence, no monument,

no Paris, only oranges and walnuts and wheat.

Two memories from adolescence partly tinged with guilt
some with regret.

I remember when I was about sixteen

old, I used to work for Holbreck Light Co., used to
light fixtures at a time when Sacramento was
over the banks of the Sacramento and the
moving north and south dramatically,
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and

years

deliver

suddenly spilling

American River was

uneventfully in suburban

sprawl.

I was part of that sprawl,

it, I used to deliver light
homes with four bedrooms
ber once driving up
the house to come
backyard, a
on a

so far as I contributed to

fixtures and big boxes to big new

and two and a half bathrooms.

I remem-

toward Auburn and waiting for the owner of

with the key and standing in the yet ungroomed

backyard without a fence and looking out and hearing

winter afternoon -- it was then about early March

hearing

the wind blow, whistle, and regretting for the first

time in

my life the idea that this would all go, that it was

leaving, that the houses were gathering close together as in
Francisco and the wind would not whistle.

I left

San

Sacramento at

about the time when United Airlines had a non-stop flight to New
York and there was once a time in my life
that as an enormous salvation, in
airport and watch the planes
weeks ago I was visiting

when I would have seen

fact I used to go out to the

come and go and then I left.

A few

some editors of California Magazine in

Los Angeles and I

insisted to them, I suggested to them, I

pleaded with them

that they have an issue one of these times

dedicated to the
the other
insecure in
you are

Valley.

The head editor is from New York and

editor is from Rhode Island and they are still
the knowledge of California and keep thinking that

talking San Fernando.

It was worse when you get to New

York, they do not even know San Fernando.

Wanting to talk

the Valley, wanting to write, wanting to remember it.
a time when I wanted to write about Paris, or
wanted to write about big cities, their old
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about

There was

thought I did,
buildings but I find

myself in middle age now speaking into
Valley, thinking in error.

I think

with monuments than it has to do
to do with permanence than it

now that art has less to do

with desire; that art has less

has to do with striving, the

molding of clay, the shaping of
of whether the seasons

a microphone about the

plans toward the sky regardless

change, regardless of whether the winter

comes.

on Thursday of this week I was in Newman, California at
funeral, the mother of a close friend of mine who had died
a difficult death.

We were in Newman, a town I don't

well, beautiful little town along Highway 5, and
consoling after the pain that she was buried
of the cemetery that separates the Masons
which was appropriate since she was a
Mason; and it occurred to me for
it, and some nuns nearby
that I too would like

a
after

know very

the funeral was

at the border line

from the Catholics

Catholic once married to a

the first time, a crucifix on

singing is Spanish, it occurred to me

to be buried in the Valley.

Thank

you.

Gerald Haslam:
sort?

Q.

Can we attempt to answer any questions of

Yes sir.

My name is Fred Chavez.

The question was in terms of

artists that come to mind, I think that we are in an age of
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any

visual media, of television and movies and it comes to mind
George Lucas from Modesto or I could think of other numerous
writers that I've seen on credits on TV that I believe are

from

the Central Valley.

Gerald Haslam:

I am sure there are many, I

plead ignorance in that regard.

have to

I would imagine

honestly

that there are

a great many.

Chavez:

My question is in terms of art that we are in a

media and that whenever you deal with art probably I
the most germane art that's happening now is in

Gerald Haslam:
Yes

Q.

mass

would think

the mass media.

I hope you're wrong but you're probably right.

ma'am.

I would like to make that same comment that a lot of the

really gifted artists escape from the Valley and here in San
Francisco many people are not aware that the person who
the Mexican Museum of Modern is Peter Rodriguez who

founded

is from

Stockton and Rupert Garcia who recently had an

exhibit is also

from Stockton, a lot of the people did

leave.

When we were

growing up in Stockton we used to come

here every weekend too,

to hear Dizzy Galesby and Billie Holiday and all the jazz greats,
not to eat at the french

restaurants but it was a big escape.
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Robert Dawson?:

Just following up on what both of you have

saying, I think also that when you look at the writers
been mentioned earlier this morning, a lot of them
write of the Valley and they write about the
Valley and I think some of the people that
that visual arts, for the most part
as part of their arts subject,
universal form of art and
think your point is
artists that are
ject.

George

certain
I

been

that have

really do

culture of the
were talking about

aren't addressing the Valley

it seems that they go into a more

sort of reach out beyond that and so I

important, I'm just not aware of any visual

dealing with the Valley as part of their sub-

Lucas with his movie American Graffiti did to a

point but it seems to be that a lot of the artists that

know go outside of the Valley and their art also deals not

with the Valley itself.

Gerald Haslam:

It just occurred to me Steve Johnson wanted me to

make certain that I mention Oildales greatest poet, Merle

Hag-

gard ... second greatest poet from Oildale.

Q.

I have not seen all of your photos yet but I passed

through

and looked at a few and I heard you talk about this

and I've

listened to all five of you speak and the word that

comes out,

being a social scientist, is alienation.

Could I

you to talk about alienation in the Valley?
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get a few of

Steve Johnson:

I don't know that we're really equipped to

about it in a social science sense but we can certainly
about it on a personal level.

I think, growing up in

talk
the

Valley, there is an extreme sense of alienation from the
the world because you do feel apart and isolated
and that's part of the motivations I think
about wanting to get out of the Valley.
great reluctance and returned with
think part of that alienation
isolation but also with
sun which carries
at the same

rest of

from that world

we've all eluded to
If left the Valley with

some reluctance as well but I

not only has to do with cultural

that ever present and kind of oppressive

with it both a kind of human reassurance and

time a kind of alienation as well.

Robert Dawson:

talk

Anyone else?

I might want to add to that Steve that one

of

the interesting points that people made about that

exhibit is

that there aren't too many photographs of people.

There

definetly was that thought, that Steve and I began the
considered, which ways are we going to be dealing

project

with,

including people or not including people and we felt
best expression of the culture of the Valley as far
experience would be to photograph not the people but

that the
a our
the effects

of the people on the land and the change of the

land and the

alteration of the land in different ways.

think that

contributes to a sense of isolation or
photograph that is in the show and that
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So I

alienation in the
was a choice on our part

and that was something that we felt
express in the kind of photography

Gerald Haslam:

we would be best able to
that we do.

Let me give that a shot too.

It seems to me

that a lot of intra-Valley alienation of a number of sorts,
ethic, economic, religious even to some degree still exist
think part of my coming of age as a youngster in the
expuliating a lot of the sense of separation from
that had been ingrained in me early and by
playing ball with them, by simply
realities instead of perceptual

was about thirteen.
and there were
were some
creative

?

I

other people

working with them, by

catagories that were being
I think that still exists to a

directly because the Valley's

changing a lot but I know that
for it of class structures

Valley was

coming to recognize human

widely accepted by me elders and
degree, I can't speak to it

and I

I was aware without having a word

in an intimate way from the time I

knew that there were people who were here

people who were there and I was hoping that there

back there and that's an important part of the
tension that the Valley has.

I was talking earlier about Valdesari Forestieri, it is

interesting to me that more people in this area know about
than people in Fresno.

You can go by the underground

and not even know it's there.

My sister told me

it's virtually on the way out, they're
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him

gardens

last night that

having a hard time

maintaining it, it gets no support from
think a lot of artists are alienated
the San Joaquin Valley because
improving but it's not
of the Fresno Bee

traced the

I

in the Valley, especially

they get so little support, it's
I picked up the centennial edition

and (this came out last year) they had

stories, the usual
arts, painting,

much.

the local community.

kinds of stories on the arts, the visual

sculpture and so forth, the music, and kind of

outlines of the development of both those arts in

Fresno;

at all times emphasizing what a terrible inferiority

complex

the artists in Fresno have, visa via, say the Bay Area

or

Los Angeles but the only thing they had on the writers of

Fresno, which as far as I'm concerned are the prominent
of that community, was an article on Soroyen.
is worth an article, but that was it, there
about any of the other dozens of fine
hundred page long centennial
people leave, why do we
have left?

It's a

the landscape
over and you
traffic

Now

artists

of course he

wasn't word one

writers in Fresno in this

edition of the newspaper.

So many

keep talking about all the artists that

frightening thing and I don't think it's just

is brutal or that the cities are sprawling all
spend most of your life dealing with stoplights and

jams, there's more to it than that.

I think there is an

absence of a sense of community, I know that is the main
I left Fresno, I didn't know where the center was any
didn't know what it was.

When I moved there as a

relatively small town, 100,000 people.

All the

used to play in, the irrigation ditches I
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reason

more, I

kid it was a
fields that I

chased tadpoles in are

gone and replaced by sprawl, it goes

on for miles, it takes you

an hour to drive across Fresno or

longer.

It is not a very

pretty place to live any more and

nobody seems to really care,

it's real frustrating.

Dolores:

(Audience)

I just want to say that there is one

of artists that didn't leave the Valley and in
guess Sacramento State has become to art what

group

Sacramento I
Fresno State is to

literature but the Royal Chicano Air

Force headed up by Jose

Montoya, Estaban Dia,

those guys have done some

??

• • I

??
• •

all of

really tremendous art primarily

rooted in the Mexican and

Chicano culture and you have the
Fresno and they have kind of
grants and whatever from
them all the way but
is unfortunate

??

same thing going on now in

survived on shoestrings and getting

the City, it has been a tough fight for

they have survived and hung in there and it

that none of them are invited to this.

Dolores, I also wanted to mention too that you mentioned

Sacramento State but

u. c.

Davis is a very active visual art

department and that would be just the opposite of what you
where in that case the artist that are there, various

said,

painters

and ceramicists don't do art that reflects their

culture and

don't do art that reflects the Valley.

think part of

Again, I

the problem with the Central Valley is that
the Valley, for instance the Crocker or
Museum for the most part don't

art organizations in

the Fresno Metropolitan

really show work of that region
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and what the wind up showing

is work from fourteenth century

Europe or work that in a way

is important I think for people in

the Valley to see, but

really doesn't contribute to the develop-

ment of an

understanding of the regional importance of those

places, so

that's part of the frustration, I think, of Valley

artists
their

is that they're having a difficult time even showing
work in their own environment and it makes it tough.

Stephen Johnson:

It is still difficult for people from the

Valley to think of the Valley as legitimate subject matter

for

art.

(???)

I hate to intervene, there is certainly far more that

can explore together but I want to point out two things:
were to have begun lunch at 12:30, one for all those
stomachs and two we commence with the next panel at
would ask that you digest slowly but eat quickly
way, please, back here by 1:30 when we're
exciting afternoon of exploration

where you can get food.

For those

participating in today's events and
at the back of the exit we will

we

growling
1:30 so I

and work your

going to begin with an

together.

cafeteria downstairs which is through

we

There is a

the courtyard outside

panelists that are
activities, if you will meet

escort you up to the trustees

room upstairs.
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Panel 3

Michael Black:

Welcome back to all of you, I expect that as

silence

engulfs the room we will have the extraordinary good
gurgling digestive tracts and be rewarded with a
sounds that go with a happy and contented
Before we turn it over to the panel, I
nowledgments here of who has been
possible.

Conferences such as

truly a community enterprise
to pass without the

luck of

number of

digestive process.

wanted to make some ack-

instrumental in making today

this are what you might say a
and such an event could never come

determined support of a wide range of in-

dividuals, organizations that have given up themselves to quite
literally bring
want to single

us together and into existence as it were.
out a mere handful of the outstanding

contributors and I
with Frank

I

want to begin with the Academy of Sciences,

Talbot and Jean Balen, with Sheridan Worek, with Mary

Ford,

Sandy Lelick, Carol Prince and others who are unnamed,

thank

you for your constant support in the celebration of the

exhibit and of this symposium.

The leadership and staff and
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I

think of those two groups interchangeably here at the

Academy

deserve special applause for recognizing the importance of this
regional work where our stake is so
Secondly, the conference.
inspirational.

Thank

Secondly, the

possible without a generous
morning, from the California
recognized from the outset,
and the importance of
and future.
symposium
mailing
here

extraordinarily great.

you, its nice to be truly

conference would not have been
grant, as was suggested this
Counsel of the Humanities who
the human dimensions of the Valley

human values in assessing its evolution

Thirdly, a number of organizations have made this
possible through generous advice and by making their

lists available which has brought you, or many of you

today.

I wish to single out the Commonwealth Club, Bill

Daveron of the Bay Area Institute, Edgar Imhoff of the San
Joaquin Valley Drainage Project, the Nature Conservancy,
Miller of the Deans office at the College of
Environmental Sciences at Davis, Martha

Agriculture and

Turner and William

Shafra of the American Farm Land Trust
California Magazine who sits on

Carol

and Richard Smoley of the

our panel at present.

Finally a number of individuals were terrifically
in pointing me toward such a distinguished cast of
in a more objective phrase, participants.
warm personal thanks to Tim Wallace of

u.

helpful

characters or

I

want to extend a

c.

Berkeley's coopera-

tive extension, who, that his sabbatical

were Mill Valley and

not New zealand would surely be with us

today, Phil Avene for
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unairing advice and a broad range of

participants of all

political persuasions represented here

u. c.

sustainability coordinator

agricultrual and natural
advice, support and
Howard who pointed

today, Robert Payton of

with the vice president of

resources, for constant nourishing

aspirin when it counted most.

To Alice

the way towards several of today's

participants; to Nancy

Wilkinson and Mimi Dean both of San

Francisco State University the list as you can well imagine
goes on and on.
forwards one
support,
for

Before I retire however, a disclaimer:

In book

always reads preambles that those who offered

criticism and advice were exempted from responsibility

the errors that invariably crept into one evolving work.

Today I wish to turn that tradition on its head.

I assert

and now that responsibility for all this conference of
comings, visible errors in structure and reason,
vision fall not to me but rather to the many
advisors.

As Snoopy of Sunday comic fame

advice is getting even in public.

Thank

Great Central Valley Project on behalf
Johnson, Gerry Haslam and yours

here

short

judgment and

unnamed gracious

might assert sage
you very much for the

of Robert Dawson, Stephen

truly Michael Black, now to our

panel.

Kirby Moulton:
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Good afternoon.

It's a pleasure to be here

to see so many people here in the Bay Area
the tremendous asset that is our Great

and it's nice

with an interest in

Central Valley.

My name

is Kirby Moulton, I am an economist

with the University of

California Cooperative Extension in

Berkeley and it is my duty

and pleasure to serve as
afternoon.

moderator for this panel this

We are going to

that we can maximize the
here and by you in

try to be brief on introductions so

amount of discussion by the discussants

the audience.

The order of events as they will enfold on this panel,
me back up a second, as you know this panel is focusing
land, on its economic development, on the human
volved in it, on the technology and the place
We are going to structure this

panel with

let

on the

dimensions inof the railroad.

presentations

starting from a historical context, to a certain degree, then
looking at things as they are and finally
as they may be.

Our panelists in the

presentations are Dolores Huerta who is
is first Vice - President of the
Dolores is Richard Orsi, a
StateUniversity at
managing editor
got them
the

a discussion of things

order of their
closest to me here, she

United Farm Workers, next to

professor of history, California

Hayward, next to Richard is Richard Smoley,

of California Farmer magazine and, excuse me I

reversed, I am sorry, Don Villarejo is third and Don is

managing director of the Institute for Rural Studies at

Davis - I apologize, Don, on that - and finally Richard
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Smoley,

the managing editor of California Farmer magazine.

We will

start out with Dolores Huerta, Dolores.

Dolores Huerta:

I guess one of the saddest things that
is that even though we have a lot of
wealth does not go into the
arts and I want to
that was

we've learned so far

wealth we see that that

community, our last panel was on the

mention one person that wasn't mentioned, and

Woodie Guthrie who was in the towns in the San Joaquin

Valley and all those labor camps and really inspired the
and got a lot of his material that he wrote for
nationally famous.

Not only do the employers

Valley, not only do they not contribute
if those arts happen to come from
from the south, the Okies as
They not only do not
nize them as
this word
you

workers.

workers

songs that are
in the San Joaquin

to the arts, especially

the workers like the people

they were called or the Mexicans.

recognize their art but they do not recogI mean the word, now I am going to use

and I want you to understand, the word

"nigger", that

can use people's work, you can exploit them, you can take

everything from them but not give them anything back, not
enough money to feed their family, no housing, no
pension.

Then when these workers get

these things for themselves, through
have a lot of organizations, they
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even

healthcare, no

together to try to get
organizations, the growers

have the Farm Bureau, they

have California Grape and Tree
tern Growers, they have
belong to.

But

the

infinitismal numbers of groups that they

dare the workers try to get together and

organize themselves
are met with

Fruit League, they have the Wes-

to try to better their conditions and they

violence, they are met with death.

This has been

history and it would be nice to say that this is old

history, that somehow this passed by, that somehow the
saw that the union was able to provide for the

growers

workers what they

refuse to give the workers, a house plan,

good wages so that

they could send their children to school,

good wages so they

could rent or buy a decent house, that
business would be happy that this
want to keep the people
slaves.

You know we

racism, I think

the growers aggregate

happened, but no they still

subjected, they want to keep them as
have this terrible curse on our society of

that is at the root of it.

Maybe if the workers

were brown

or yellow, Asian, maybe it would be different and

maybe they

would have recognized their worth and their

contributions

and I hope that the Academy also recognizes those

contributions that the workers have made and I said
without them ???

I just want to say them

California it was the Asian workers, the
drained the Delta so that it could be

some earlier

briefly now, but in
Chinese workers who

farmed and after they

drained it they took it away from

them.

growers in the San Joaquin Valley

around Delano who developed

that land and then it was taken
Black workers who made the

It was the Japanese

away from them.

There were the

cotton growers rich and the Filipino
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workers who made the
Mexicans, always
to have you

grape growers rich and of course always the

the Mexicans, always the Mexicans and I'd like

see this video.

Kirby Moulton:

Incidently I should mention while you are
video to come on we are going to

have ample

questions as soon as the four people have

waiting for the
opportunity for

their material up in

front of us.

VIDEO

(Video on the farm workers)

Dolores Huerta:

Just a footnote to the film since that film
think the film said there were eleven children
had cancer, the number has now grown to
the children have died.

Dianaseb,

that we wanted to have banned has
last week.
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was made, I
in McFarland that

eighteen and two more of

one of the five pesticides
just been banned as of this

Kirby Moulton:

As I mentioned before, when we complete our
tions then we will have an opportunity for as
time will allow.

Our next up is Richard

panel presenta-

much discussion as

Orsi

Richard Orsi

I am going to do something different and not
inspiring as the last six speakers that have
to try to take us back in history to the
of the San Joaquin Valley.

As a

work on the period from the
ticularly emphasized the
as an organization and

nearly as

spoken.

I am going

early settlement period

historian I focus most of my

1860's to the 1920's and I've par-

role of the railroad as a technology,
as a collection of people in the settle-

ment of the San Joaquin Valley as a kind of case study of some
of my larger
will try to
some

work on the railroad in western history and so I
focus on that and towards the end I will try to make

very tentative and humble generalizations about what we

might learn from this aspect of history facing some of the
problems like Dolores has mentioned just recently.
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Railroads, particularly the Southern Pacific railroad
system were crucial to the development of California's Great
Central Valley.

Particularly in the period that I have

at, the 1860's to the 1920's when the basic
urban structure of the Valley, or much of
Despite that the railroad's central
ignored or more often seriously
scholarly writings,

agricultural and
it, was established.

role has generally been

distorted in popular opinion and

including major works on the Valley's

history published even
scholarly and popular
Joaquin Valley's

looked

in the last few years.

Briefly the

consensus on role of railroads in the San

history, a consensus which is rarely

questioned, sees the

railroad's influence as overwhelmingly

negative.

is a familiar one to those who have studied

The story

the standard
Octopus.

histories or most like read Frank Norris' novel The

The Southern Pacific's greedy land grant policies ran

contrary to the interests of settlers and encourages land
monopoly and the early development of large scale
The railroad's outrageous freight tariffs
being set by "all the traffic will
developed and ruined small shippers
the political machine of the
government on a scale
Only after 1910, the
progressives
enacted the
the

agribusiness.

often characterized as

bear" retarded economic
and farmers.

Then of course

Octopus manipulated and corrupted

unequalled in the American experience.
story goes on, when Hiram Johnson and the

kicked the Southern Pacific out of politics and
first meaningful railroad regulation law and freed

Valley from the Octupus' evil tentacles, was the Valley and
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the State at large, free to resume it's journey toward its
destiny.

Indeed many of the Valley's contemporary problems

as, large scale land engrossment are commonly seen as
effects of the railroad's early villainy.
by reams of scholarly paper these popular
most part myths, results of the
systematically evaluate
important historical
Scholars have
of the

lingering

Although buttressed
beliefs are for the

historians failure to gather and

valid evidence on one of the most

questions regarding Central Valley history.

naively accepted as historical fact the rhetoric

railroads opponents, just to sight one reason:

Particularly
the

such

the muscle slew squatters who in the 1870's engaged

railroad in a land title dispute which developed into one of

the most widely known and written about episodes of Valley
history.

Historians have also allowed themselves to be

mesmerized by Frank Norris' forceful but fanciful novel
the muscle slew conflict, the Octopus published in
everyone quotes or cites the Octopus with
its validity.

Actually when you try

and place it has little value as
history or literature.

Most

to do the work of finding
as manuscripts, maps,
upon which to build
all of these
boiled

about

1901. Almost

little examination of

to put that novel in time

an accurate document of Valley

of all writers have largely failed

and assimilating primary sources, such

documents and railroad company records
their generalizations.

Frankly, I shares

problems when I first started my work, my blood

against the railroad monopoly when I first read The

Octopus and some fifteen years ago when I began my research on
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Southern Pacific involvement in California land and
history, I was a true believer in these popular
began looking at primary sources however, I
First, contrary to the widely accepted
had deliberately destroyed its
deeds, I

found true to a real

kept every scrap of paper
there.

I

found vast

by historians in
dozens of
York.
more

agricultural

myths.

When I

was very surprised.

belief that the railroad

records to cover up its evil
company, it destroyed nothing, it
it sometimes hid it -- but it was

manuscript resources virtually unexamined

corporate, university and government archives;

them, literally, all the way across the country to New

Secondly, the more I worked in these collections, the
factual information I gathered clashed with the popular

consensus on the railroad.

Very little of the traditional

torical writing on the railroad passed the litmus test of
posure to first hand evidence.

Ultimately my research

me to discard the established historical orthodoxy
road and to start with a new interpretation based
sources.

Since the Southern Pacific was the

major business between the 1860's and the
my research involved Central Valley
have made a case study of

hisex-

required

on the railon primary

Central Valley's

early 1900's much of

history and I particularly

examining Fresno, Tulare and later

Kings County.

The task is a large one and much remains to be done
me and my area of study and by a number of other
scholars working in other fields who are
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both by

historians and

reaching somewhat sim-

ilar conclusions.

In addition, the

diverse one, its actions were very
contradictory.

company was a large and
often ambiguous and

Its actions sometimes

their interests and as a result the
deal of conflict in California
decade of its existence.
research which has been
outline which I would
more objective and

damaged other groups and
company provoked a great

history particularly in the early

Nevertheless, out of the manuscript
done a new outline is emerging, an

quite tentatively say, an outline of a

believable interpretation of Southern Pacific

company

history in regard to the Valley and one which is in

keeping

with what we now know about national business history

during these critical decades of American industrialization.
Regarding the Central Valley, for example, just to give
some ideas of some of my research and my findings, I
want to say I'm generalizing a great deal, I'm
compress much information and a lot of subtlety

you

once again

trying to
and a lot of

contradiction in a very brief statement so

there a lot of

exceptions to what I am going to say and I

welcome any questions

either during the panel or later on
suggests first that despite its
Pacific self interest very
groups in the settlement
dwellers and it
problems of
problems,

during the day, my research

sometimes villainy the Southern

often coincided with many Valley

period, including many farmers and town

cooperated with these groups in combating the

settlement, which were very severe, environmental
land development problems, marketing problems for
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farmers
the

and so forth.

The assumed dialectic of conflict between

railroad and "the people" which is found in many, many

standard writings needs to be discarded and some other kind

of

model of relationship developed.

Secondly, company leaders strongly identified with the
Valley's welfare and furnished organization, capital, and

exper-

tise to promote population growth and prosperity in the

Valley.

Thirdly, contrary to what you might believe if you

studied

only the rhetoric of the muscle slew squatters, the
land policies were basically in most areas of the

railroad's

Valley

designed to be prosettler between the 1860's and the
1900's and these policies worked to encourage small
farming particularly in the lower, more irritable
around the middle of the Valley (we're talking
Joaquin Valley in this instance because in
railroad had no land policy in the
northern San Joaquin Valley because
intensive purposes in the

early
scale

stretches

about the San

this essence the

Sacramento Valley or the
it had no land grant for any

region).

Fourthly, Southern Pacific land grants in the settlement
periods did not particularly delay settlement.
assertion which is made by many authors.

another

The rail road, if you

examine its own files, and I have examined more
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That's

than 10,000

letters on the same subject, the railroad
title to its land grant, it had every
to delay, seeking title from
its good agricultural land
Pacific did not behave
future rises in
that.
the

vigorously sought

reason to do so and none

government and it sought to sell
as quickly as possible.

The Southern

as a land speculator, holding land for

value, it had many corporate interests not to do

Also, the railroad grants and the mere construction of
line greatly speeded up homesteading and land purchases on

the even numbered public land sections that were held in
checkerboard with the railroad land grant sections.

There

are

many regional variation, however, I found a minimum of

four

distinct and totally different types of influences the

railroad

had on land tenure in the San Joaquin Valley (none
the way you will find in the traditional

of which by

literature) .

Fifth, the railroads land prices were generally low,
high and they were basically in keeping with the prices
ilar quality land, the market realities on supply and
dictated that this was the case and the railroad's
lease arrangements provided invaluable capital

not
on sim-

demand

credit and

for the

establishment of the first farms, particularly small

farms.

Within the first ten years, for instance, the rail road just in
the region I am discussing established 5,8000 credit contracts
with buyers of small farms on its lands.
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Sixth, the railroad's freight shipment rates were like wise
not particularly high, much work remains in this area
ever looked at the ways economic historians work
rates you might understand why I am never

and if you

with railroad

going to do that

study.

Seventh, the political power of the Southern Pacifica though
formidable was not monolithic and there was a large
local political autonomy in the Valley and many
problems associated with politics were
forces of politics in the Valley and

measure of

of the Valley's

related to the internal
not the product of

intrusion by the railroad monopoly.

Eighth, the railroad was a major force for watershed
wilderness preservations, public irrigation development
more balanced and long term water and resource use
the Valley.

All of these of course were vital to

settlement of the Valley.

What about some

for today, this is very dangerous for
should probably take me with a
thing that is striking to me
tional, technological,
of the railroad and
we are to

and
and a

pattern in
the initial

lessons from history

a historian to do and you

little bit of salt.

First, one

is the importance of the organiza-

scientific and economical contributions

the bad need for these to be reconsidered if

achieve a realistic and more complete reach of

history.

If

there is one conclusion I have reached about the

Valley's

history, it is its fascinating diversity and complexity
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and

the extent to which many scholars have not done justice to

this complexity.

The area of the railroad's role in shaping

land use patterns, urban agricultural and environmental
and the life of the Valley's people is one of those
complexities and there are many others.
broader problem, I think, of the
ledge of the Valley's history
capturing a more complex and
where we've been and we

illustrates the

superficiality of current know-

in least many areas.

Without

complete history, we don't know

is one of the most fundamental

platforms on which to build
Secondly, it

debate over current

unplumbed

don't know in what direction we are

moving; a better history

the future.

It just

change

better public policy for today and
seems to me that much of the current

policy and agriculture and environment, for

instance,

sometimes degenerates into outworn and unproductive

ideas of

class dichotomies and inherent conflict between large

groupings, business vs. the people, large corporate farmers
polluters vs. workers and citizens, big agriculture vs.

city

people, Northern California vs. Southern California and

so

forth.

Without neglecting and very real and urgent

and conflicts which do exist, it might be the
look also for shares interests among
perhaps big business.
instance has a long and

inequities

time for us to

different groups, including

One example, the Southern Pacific, for
strong conservationist and

environmentalist tradition,
mostly unaware of this

and

interestingly enough the company is

tradition.

historian, that much might

It strikes me, as a

be accomplished by environment
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reformers by appealing to
might be taken toward
agriculture or
models for
our

that tradition and the same tactic

other sometimes hostile groups toward

environmental reform.

History may yet provide

how we might build at least some of the solutions to

biting problems on common ground.

Kirby Moulton: Next is Don Villarego, Don.

Don Villarejo:
It was thirty-five years ago that
production on a State wide basis
one state, Iowa.

Since that

duction has not only
also grown
today

California's agricultural

reached that of then the number

time our State's agricultural pro-

continued to grow in absolute value but has

significantly as a share of national production until

we now produce more than 42% greater amount of output then

the second ranking state.

No factor has been more

important,

and there have been many I recognize, in the

growth of that

agricultural procution than the expansion of

irrigated

in this state.

What I am going to be

that we have accumulated in the

farming

reporting on today is data

last several years on the

current pattern of land ownership

in a major part of the San

Joaquin Valley.

if I could have the first

The first slide,

slide please ... the region that we
study is the combined area of

have chosen for intensive

Kern, Kings and Tulare Counties
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comprising today all
irrigated land of
expansion of
occurred
can

together a full one quarter of the

California.

The second slide shows the

irrigated land in the three county area that has

since 1944 and the 1982 census of agriculture.

As you

see the amount of land irrigated in the three county area

was a little more than 900,000 acres in 1944 and today is in
excess of 2 million acres.

We have more than doubled the

of irrigated land in just those three counties in
40 year period.

We have examined approximately

amount

that ensuing
55 thousand

land parcels in the combined three county area

comprising a

total land area of privately owned land of 5.6

million acres.

In addition we have found that it is now
land according to its actual current
can be distinguished from tree
thing those distinctions
ownership.

Indeed the

possible to distinguish

use; that is vineyard land

orchards and desert lands and we

are critical in discussing land
ownership of ten thousand acres of desert

is a very

different matter than owning ten thousand acres of

irrigated

vineyard.

study for

irrigated land only in the combined three county area.

This

The next slide shows the results of our

data pertains to 1982 chosen to coincide with the census of

agriculture to make comparison that much easier for us.
that, for example, there are 5,766 owners of 80 acres
their combined holdings amount to some 243 thousand
the other extreme, at the large end of ownership,
we find that there are 26 owners each having
acres each and their combined holdings are
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We

find

or less,
acres.

At

so to speak,

more than 5,120
646 thousand acres.

Now to give you a little better feel of
646 thousand acres in a thousand
largest catagories, that is
acres number 55 holdings.

what I am talking about,

square miles of land.

The two

land holdings in excess of 2,560
The combined area of just those 55

owners amounts to a

greater land area than all of Napa and Marin

Counties

In order to be able to make some sense out

of

combined.

this we have attempted to compare our data with comparable

data from earlier periods and unfortunately there has been
one set of data that we have been able to find that
parable kind of job for an earlier period.
Edwin Wilson and Marian Klausen who were
Berkeley.

They studied just two of the

referring to in some detail, they also
we are now studying Madera County
later point but they only
three that we have
revise our
the

This

only

does a com-

is data that by

than with

u. c.

counties that I am
studied Madera County and

so we can compare that at a

studied Kern and Tulare out of the

examined here in detail and so we have had to

compilations and just include those two counties for

comparison.

The next slide shows the ten largest owners,

somebody might want to know who they are ...while there are a
great many well known names up there including those
headquartered in San Francisco, there are some
players such as Prudential Insurance Company
recently acquired significant
data of Wilson and Klausen
irrigated land but at
in Kern and Tulare

businesses

relatively new
who have relatively

landholdings in that area.

The

pertaining to 1940 looked not at all

all land that was thought to be irrigable

County.

At that time there were about
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600,000 in the two
Central Valley
new water

counties but because of the plans of the

Project to expand their service area and to bring

into the area an approximate definition of the service

area

boundary was developed by the Department of Interior and

that

included over a half a million acres of land that was

suitable for irrigation but in 1940 was not irrigated.
they did was to include all of that land, roughly 1.1
acres, land that was thought at that time as being
what they found was a distribution of land
a very large number of small holdings
of very, very large holdings a
will.

At the time it was

irrigated production,

So what
million

irrigable and

ownership with again

and a relative few number

kind of verification, if you

thought that when that land came into

and it was far more intensively, that

there would be some

division of the land ownership, it was

expected that large

enterprises could not farm in the intensive

kind of way that

vegetable and fruit farming demand.

matter of fact, in
the use of land

As a

their original publication they debate "as

becomes more intensive there would undoubtedly

be some

tendency to subdivide present large holdings into

smaller

land ownership units and to operate the land in smaller

farm

operating units".

What we have done is to take a direct

test of their suggestion by taking just the land that is
presently irrigated in Kern and Tulare Counties and make

such a

comparison, the next slide shows our results.

In

what we find is that there are now fewer land

holdings in that

combined area than there were in 1940, that
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particular

the average holding

is in excess of 190 acres -- roughly
terms of the average holding in
holdings in general with
category has shifted
matter of fact, the
size category
land in

double of what it was in

1940 -- and that in addition the

the exception of the smallest size

toward the larger size holdings.

As a

fifteen biggest holders now have land in the

5,121 acres or more then did all of that irrigable

the size category in 1940.

To more directly compare the

data I have taken just the data on the amount of land held
all of the holders in a given size category for the two
1940 and 1982 and directly compared them ... that is
next slide.

As you can see in the smallest

holding, 80 acres or less, there is fewer
in such holdings and at the other
size holding 5,121 or more there
such holdings today.

so what

tion made in 1945 what has
expansion in the size of
tremendous increase in
all of the factors
posite direction,

by

years

shown in the

size category of
land in aggregate held

extreme and at the largest
is actually more land held in

we find in contrary to the sugges-

occurred is in fact a substantial
the average land holding despite the

population, despite subdivision, despite

that one might think would work in the opland holding is becoming more concentrated.

We have also looked at data with respect to the
crop industry breaks and as I mentioned we have
identify land according to its actual current

particular

been able to
use and this is

the result then for vineyards, for the

combined Kern-Tulare

areas.

bit different than some

The distribution looks quite a
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of the others, it is much flatter,
large holdings, the average
acres or so and it's
say some measure,
concentration.
three county
the

not as much land in the very

land holding is approximately 100

interesting that nevertheless you look at,

of the size and distribution in terms of its
If we look at all of the irrigated land in the

area I mentioned at the outset, the biggest 4% of

holdings held 52% of the land.

In this case, the biggest 5%

of the holdings have 49% of the land, not too much different

in

terms of the proportion of the holdings accounting for a
majority of the land.

So despite that fact that that scale

seems to be somewhat smaller, the same proportion of

the

holding, the biggest 5%, have roughly speaking, half the
We have also been able to identify the actual farm
most of the holdings that we are talking about
size distribution is a little bit different
the next slide.

In fact what we find

farm operators have many smaller
the owner and farm for them.

size

land.

operators for

and there the

and that is shown in

is that quite a number of

parcels that they lease from

As a matter of fact about half of

all the land in the State of California is farmed by someone
other than the land

owner.

So the concentration that we find in

farm operator ship is somewhat greater than it is for land
ownership and

the biggest eight great operators we find are

shown in this

slide, a name that may be familiar to those of you

who heard
being

the first panel, Marco Zaninovich has 3,705 acres

farmed in 1982.

What are our conclusions?

The first

conclusion that we think is significant is that the extent
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of

concentration of land ownership is actually greater today
it was prior to the development of the major features
Central Valley Project.

What we think this

complete breakdown of the intended
reclamation projects themselves
Act of 1902, that land
per owner. There has
policy in the data,

than

of the

represents is a

government policy in the

and embodied in the Reclamation

ownership shall be limited to 160 acres
been no evidence of any effect of that

and we know, many of us who work in the

field, that that law

was never enforced.

conclusion that this

has been slowly drawing out today and it

came to me when I
metropolitan

saw in the New York Times a listing of the ten

areas in the United States with the highest

proportion of
welfare.

There is a second

persons supported by general assistance, people on

You and I would normally think that these ten

metropolitan
that we see

areas would be major urban centers, the ghettos
on television or read about, but

here is the list:

Liazelia, California number 1; Stockton, California number
Jersey City, New Jersey number 3; Atlantic City, New
number 4; Yuba City, California number 5; Fresno,
number 6; Vine Land, New Jersey number 7;
number 8; Redding, California number 9;
York number 10. Six of the ten with
people on welfare are in
Central Valley.
there is a
ownership

2;

Jersey

California

Modesto, California
and New York City, New

the highest proportion of

California and all six are in the

Our evidence leads us to the conclusion that

correlation between this high degree of land
concentration and farm operatorship and the per98

petuation of
still know
shows

the miserable poverty that many of our citizens
and that is best summarized in my final slide which

those counties in California with the highest rates of

poverty.

You may see some resemblance with the slide I

you at the outset.
and Madera

We are continuing our work

Counties next and I hope to be

that in another couple of years.

Kirby Moulton:

Thank

showed

through Fresno

able to report on

you.

Our final panelist, Richard Smoley

Richard Smoley:

I would just like to talk briefly about
in the Valley specifically and the factors
how these factors are likely to operate
To begin with, you might ask what
does?

The question is more

deals with the Central
and climate for
by farmers
more

cropping patterns
that effect them and

in the next five years.

makes a farmer grow what he

complicated than usual when one

Valley.

The ideal combination of soil

agriculture removes many of the constraints felt

elsewhere, in addition, the farmers themselves are

innovative and have fewer preconceptions about what the can

and cannot grow.

The first thing any farmer has to consider

of course, the environment, soil, water and climate all
the kinds of crops that can be grown on a piece of
Valley, like all other places on earth, faces
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land.

is

dictate
The

strictures of this

kind, it is too cold to grow cotton north
and in a sizeable portion of land in
too marshy to grown anything but
ever, are being augmented by

so that farmers make
Salinity, the
forcing some
barley and
according

rice.

These limitations, howIn-

arrears like Kern County turn to

and vine crops like we just saw here,

more money out of any acre-foot of water.

problem that still a satisfactory solution is
growers to consider more salt tolerant crops like

farmers are paying more attention to smog, which,
to the StateAir Resources Board is costing

$100,000,000 a
Yet

the Sacramento Valley it is

newer man made constraints.

creased water costs have made
higher value orchard crops

of Merced for example

year in crop damage in the San Joaquin alone.

environmental constraints are still small when compared to

the single greatest determinant to cropping patterns in the
Central Valley which is markets.

Markets have always been

cial in determining crop mix in the Valley, the region
for its wheat production in the nineteenth century
around 1880 midwestern producers began to compete
a's wheat markets in England, Valley farmers
horticulture.

Its fruits and nuts

which up to that point had been
from the words of author

cru-

was noted

but when
for Californi-

moved rapidly into

changed the nations diet,

starchy, oleaginous and salty

Kevin Starr Today the Valley's con-

tributions to the

American diet remain diverse.

virtually all the

almonds, olives and pistachios grown in the

United states
such as

It produces

for example and it lead the nation in many others

peaches, prunes, nectarines and tomatoes.
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At the same

time

the Valley's crop mix is highly sensitive to changes in

consumer tastes, for example, pears were grown on nearly
ty-eight thousand acres state wide in 1968 and in 1985
grown on less than fifteen thousand acres, nearly
decline.

Why did this happen?

If you want to

ask yourself when was the last time you
some canned fruit cocktail.

About

pear crop is grown for canning.

they were

fifty percent

know you might

bought a can of pears or

seventy-five percent of the
Change in tastes and

consumption have meant that the fruit
important than it was a generation
canning peaches, prune and

twen-

for processing is less

ago.

Accordingly, acreage of

apricots have also dropped over the

last twenty years.

Acreage levels for these crops appear to

have stabilized but

aren't likely to rise much.

Farm competition, a fact that many items can be
more cheaply abroad, also dictates crop patterns.
acreage has dropped by a third in the last twenty
bean nations can produce sugar more cheaply
California farmers today grow sugar beets
they fit into rotation patterns and
supports.

Right now Valley

produced
Sugar beet

years.

Carib-

than we can and

principally because

because of government price

farmers are worried about

competition from foreign nations

for every crop from table

grapes, which are coming in from

Chile in increasing amounts, to

processing tomatoes which a
about a third of the price

processor can buy in Mexico for
of the California crop.
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Government programs have an impact of their own.
which is the biggest row crop in the Valley is
duction cuts as a result of the federal
any participating grower to reduce
cent.

Virtually every cotton

for it and the most recent
will be thirty percent

Cotton,

seeing huge pro-

program which requires

his acreage twenty-five per-

grower in the State has signed up

estimates say the California crop

smaller than it was last year.

Finally, the tax system has imposed its own logic on
ing patterns, many almond and grape producers, for
blame tax shelters for the over supply that has
industries for the past three or four years.
crops are particularly susceptible to this
you put in an orchard or vineyard you
it for several years.
high incomes until the
Farmers right now
reform will put an
Valley cropping
commodities like

The outlay

cropp-

example,

vexed their
orchards and vine

influence since, if

don't get anything out of

can permit investors to offset

orchard actually comes into production.

are hoping that the recently enacted tax
end to this problem.

Overall, trends in

patterns have been away from lower value
rice, sorghum and oats toward higher value

crops, pistachios

for example, were not grown commercially in

the State twenty

years ago, now there are over thirty thousand

acres in

production and more are on the way.

still not all high

value crops are seeing increases in acreage, lemons have
burgeoned, flooding the available market in large crop years
like 1984.

Because of the poor returns in the last few
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years

few almonds are being put in the ground now.

Grape

acreage,

much of it put in during the boom years of the late
and early eighties has also leveled off as a
recent gluts.

For the next five years I would

continue their trend away from grains and
to fruits and vegetables which are

seventies

result of the
expect farmers to

low profit grow crops

potentially more lucrative.

The gigantic farm in Colton is moving away from cotton to
produce.

The world

increased interest
shift.
kinds.
in

Finally,

wide cotton glut combined with consumers
in fruits and vegetables has motivated the

I look to an increase in specialty crops of all

Farmers have seen poor returns on many major commodities

the early eighties and looking to niche markets.

farmer can do well producing anything from squash
wild rice to suckling pigs for Chinese
like these are easily oversupplied
doesn't start producing such
contract with the
the course of
export
its

purchaser.

The

shrewd

blossoms and

restaurants.

Markets

however so the smart operator

items until he has actually got a
The Valley has been locked over

this decade over a strong dollar which has cut

markets, by greater pressure by farm competitors and by

own productivity which often puts more farm products on the

market than can be sold at a profit.

Nonetheless, Valley

farmers are nothing if not versatile and as old crops cease
making money we can expect them to continue to search for
ones.

Thank you.
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new

Moderator:

We do have time for about five minutes of

That is the inevitable fact of a short panel,
out.

We had a question over here, please

questions.

but lets start

identify yourself and

address the question to a speaker.

Question:

Why hasn't anyone on the panel talked about the

impact on the land of various cropping patterns.

Answer:

(Smoley) I could address that a little bit, there

California farm-

crops which deplete the land more than others.
ers generally pay some attention to this in
crop rotation, alfalfa is a valuable
because it fixes nitrogen in the
pletes it.

In general farmers

the extent that they don't
tilizers, nitrates and

are

considering their

rotation crop for example,

soil, cotton, as you know deto pay attention to this and to

they have to supplement it with fer-

NPK thing, nitrogen, phosphorus and

potassium.

Moderator:

Don, do you have any comments on that?

Don Villarejo:

I would say that there is a mix of behavior

among the farm operator population.

I know a farmer in

for example who has built a ripper for soil that
deeper than anyone else has ever advised, it is
to operate, the reason he does it is that he
his corn stalks back into the soil every
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Esparto,

goes down
very expensive

has been putting

year for about

twenty-five years and he figures maybe in the
the soil will be a lot better, now he is a
farmer, his grandfather settled in that
Moderator:

next generation

third generation

area.

That is really beautiful, that is unusual I

say in my experience, that somebody goes to such great
such great expense but I would say that the bottom
it's very difficult to generalize about the
farmers.

I think there is an enormous

would
length at

line is that

behavior of all

variation in the kinds of

things that go on.

Roundtable III
continuation of questions

Fred Chavez :

I think I would like to address this to Ms. Huerta

and Mr. Villarejo.

In terms of the different spheres

from what are your feelings about the import
farmers and organizations tend to cry about
imports are actually coming from, the multitions, etc., who it really is that is
and this might be more
agribusiness cutting
I'll put in a
people were

you come

problem a lot of
and where those
national corpora-

importing and number two,

problematic, in terms of the problem of
its own throat by its over productivity and

footnote in terms of it seemed this morning when
mentioning about the land, etc. they seemed to say
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that

"well you are going to deplete the land and it's not going

to be productive anymore" and all I have heard from
economists, etc. for some period of time now

since I've been

tracking this is that too much productivity
the American farmer and however you would
gentlemen from the American Farmer is

agricultural

is what is choking
like to organize, the

welcome to throw in his

thoughts.

Moderator:

Fine, why don't we start with Dolores.

Dolores Huerta:

What we have seen in terms of the

is that a lot of the competition that farmers
about is really from themselves.

are screaming

For instance

in the grape

industry a lot of the California Central Valley
going into Mexico to grow grapes.

It is the

of the Delano farmers are down there
shipping them back as Mexican
Imperial Valley, and we
too much today, in the
among the farmers
Imperial

farmers are

same guys from

Delano, Texacal and some of the big guys that
screen there are going down into Mexico to

"competition"

you saw on the

grow grapes and a lot

growing grapes and then

grapes.

The other thing, in the

haven't said to much about vegetables
Imperial Valley the unemployment rate now

is close to forty percent.

Why?

because the

Valley farmers are all in Mexico, they all jumped the

boarder and they're growing their produce over there and
shipping it back to the United States, but it is the
fornia farmers that are doing this.
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Now in terms

then

same Cali-

of the Chilian

grapes, those are bona fide, I think, I

shouldn't say that be-

cause I do know some guys down in Chile

growing grapes but a lot

of that so called farm competition
ves.

In terms of the over

here, that is interest,
for years and years
of dollars of
payment

is really coming from oursel-

productivity, Sellarwas mentioned

Sellar is a big cotton company that has

and years has gotten millions and millions

your tax dollars not to grow cotton.

I think the

they got this year was 8 million dollars, or 10 million.

Anyway,

is going into the vegetable industry right?

So

it is really interesting when we see that we are really
subsidizing some of these big giant corporations to put
small farmers, whatever are left of them, small

other

farmers out of

business.

Don Villarejo:

I just have one

complicated questions.

minute to respond to those

With respect to the import question

think most people should be aware that for two of the last
months our nation has been a net food importer and for
who grew up in the 50's when the buy word was
the world", it's a rather bizarre switch.
think has occurred generally, the ability
ability of many third world nations to
but because of the monumental debt
they see the only way to generate
pay back in dollars the banks
from is to sell commodities

I
three

someone

"American can feed

Actually, what I
to feed itself, the

feed themselves is good

that many countries have,
the foreign exchange needed to

that they have borrow the money
to the United States. So you have a
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paradox where people in
shipment to the U. S.
those same workers
ing.

So what we

policy on a

Costa Rica are growing vegetables for
to try to generate foreign exchange but

can not afford to buy the crops they're growhave is a situation where there is an economic

world wide level, particularly with respect to the

international debt that is forcing many third world
that I would generally applaud for being able to

countries

feed

themselves, increasingly turning toward international

trade and

exports of high value crops to the United States to try to
generate foreign exchange.

Richard Smoley

In regard to the question of oversupply, I

would have to say that government programs are a major cause
this and they have been quite significant in the
the soil that we have seen, particularly in the
it's not unknown here.

Right now we have a

of

depletion of
mid west but

government program

that guarantees a minimum price for major

commodities to farmers

without any effective control on

There are payment

limitations, but as Dolores
a tractor through any of
she is talking

control on how much

and it has
exports are

pointed out you can certainly drive

them, and subsidies of the kind that

about are being paid out this year.

essentially you have

deal with this

supply.

So

a guaranteed minimum price with no

UHDO

is grown and the government has attempted to

most recently by attempting to subsidize exports

increased exports by a phenomenal amount, cotton
up 300% over the last year but it hasn't done much
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to effect
see,

the actual amount of production and as far as I can

neither political party has the courage to undertake

anything that would do that.

PANEL FOUR
"WATER: Water Development in California's Central Valley"
Michael Black:

(Moderator)

I am going to introduce my

panelists and they would be on my right and since there is
particular order perhaps I will ask Michael Fitch of
Bank to go first.

no

Wells Fargo

Mike is the Vice-President for Agribusiness

Affairs as you can well guess has a long legacy of contributions,
he himself has grown up on a ranch and contributes to a ranch at
this point.

Mike will go

first, to his right, your left is Phil

LeVeen, author and water consultant from Berkeley, to his right
is Tom Graff who is a senior attorney with the Environmental
Defense Fund then we have William Kahrl, editor, among other
things, of
Power

The California Water Atlas, wrote the book Water and

and finally William Warne who himself was instrumental,

quite literally, in making possible the California Water Project
in literal terms and was formerly director of the California
Department for Water Resources.

I'll ask Michael to open and
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hopefully we will have lots of time left over for questions and
answers.

Michael Fitch:

Thank you very much Michael, I would like to

underscore that I really view myself more as an agricultural
specialists that happens to be working for a bank, my wife
tell you I have great difficulty in balancing my own
I'll also tell you that the reason I feel that is
important is that if you have not noted some of

checkbook,

particularly
the

characterizations that bankers are receiving of late,
better understand if I give you a brief flavor.

will

A

you'll

little over a

year ago the Reader's Digest had a characterization that said the
only difference between a banker lying

along side of the road

after being hit by a car and a skunk

lying along side of the

road having been hit by car was that

there are skid marks in

front of the skunk.

With the

is you might expect that

there is equally as onerous

characterizations there and of
that there is great

agricultural situation that way it

course one of the recent ones is

similarity between a banker standing in the

middle of a

group of farmers and the similarity is a banker

standing in

the middle of a group

tree in the

middle of a thousand dogs and if you stop and think

of that,
then
banker

of farmers is much like a

that's probably more disconcerting than the first and

of course the last is that the only way you can get a
out of a tree today is to cut the rope ...so those
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disclaimers in fact are important.

I do, seriously, want to

begin by congratulating the Academy for orchestrating such
all important effort.

Having spent all of my life either

directly in production agriculture or directly associated
production agriculture with all my education experience
there too, I can tell you that never certainly in my
the need to exchange information and ideas

water

Because of that I am very hopeful, Michael, that we

I just underscore that my biggest
going to be a viable exchange of

proceed to share
think, of only
giving you

presentations.

related

lifetime is

availability and costs any greater than indeed it is

be able to orchestrate a lot of time for

with

concerning

agriculture and of course particularly concerning

simply a series of

an

today.
are going to

discussion afterwards,

expectation is that this is
information rather than just
So with that let me just

with you a few remarks with the perspective I
that that I feel comfortable with and that is,

the kind of practical considerations that

agricultural

bankers weigh as the evaluate the financial

viability of

agricultural operations that depend so heavily on

water and
indeed that
that in
think

I am sure that you have already established that
is true throughout the Great Central Valley.

With

mind then, let me begin with a couple of basics that I
are so often either misunderstood or almost automatically

overlooked, as simplistic as they may sound.

The first

is that despite the publicity that you have been
termed the farm credibility crisis, the
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reality

reading of late

reality is that over the

long pull it's really only a

profitable agriculture that indeed

is going to be bankable.

Consequently, I think that it is

important to realize that

this so called farm credit crisis is

merely a symptom a the
crisis that is
certainly
the

underlying fundamental farm profitability

caused by truly a myriad of pressures, including

here in California, the uncertainty of the cost and

availability of irrigation water.

Next then, and important fundamental is that while many
our policies in both, and I underscore this, both the
private sectors still tend to revolve around a

of

public and

fixed perception

of agriculture as being merely producers,

i.e. farmers and ran-

chers, that tend to experience cycles of

cost-price squeeze over

the years and invariably rebound.
dustry that we are dealing with

The facts are that this inhas undergone dramatic and fun-

damental structural changes,

that render it now, rather than

that traditional definition,

in fact, totally vertically in-

tegrated and coordinated food
set of risks and a whole
consider in the
important that
on the fact
dollar
What

and fiber systems with a whole new

new set of players that we need to

industries.

For example, I think that it is

everyone including production agriculture, focus

that over seventy percent (70%) of the

u.s.

food

today is added after the raw product leaves the farm.
I hope that means to you and I is that some new coalitions

have to be formed, new coalitions that include the
the processors, the marketers, the distributors
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suppliers,

and the trans-

porters as well as producers and certainly I

hope consumers of

farm products.

The next reality is that agriculture has indeed become
enterable part of our entire national economy rather than
isolated farm economy that's in and of itself as we
tionally been viewed and as those of us that have
agriculture has traditionally viewed ourselves.
probably more importantly in my opinion, it's
to realize that the industry has now become
every respect, no longer in my opinion,
analysis on just acreage and consumption

u.s.

boarders.

The reality there is

domestic market of

u.s.

going to grow it will have to
boarders.

u.s.

boarders.

grown in the
Moreover and

important for us
internationalized in

can we focus our
and problems within

is indeed a mature one.

significantly and if we are

regard I think few have focused

percent {95%) of our world

population and two-thirds of its
outside

have tradi-

come outside our national

Unfortunately in that

on the fact that ninety-five

this

here at home that our

farms products

Our basic population is not growing

a

Secretary

purchasing power today are
of Agriculture Jack Block just

before leaving his post a

year or so ago stated, and I quote

"without exports we could

get by with fifty percent fewer

farmers" and of course
we have several
last figures

as I am sure you are aware in California

commodities, if fact, twenty-eight {28) in the

that I read, that reflect over half of their

production goes

u.s.

to foreign markets.
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In addition, and I think certainly important from a
standpoint, the demographers tell us that seventy
of our world population growth is going to
ing nations versus only seventeen (17)
which are more stable and where we
upon for our exports.

What this

to its banker and then
market volatility

risk

percent (70)

occur in the develop-

in the developed nations

have traditionally relied
all means then to agriculture,

ultimately to the consumer is that this

and uncertainty that we have had such

difficulty coping with
increase rather than

in recent years if anything is apt to
subside.

It is also, I think, going to

mean that cost

competitiveness is going to be an increasing

determinant of

financial viability for all of those involved in

this

integrated agricultural complex.

Then closely related is

the fact that the agricultural complex, if fact needs

capital

most when profitability pressures are the greatest,

as they

indeed are today, because you see it's only through

capital

investment in new equipment, in new technologies

that

agriculture is going to be able on the one hand to
legitimate needs of consumers and
the same time be competitive in
Moreover, it is important to
availability of capital,
capital is directly
you and I can
in an

satisfy the

environmentalists but yet at
the global market place.

realize that the costs and the

whether it be debt capital or equity

related to uncertainty.

Thus, the more that

do in a coalition approach to reduce uncertainty

agricultural complex on both the price side of the
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equation
the

and the cost side of the profitability of the equation,

greater will be the availability of capital and the more

reasonable will be the risk premium placed on interest rates
a result the more competitive will be our agriculture.
reality I think, that is so often misunderstood, is

as

Another

the fact

that the most effective way to keep people on the

farm is to

render the business profitable.

of the exact

I am not certain

numbers but I think these approximations are
the twenty year period leading up to 1972,

pretty close.

In

the cost price

squeeze, this traditional one I referred to

earlier in

agriculture, resulted in a reduction of, in

California farms,

from one hundred sixty-five thousand farms
five thousand farms (65,000) and at the
the acreage per farm.

But then as

a variety of reasons a dramatic
of

farm profitability, in

of farms rose from
thousand
But

(165,000) to sixty--

same time a doubling of

you remember when we had for

turn around in the early 1970's

fact, here in California the number

sixty-five thousand (65,000) to eighty-five

(85,000) and the acreage per farm actually declined.

while it is obvious that if profits per acre fall one simply

farms more acreage to maintain a given level of income, our
experience, certainly in my organization, has been that when
industry is profitable no one, and I mean no one can out
the built in efficiency of the farmer who is tied to
and is willing to be up at day break and back after
those very critical times of the year.

It seems

the social and the economic desirability of
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the

compete

the land
dark during

to me then that

getting agriculture

back on a profitable footing indeed
that it is important for us here
if fact make up considerably
population, and with my
you that they have

operate in tandem.

I think

today to realize that farmers

less than three percent (3%) of our

family still in agriculture, I can tell

not given up that fierce, inherent indepen-

dence that they

value so much.

numbers they're

so small and that they continue to be fiercely

independent,
have to

That fact, the fact that by

I believe, indicates that you and I are going to

initiate coalition building on their behalf.

Well, the questions is, what does this have to do with water
specifically, I'm gonna leave that primarily to our panelists who
are much more qualified to address the specifics than I, but I am
going to just try to pull it together with a couple of thoughts.
The relationship between what I've just outlined to you and
water, I think, is that the availability and cost of water is
indeed today, a major uncertainty for the entire agricultural
complex in the Central Valley and certainly for those of us who
lend to it.

Clearly the future growth and profitability of this

complex is going to be determined as much by water availability
and by its cost as it is by anything else.

But frankly, as a

banker I really don't yet see a clear indication that decisions,
particularly those decisions in the public sector are going to be
based on economic realities versus political considerations.

As

a result, I think that both lenders and potential investors in
Central Valley farm properties and those investors, many of them
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are bona fide farmers, are today searching for some realistic
levels of what kind of water quantities and what costs they can
use to capitalize prudent investments.

Considering the

uncertainty and volatility on the price side due to this
internationalization we have just outlined, making either
equitity or debt capital available in the industry under just the
simple assumption of available water at reasonable cost, I am
sure you would agree, does not appear prudent today.

So it does

appear to me that the only way that capital is going to re-enter
Central Valley agriculture in a quality way and at a reasonable
cost, is if together we can develop a comprehensive state wide
water plan which allows for the meaningful long term planning
policies and individual decision making.
Well as with any relationship I believe the answer lies
within a frank open honest dialogue and then in some reasonable
cooperation and compromise from everyone involved and that is why
I am so hopeful that this effort initiated by the Academy is
merely the first step in a process an all important process for
us all.

In this regard, I think there is one very, very

important area that I do want to take minute to emphasize with
you and that is the fact that I think you and I have to be
involved not only to insure agricultures competitiveness world
wide but also to insure the consumers are now demanding in the
way of more naturally flavored, cheaper food products with
reduced use of chemicals, does indeed become a reality.
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I

believe that we must insure the government and the public at
large allocate more resources to agriculture research.

A recent

study by four universities shows that a family that contributes
six dollars annually to public agriculture research actually
received twenty dollars in benefits, in terms of reduced costs
and improved quality of food.

Yet agricultures share of the

federal research dollars has declined from 40% in 1940 to only 2%
today.

In my opinion, that's a clear reflection of where our

national priorities are.

Perhaps then we here today can

establish some commonality by agreeing that the viability of this
agricultural industry we just talked about, in fact first and
foremost has to be elevated to the very, very top of our national
priorities just as it is with our major competitors throughout
the world.

I believe if you ask most people today here in the

United States they would in fact agree that we stand a far
greater chance of molding peoples minds throughout this world
through our proven ability to provide highest quality, lowest
cost food and fiber products then we do with our military might.
Yet that ability for the first time in history is being
challenged in a very real way and being questioned.

Certainly

then if new research can bring some certainty into the availability of water at a reasonable cost because we have elevated
agriculture in our national priorities, we can do much to restore
that confidence and as a result restore agriculture not only to
profitability but certainly to bankability.

I am convinced that

once we develop the political will, that essential first step, we
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can indeed make it happen.

Considering the California

agriculture is complex, the proven willingness and its ability to
quickly adopt new technologies and the new techniques that are
now available and those that are on the horizon, those that are
available like drip irrigation, laser leveling and those that are
surfacing, genetic engineering, robotics and just a whole host of
others.

There is no doubt in my mind that we can convert the

challenges that we face including those that are associated with
water cost and availability, into some very exciting
opportunities, not only for ourselves and not just for production
of agriculture, but certainly for our children and for the less
fortunate throughout the world.

Thank you very much, I look

forward to your questions.

??

I want to talk primarily about the future and my basic

proposition is going to be that the Central Valley twenty years
from now is going to look dramatically different from the Central
Valley of the past or the present and we are going to see a decline in the agricultural economy a significant decline, a
decline in the amount of irrigated acreage and this is going to
have implications for the water industry for land use, for the
environment.

What I would like to do today is just to sketch out

briefly what I think the forces are that are going to create this
different future.

The irrigated agriculture of the Central
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Valley over the last forty years grew mainly because of publicly
funded, financial, subsidized water projects, two of them:

the

Central Valley Project funded by the federal government and the
state water project funded by the State of California account for
most of the irrigated acreage increases that we've seen.

Without

those projects groundwater overdrafting which had become a
problem by the 1940's would have already diminished the amount of
irrigated agriculture.

Can we expect more cdp's and state water

projects or can we expect these projects to expand?
is no.

The answer

Despite of what State officials might say, federal offi-

cials might say we've seen the last of the water projects.

I was

at a conference a couple of years ago where Harvey Banks made a
similar statement to a group of people at a seminar for the next
four days the people tried to pretend that they hadn't heard
Harvey Banks say that because Harvey Banks was the grandfather of
the Statewater project and they didn't really want to believe
that that kind of reality had come about.

But now I think it's

become quite clear that the cost of new water project development
is far in excess of what we as a state are willing to pay given
the kinds of returns that we would get from it.

Even simple

additions to our existing water supplies such as a peripheral
canal type through the Delta which might increase the amount of
water that could be taken out of the Delta according to some
people are simply too expensive.

The money isn't there.

The

cheapest costs that I've seen for new water development average
over a hundred dollars an acre foot and most people think that
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significantly larger water projects such as Auburn Dam which are
still on the drawing board would cost well in excess of $300-$400
an acre-foot.

Put that in perspective and the typical farmer has

the capacity to pay, perhaps if he was taxed, $30.00 an acrefoot.
crazy.

So to expect farmers to underwrite these kinds of costs is
Of course, farmers have never underwritten these costs

even though they have been the beneficiary of most of this water
development and the reason that they haven't underwritten these
costs is as you all know, federal government and state government
have subsidized development of this water.
have paid a majority of the costs.

This is to say they

In the Central Valley Project

for example, typically the federal government has paid roughly
95% of the costs, that is federal tax payers not farmers.

Indeed

the Central Valley Project is running at an annual deficit, it is
not even collecting enough money each year as it delivers water
to pay for the costs of running the project on an annual basis,
let alone repay any of the capital that the farmers are suppose
to pay.

This deficit situation will continue at least for

another ten years.

What's going to happen?

government doesn't

have enough money or isn't going to provide

enough money for new water projects.
example that will bring this home.

The federal

Let me give you one little
The Auburn Dam if it were to

be built by current estimates would cost over 2 billion dollars.
The Bureau of Reclamation which is the agency that would build
this has an annual budget of under 1 billion dollars, more like
eight hundred million.

That means that to build Auburn Dam would
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take at least two and a half to three years of the Bureau's
entire budget and that's for one project in one of the seventeen
western states that the Bureau supposedly serves and that doesn't
allow for any annual costs of operation, maintenance or anything
like that.

So you can understand why the federal government is

looking for state cost sharing.
isn't there.

The point is that the money just

We are going to have to learn to live with the

existing supplies.

Let me just quickly point out that the State

of California is in a very similar position.

The State of

California would have to come up with equivalently large sums and
since the State of California doesn't have the pockets of the
federal government and requires someone to repay the bonds that
are used to build these systems, would have to impose higher
water costs on somebody and if these water costs are as high as
we say, someone is going to have to pay those and we can expect a
substantial resistance.

It is clear that farmers couldn't pay

them so that the only way the state could come up with money
would be to come up with another slight of hand like they did in
1959 when they got the people in Los Angeles and Southern
California to pay for the farmers water .

I suspect that that

little episode is unrepeatable, that is to say that even the
people in Southern California will not be resold on the idea that
they have to subsidize Kern County through higher water prices ...
well I'm sure they'll try but I'm sure that the eat's out of the
bag.

In other words there is not going to be a new water

project.

That means that without new water project they're going
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to simply have to learn to live with what we've got.

Actually I

would say that there are of course going to be increasing
pressures on water.
continue to grow.

The urban areas are still growing and will
That means more water for urban areas given

the fact that our water supplies will at least stay the same or
may shrink, this means that agriculture is going to have to give
up some of their current supply.

To make matters worse, both the

State and Federal government are going to be put in a position to
have to raise their prices that they charge farmers for the water
they're delivering.

The federal government is going to have to

do this significantly just to simply get out of its annual
deficit that it's incurring.

Within the next ten years its going

to renegotiate most of the contract that it's established in the
40's and 50's and as it renegotiates those contracts, its going
to be raising water prices substantially our estimates and some
estimates that I've developed minimally three to four times the
current level, three to four hundred percent price rises over the
next ten years to farmers in the federally supported Central
Valley Project.

These are the same farms you've been hearing

about who can't pay their bills today.
under increasing pressure.

So their going to be put

I think the State of California has

already begun to find that this is the situation,

this past

year, the water district of Brenda Mesa took only half of its
water allocation, it couldn't afford it.

The prices that the

state is now charging are so high that the farmers in Brenda Mesa
can't afford the water, which is a little prediction I made three
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years ago during the debate of the peripheral canal, everyone
said it was impossible but now we are seeing that in both Wheeler
Ridge and Brenda Mesa farmers that cannot afford to pay the high
cost of Statewater.

Actively seeking, by the way, some sort of

a mechanism whereby they could sell their water rights to Los
Angeles to get out from under the debts.

So financial

considerations are certainly very significant here and are
certainly going to have a big impact on farmers ability to pay
for water.

People may say, "well gee, the world's running out of

food maybe one day and populations are growing" and that's all
very possible that food prices will start rising and then
suddenly abilities to pay in agriculture will rise, but you know
the interesting fact is that the real purchasing power in
agriculture has not increased substantially over the last thirty
years, that is to say, we looked at the amount of money a farmer
could afford to pay for water in 1950 and compare that to a good
year in the late 70's, that that basic ability has not grown
despite of the fact of the expansion of foreign markets and all
that, even not taking into account the current depression.

The

is no indication in other words that farmers ability to pay is
going to rise in the future, in fact, from my own work and some
of the comments you've already heard, farmers in this State are
suddenly discovering foreign competition, this foreign
competition may be from themselves but it may be from the
European countries, wherever its coming from, this competition is
having a dramatic impact on

u. s. agriculture, generally in
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California in particular.

We like to think that this is a kind

of abberation but what if its a longterm structural change, maybe
agriculture is going through the same kind of change as the steel
industry went through two decades ago.

If that's that case, then

the long term prospects for agriculture are to pay for high water
prices look very bleak which would imply that they'll be very
happy to find urban buyers for the water.

In addition to

financial considerations, there are obviously environmental
constraints that are going to have a big impact, I won't discuss
them in great detail except to point out that salinity is
probably the most important problem facing the Central Valley
over the long run and in particular the southern part of the
Central Valley where to overcome this problem requires drains,
large master drains to get rid of the salt build-up.

The drains

cost money, no one has figured out where this money would come
from.

We all know about salenium and that problems that that's

creating and I won't go into that because it is probably covered
by the other panelist, but I will say this, there is to my
knowledge, are no technoligical solutions to these kind of
problems that are feasible from a financial economic viewpoint.
There may be technologically feasible ways of purifying the water
but at a cost that no one could really find reasonable.

Maybe

some day well into the future, that will change but at the
present time for the forseeable future there is no way the
environmental problems of this, especially the southern part of
the San Joaquin Valley, say Fresno south, particularly Kern
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County are going to be overcome.

If we don't overcome them,

these are not problems that will simply go away.
up, agriculture will have to decline.

As salt builds

There are up to a million

acres in the southern part of San Joaquin Valley that will
eventually have to go out of production as salt builds up and we
somehow think we'll find the answers as we have in the past, but
I don't see that.

I would at least like to point out one other

thing that is going to have a big impact, I think, on the future
and that is recent legal decisions which have effected water
rights.

Particularly decisions such as the Mono Lake decision

which basically established a new definitions whereby the public
can have an impact on how water is used ever where a water right
already had been granted and a more recent decision, a Racconelli
decision effecting water quality in the Delta and defining the
State Water Resources Control Board duties, rights and
obligations to control the water quality of the Delta, giving it
much more power than the StateWater Resources Board itself
recognized that it had.

What this is going to mean is that the

Delta is going to be more heavily represented than has ever been
the case.

So these two legal decisions are going to force, I

think, ultimately a re-evaluation virtually of every water right
that has been granted and in particular its going to effect the
large exporters from the Delta and this means ultimately that
every decision to export an acre-foot will have to be reevaluated and I think as this happens along with the financial
issues that I've already pointed out, that we are going to find
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it easier and easier to leave water in the Delta.

Let me just

conclude by saying what I think some of the implications of all
this are:

one is, I think maybe the most interesting from this

conference, is that it seems to me that if you were to draw a
picture of the San Joaquin Valley over the next 20 or 30 years,
you will see a gradual drawing up of the agriculture first
starting at the very southern part around Bakersfield and moving
slowly up the Valley, that agriculture will simply go out of
existance.

A lot of the land in Kern County is held by oil

companies that don't really care about agriculture, I might point
out that they basically own the land because of the oil that is
under it, so they won't be hurt particularly as this process
takes place.

Certainly, the people who work for them will be.

As this process goes on, I would suggest that the areas around
the Delta and north of the Delta will become more intensive
agricultural regions, they'll produce more vegetables and fruit
than they have now and they will pick up many of the crops that
were further south.

Ultimately I don't think this means less

food, I think it means less of the low value crops.

Ultimately

it means that if your a farmer around the Delta, north of the
Delta, your future looks good, if your a farmer way far south of
the Delta your future looks bleak.

That is not true of all

farmers obviously, because there are some regions that get water
from riparian rights, or whatever, that don't have to pay high
prices, even around Kern County.

One of my concerns is that if

we allow the industrialization and development of land in places
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like Stockton and Modesto which today are becoming bedroom towns
of Livermore, we are perhaps going to pave over some of the land,
some of our most effecient farm land, 20 or 30 years from now
even though today it may appear better used as home building, 20
or 30 years from now this may not be the case.

I think the

future also means that we are going to see a lot more emphasis on
water management just as we've increasingly seen the emphasis on
better pesticides and management of pesticides the same will
happen with water.

There will be a lot of competition within the

water industry itself, there will be whole new political
coalitions developing between environmentalists and fiscal
conservatives who don't want to see huge expenses lavished on new
water projects along with people concerned with toxics in their
water supplies who have faced the prospect of losing water
supplies and having to replace them at huge costs.

I think that

this means that the political game is going to change
dramatically with new, much greater power on the sides against
farmers than have been in the past and I think that as farmers
lose their foreign markets and their ability to pay, their own
power is going to diminish.

I can see continuing chronic

financial crisis with both the State and the Federal water
projects.

I talked to one person in conference who said he saw

ten years from now, no presence of the Bureau of Reclaimation in
California at all.

That would be very interesting, and he was a

federal official, I might point out.

What I think we are going

to see then are new demands on our various institutions to come
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around to provide new kinds of information, to provide new kinds
of help to farmers and to facilitate the ..........
Tom Graff:

end of tape.

Thank you, I'm going to cover the subject of water in

the environment of California in ten minutes.

Actually, we're

running late, it'll probably ought to be eight minutes.

This is

obviously such a big topic and there are so many difference approaches to it that I have arbitrarily chosen to emphasize positive rather than the negative, maybe because my reputation runs
the other direction.

I will spend just a couple of moments

pointing out that along with the tremendous agricultural productivity that was in large part of federal and state as well as
local development, federal and state development caused tremendous negative environmental impacts, the Central Valley Project,
Bryant Dam essentially destroyed the San Joaquin river, the Trinity project diverting flows from the Trinity water shed over
across the hill or through the hill to the Valley decimated what
was one of the great salmon fisheries.

As far as the state water

project is concerned as the incremental diverter of water from
the San Francisco Bay - Delta estuary, it has caused tremendous
dislocations in environmental resources in that complex and the
list could go on but as I said, I was going to try to be positive
so let me point to what I think is our trends that are positive.
I think I agree with some of the major points in Phil's presentation in that I too see a future in which overall agricultural
demand for water will decline somewhat as some of that water is
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redirected particularly to urban needs although I don't see that
great an increase in demand from urban areas.

Maybe per capita

use will continue to go up, population is certainly going to go
up but even so that is not such a big incremental demand, to me
the big incremental demand is in the environmental sector and it
isn't often viewed that way but I see more water resources in
California in different innovative ways going to preserve Mono
Lake, going to preserve San Francisco Bay and the Delta to reclaim the San Joaquin River and so on.

And how is that going to

be done, I guess this is where I am most positive, I don't think
that the future lies in a great clash between environmentalists
and agriculture.

For the most part it would be counter produc-

tive, it would be costly and it would cause some of those transitions to take place over a much longer period of time than would
otherwise be the case, so it seems to me there are prospects for
making some of these transitions in a positive sort of way and
let me just talk about a few of those:

one initiative that EDF,

my organization, undertook starting with a report that we published in 1983, was to suggest that the metropolitan water district of Southern California invest in water conservation measures in the Imperial Valley in exchange for the water that would
be generated by those investments, by the mining of irrigation
ditches, by pump back of tail water and the like.

And we are

somewhat branded as heretics at the time but now its essentially
a program that everyone, federal officials, state officials,
local officials think, almost everyone, think is a great idea and
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was something that they though of years ago, maybe decades ago.
I think the main idea there and the thing that makes it likely to
happen despite recent breakdowns and talks between the Imperial
Irrigation District and Metropolitan is that both sides can benefit.

The Imperial Irrigation District and its constituency, can

make money and can have an improved irrigation management apparatus, the Metropolitan district gets a supplemental water supply
at a lower cost otherwise they have to pay to get water from
Norther California by a peripheral canal and lower cost means in
that context both lower economic and lower political costs.

So I

see that as the major sort of symbol of a new approach to proposals that can benefit constituencies and of course the environmental benefit there, despite when we get into the Salton Sea as a
sideline if someone is interested later but the main environmental benefit from our point of view is that more import from the
Colorado to coastal Southern California means less from Northern
California resources like the Bay and Mono Lake.
Another place where there has been great cooperation that
has been in the news just in the last week has been in the soon
to be passed Congressman Miller's bill 3113 which would authorize
the Central Valley Project to sign a coordinated operating agreement with the State Water Project but on terms that are beneficial to the Bay-Delta.

The key environmental provisions from my

point of view that we help persuade the Central Valley Project
contractors and the StateWater Project contractors were a good
thing, are two, one is that not only existing standards for the
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Bay-Delta shall be binding on the CVP but so will the future
standards of the StateWater Resources Control Board might adopt
and secondly, and this was in my mind some ways more important, a
subsequent ... what the State Water Project really wanted from
this deal was a purchase of additional water from what is perceived to be surplus Central Valley Project supplies, HR 3113
provides that that subsequent contract may not be signed even
though it's said to be required in the COA itself until Congress
acts again.

The reason that's important is that other competi-

tors for the water, particularly the wild life refuges in the
Bay-Delta system, want their needs addressed before the subsequent contract is signed.

They weren't addressed in the negotia-

tions between the State and Federal governments when the COA
itself was signed and I'm confident they will be under this arrangement where any future contract has to again go before the
Congress.

We got that concession, one might say, from the other

participants in that dialogue because they got things they
wanted. The StateWater Project got a commitment from the federal
government that it too would commit itself to Bay and Delta water
quality, the Central Valley Project contractors got a cost reprieve in essence what finally seems to come out of the legislation this week is a determination that any future standards
that are more stringent than the existing 1485 standards will not
have to paid for by the contractors but would be paid for by the
general tax payers at large, in essence, by forgiveness of repayment.

So I see that again as a constructive development where
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agricultural interests, urban interests and environmental interests came together and promoted something for the greater good of
all.

There are other prospects for similar arrangements, Propo-

sition 44 which we all passed in resounding majorities this last
June, creates a $150 million fund for supposedly good things. $75
million of that is for water conservation and ground water storage, $75 million is for drainage management.

It's going to take

a certain amount of scrutiny and continued participation by those
who are involved to make sure that those monies are spent in a
constructive way.

I will say though that I am not sure that I

have the same vision about technological innovation possibilities
in the drainage sector that Phil does, it seems to me that if
that money and other monies are applied with scientific creativity, there is a greater possibility, indeed we ought to hope that
it occurs, of a solution or a set of solutions to the drainage,
selenium and salinity problems that Phil foresees.

Again, as

many of you may know, we've been working or trying to work, it's
difficult sometimes, with the Westland's water district and its
constituents on combined approaches to that drainage problem and
I see again, a long run potential for a combination although one
of the prior speakers in the last panel struck a theme that I
think is probably the greatest single problem for us in that
effort and that is that the farmers themselves down there have a
lot of trouble getting together and so for us as outside environmentalist to work with them as a group is doubly difficult.
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Another area in water trading, we are working, if not in
alliance with certainly along side, some of the farmers or big
corporations that Phil identified in Kern County to work out what
basically amounts to a restructuring of the state Water Project.
Assemblyman Kats from Los Angeles passed a bill this year that
was supported heavily by Kern County interest and by EDF which
will expedite the, or allow a shift in water use within the state
Water Project, water basically being transferred from agriculture
to urban use within the project and I see that as a good thing.
I might just point out, I don't know whether Don Villerajo has
been keeping track of Kern County acreage over the last three
years, but one thing that's come out clearly and came out in the
symposium that took place in Bakersfield earlier this week is
that there has already been a tremendous reduction in acreage
just in those three years from 1982 numbers.

Something like 20%

less acreage planted in 1985 than in 1982. Furthermore, a very
well concealed fact over the last decade since the drought, the
ground water underdraft, in Kern County is 4 million acre feet.
That is to say the ground water levels in Kern County on a net
basis in those eight, nine years have rose by 4 million acre fee
and that's of course when we've always been told over the years
that there's an annual overdraft of 1 million acre feet per year.
So the availability of water down there is not going to be the
problem, the problem is going to be cost.

So again, I think with

innovative arrangements between agriculture and urban areas and
environmentalist who I think need to recapture some of the water
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that we lost essentially by not realizing what was going on or
because we had less political muscle in the 50's or 60's and so
on, I think the prospects are reasonably good and that my preference I guess at this point after a decade of litigation is to try
and work it out through negotiated arrangements where we can,
understanding that litigation, as Phil pointed out, sometimes is
a valuable tool as well.
William Kahrl:

Thank you.

You know one of the fun things about appearing on

a panel as bitterly divided as this one is, is that everybody
tends to keep to their own subjects.

Michael Fitch has spoken

from the economic perspective, Tom Graff, environmental, Phil
LeVeen from the point of view of the saddle horn of the apocalypse, I for one am really looking forward to what William Warne
has to say because I have not met him before today but from his
work I've always tended to identify him with the old testamental
vision of a very angry lord, God, Jehova.

In any event, I'm

going to be talking from the political perspective, which seems
probably appropriate because water is power in California.

Polti-

tics is about power and water politics is the most powerful game
going.

At this point in time, 1986, there's a tendency I feel

sure to tend to feel that agriculture is of course one of the
most powerful political interest groups in the state because for
the last four years at least, we have seen its influence in full
flux.

After all it has the good favor and to a large extent, the

control of the governor who was elected almost entirely by dint
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of very large, last minute contributions from the agricultural
community and in exchange for which they've enjoyed, for the last
four years, a fairly free run of the Agriculture Labor Relations
Board, the power to dictate water policy to the extent that there
has been any, minimal enforcement of pesticides regulations and
to a large extent a distortion of, a really dramatic distortion,
of what had been GOP policy in terms of the future of the party
itself, if you remember four years ago the party, the republicans
were building strongly within the Mexican-American community with
a strong vision of being able to capture a much larger segments
in the years to come of that community's vote.

Now that's virtu-

ally been written off, certainly by the Dukrnejian campaign.

But

the important thing about agriculture's influence, political
influence right now, I think, is that in the words of George
Cremes Mr. Natural, "Twasn't every thus" and every more importantly, "Twon't be for long".

Agricultures influence is not a

constant force in California politics, it tends to fluctuate
dramatically depending upon the interest and amount of pain that
agriculture feels at any particular point in time, in that extent
it's very much like everything else and all of us as political
humans within this great systems we a state.

Donald Worthster in

Rivers of Empire tried to describe California as a hydraulic
society which would be dominated by the agricultural oligarchy.
The important thing about that oligarchy is that as great as its
influence may be, it rarely extends beyond the range of its own
drainage ditches.

Unlike labor or the banking community or the
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evangelical churches of today, agriculture in California has
rarely sought to exercise any influence beyond the immediate
spear of its most important interests and the largest of those
interests of course is the continued agricultural water supply.
Now I think there are two reasons why agricultures power tends to
fluctuate from decade to decade in California, one, the most
important probably is one that Tom touched on just a moment ago,
is that the very idea of organized agriculture is almost a contradiction in terms.

You don't go into agriculture, I think, if

you are prepared to cooperative activities and this is true even
in a state which is dominated as we are by large corporation as
we are in agriculture.

The units may be larger, but I suspect

that the relations between the Soyer and Boswell corporations are
just as contentious, just as secretive, just as competitive as
those early morning hours when all the boys get together in a
coffee shop near Coalinga.

The other thing that I think has

tended to keep agricultural, political influence in a continually
fluctuating state is that they just have a execrable sense of
timing.

We can think of a number of examples:

in the develop-

ment of the original Central Valley Project, which was finally by
large part created to serve an agricultural constituency and
conceived, designed as a State project just in time for the advent of the Great Depression which destroyed the state's ability
to pay for it and in tern ushered in, we're only seeing the tail
end now, of a federal domination in California water politics and
the consequences for agriculture was that although they got their
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system, they got it at the price of agricultural limitation on
the amount of acreage that they could own, which wasn't the idea
at all and when the thing was finally built, Central Valley agriculture was in the position of having to ask its members not to
sign up, not to accept the water.

In a post war period we saw a

similar great effort in terms of trying to break the power of the
Bureau of Reclamation over water planning with the State, culminating most dramatically in the tremendous activities the Central
Valley Agriculture put into the first election of Dwight David
Eisenhower who seemed quite convinced that the Bureau of Reclamation was an instance of creeping socialism which should be
stamped out but as soon as he got elected it became apparent that
he was quite concerned with cutting waste of all kinds and the
result was that the funding for many of the projects that the
Central Valley agriculture was counting on never appeared.

Simi-

larly with the state Water Project again, a project that was
designed almost entire to serve an agricultural community
although it would be funded by urban centers, no sooner had the
project been built than agriculture found that it really didn't
want to contract, and as a result contracted for far less than it
actually needs and in fact, far less than it actually uses at the
present time.

With regard to the expansion of the state water

project and particularly the peripheral canal project, I don't
think that's really a case of agricultures bad timing as much as
Jerry Brown's.

It's a terrific debate, but its a debate that we

should be having at the turn of the next century, not a debate
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for the 1970's and as it immediately became clear, it is extremely difficult to build a case for massive expansion as a tremendous public cost with an existing public water system when agriculture is presently facing tremendous commodity surpluses and is
taking vast quantities of acreage out of production, where then
was the need?

In terms of the present influence of agriculture

and its difficult to date, I tend to count it from a night when I
was on an airplane with Bob Mariety, and he said "watch out, the
most important thing happening in California is that someone is
seriously promoting Ken Maddy to be governor"

Maddy was a leg-

islator from Fresno and the idea that anyone could run for governor from Fresno at that point was laughable.

It still is improb-

able but I don't notice that anyone is laughing any more.

The

culmination of the that expansion of authority in the defeat of
the peripheral canal, defeated the peripheral canal not because
it wouldn't of yielded benefits for agriculture but because it
would have yielded benefits for agriculture but because if would
have yielded benefits at that expense of environmental controls
which at least two of the most influential corporations of the
Central Valley were unwilling to accept.

The collapse at the

peripheral canal program, of course, created a false sense of
lost momentum, a vacuum that needed to be filled which was filled
by whatever it was the George Dukmejian proposed as an alternative to the peripheral canal.

The important thing about Dukme-

jian's what's it is that it was essentially a blank check which
he had allowed agriculture to draw up and when it became clear
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that there would still be constraints imposed by the legislature,
they simply withdrew, leaving the governor holding the bag.

It

was an incredible moment in the sense that the authority of an
outside circle of interests to dictate, dominate policy at that
state level but I think too, that it was probably the high point,
at least for this decade.

Certainly, George Dukmejian in his

first term, agriculture or anyone, could never ask for a more
pliant governor, one who is more willing to respond to their
legitimate concerns as well as some of those not so legitimate.
They can never ask for more and it is unlikely that they could
every obtain more.

The limitations on Dukmejian's ability to

assist them, I think was first of all, no matter how cordial he
was and has been to all sorts of interest groups, his interests
lay elsewhere.

He's primarily concerned with crime problems,

primarily concerned with budgetary problems and is basically
unknowledgeable and I suspect most of us would prefer to be indifferent to the difficulties agriculture faces.

The other limi-

tations on Dukmejian's ability to assist agriculture in the last
four years is just that he's been terribly clumsy.

Not very

effective in getting his programs through, aided by staff that
should have been wished on Attila the Hun.

In looking ahead to

what may be the next four years of a Dukmejian administration I
think that you will expect that things will change dramatically.
For one thing the influence of agricultural, political contributions which were all important in 1982 have been diluted in 1986.
Everybody wants to give money to George Dukmejian this year and
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everybody is.

The other key point is that you have to remember

that George Dukmejian came from a utility infielder position with
the political GOP.

No one seriously expected him to be governor

when he ran in 1982 and as a result he's been largely isolated in
the last four years in terms of consolidating his position not
only as governor of the state but in his own party, that process
is now complete.

This is a guy with a great deal more confidence

than I've ever seen in him and a great deal more independence in
the way he's beginning to look at and approach issues.

All of

that is bad news, particularly for those people who have been
most counting on the governor to follow their lead as he has in
the past four years.

I think one way of encapsulating the prob-

lem would be with a small story, a moment that seemed to me to
kind of sum up the first four years of the Dukmejian administration one that occurred at the beginning of the administration:
you may recall that when Jerry Brown had been governor, the orders went out and the stickers were printed to have bumper strips
on every state vehicle to say "Conserve Water", this was done
during the drought.

I think nothing irritated Central Valley

agriculture so much as that invocation and so one of the first
acts of the Dukmejian administration as soon as they came in to
order the withdrawal, the removal of all those bumper strips, but
since George Dukmejian was an economical tight-fisted man, he
also instructed that they should be saved.

Now those boxes of

dirty torn bumper strips that are sitting somewhere in the department of General Services, seems to me the ultimate monument
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to the first four years of the Dukmejian administration.

Symbol-

izing both that tendency to cringingly instantaneous response to
the request of whatever the Central Valley demanded on the one
hand combined with a really scotch sense of economy.

I suspect

there won't be more boxes if we have another four years, things
are going to be quite different, we all look forward to that.
Thank you.
William Warne:

Good afternoon, I probably should start out by

reintroducing myself because I suspect I'm going to draw a good
deal of fire later.

I was the assistant commissioner of the

Bureau of Reclamation when we built the Central Valley Project
and I was director of the California Department of Water Resources when we formulated and built the State Water Project.

It

. was I who planned the distribution of waters and the setting of
prices at the various people would pay down the California Aqueduct for the waters and I would like to tell you that to the best
of our ability at that time and I believe is true even yet, there
isn't any subsidy in the State Water Project.

It is true that

Brenda Mesa which was one of those ten largest land owners you
saw up here a while ago, would like to go out of the farming
business at the present time but the Kern County water Agency
which is the holder of the contract that supplies water to Brenda
Mesa wants to keep that water at the prices that we set at that
time.

Now I've heard it said that the Central Valley Project was

built under a 160 acre law that was never enforced, we did our
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level best to enforce it in our early days and you probably are
aware of the fact that there is no 160 acre law today, that Congress modified that and that its 960 acres at the present time
which puts it much closer to the average land holding in the San
Joaquin Valley.

Now, I think you ought to step back a minute and

look at where we are in California.

We're an arid and a semi-

arid state, we have a 104 million acres of land, about 40% of
that is federally owned in forests, parks and deserts.

Of that

total amount about eight million five hundred thousand acres is
irrigated.

California has the most productive agriculture in the

world and it is grown on less than 9% of the area of the State.
Now while it was shown earlier that the irrigated agriculture in
three of the leading counties in productivity, Kern, Tulare and
Kings, has increased by about twice in the last twenty year period and certainly a lot of that is due to the construction of the
StateWater Project.

It is not true, however, that the irrigated

land in the State has increased during this period.

In other

words, there has been a shift of production of agriculture products under irrigation from other counties into the San Joaquin
Valley during this period.

When I was the director of agricul-

ture some twenty-six years ago here in the State, I believe, Los
Angeles County was among the first three counties in the agriculture counties in the nation, today it's so down on the list you
can't find it.

Orange County was a great producer of agriculture

at that time, however, I went over these statistics recently, in
1933 when the Orange County Water District was established over
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85% of all the water that was used in Orange County was used in
agriculture, today there is less than 15% in agriculture.

Now

they have done this without materially increasing the amount of
water available but they have used the new technologies of desalination, waste water reclamation and reuse and better conservation and control of the ? of ground water in a way that has enabled them to maintain their water supplies in Orange County to
supply the needs of about 2 million people who now live there.
Agriculture in California led by the San Joaquin Valley has
in recent years had total production of about 14 and at times a
little more, billions of dollars a year.
gone into export.

About 25% of that has

It is true that by great difficulty on export-

ing some of our major export crops at the present time and whereas California used to be a major contributor to a favored balance
of trade overseas at the present time it is not so.

There is

some evidence that we're regaining a little bit of our competitive position in the European common market at the present time
but it isn't totally clear at the moment.

Now, from the very

first when the caucasian people first came to California, development of the water resources has been necessary to the settlement of the State, including at the start the Franciscan missions
and later on the after the gold rush it became more profitable to
irrigate than to mine gold and very shortly thereafter, within
something like 30 years we put the gold mining business out of
business because it was interfering with agriculture and slowing
up the Delta channels.

Throughout our whole history a construe144

tive and forward looking program of water resources, research and
development and planning has been in force and it is clear to me
whether it may not be to all of you, that about twelve out of
every thirteen of us in this room are here because of the successful programs that were engendered under this policy.

From

1887 when the irrigation district act was passed, the local entities along the rivers very innovatively organized themselves to
management and development agencies for water resources development and the Modesto and Turlock irrigation districts were among
the leaders and they have been among the most successful but
there are about a 1,050 irrigation districts or other districts
that have such names as county water conservation districts, etc.
but all of them for the same purpose operating in our State and
these, the local communities have in the main been the major
forces in the development and the uses of our water resources.
In 1932 the State developed a plan which was called the Central
Valley Project plan, its idea was to conserve and divert some of
the waters from the Sacramento River, into the lower San Joaquin
Valley, that is the northern San Joaquin Valley and to divert the
canals from the Friant Dam near Fresno into Merced and the counties further south.

We passed in 1933 a Central Valley Project

act which would have provided for the sale of revenue bonds to
build a project which was then less than $200 million dollars in
estimated costs.

However, when the State engineer, Ed Hyatt,

took that plan to Washington to get the Reconstruction Finance
Corporation to buy the revenue bonds, they refused to buy revenue
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bonds thinking that the credit was not secured.

With the result

that the State engineer appealed to the Department of Interior to
take the project over and to build it as a federal project, which
was done.

At that time it was the intention to put the control

and operation of the project into the hands of California agencies, we had at that time a Central Valley Project authority, of
course some of you may remember, later incorporated in the Department of Water Resources and faded as an institution really,
but at that time the Project authority was assumed to be the
logical contractor for the Project but a violent disagreement
broke out between the prospective water users and the Department
on Interior over the 160 acre provision with the result that
secretary Ickes who stubbornly refused to sign a contract or any
contract with anybody that did not include the 160 acre provision, eventually contracts were signed and the Project was built
but it satisfied the needs only of the San Joaquin Valley, really.

With the result that continued planning by this time in the

Department of Water Resources which was organized to include all
of the various water entities of the state up to 1956, brought
out a series of programs and plans and devised a State water
project which would involve the construction of a great dam on
the Feather River near Oroville and a canal, an aqueduct to
transmit this water to the San Joaquin Valley, to the South Bay,
to the North Bay and to Southern California.

Now, I signed most

of those contracts, some thirty of them in existence today, for
water service contractors, and about half of that water is
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pledged to the San Joaquin Valley and about half of it to Southern California.

As a matter of fact, the Metropolitan water

District Southern California is the principal underwriter of the
general obligation bonds and the operations of the project.

At

this time, approximately two-thirds of the people of the State
are getting all or a portion, a substantial portion in most instances, of the domestic water supplies from the State Water
Project.

This includes, Napa, Santa Clara, and the whole Santa

Clara Valley, and it includes various and sundry little agencies
in the Feather River area and it includes irrigation districts in
several of the counties of the San Joaquin Valley and it include
the Metropolitan Water District, which serves San Diego and parts
of Ventura County and virtually all of Los Angeles and Organge
Counties.

The City of Los Angeles is of course a member of the

Metropolitan Water District, the Metropolitan Water District gets
a portion of its water from the Colorado River and it built its
aqueduct to the Colorado River to twice its allotted capacity
because it was going to take excess waters until such time as
Arizona came on the line with its project which is not about to
happen.

However, the Colorado River has been very generous and

in the last four years has produced enough water so that there
seems to be probably adequate water for both the Metropolitan
water District and the State of Arizona for a number of years
ahead.

However, under the fright of the Supreme Court Decision

that allotted the waters to Arizona, they've already been
allotted, endorsed the program for the construction of the Cen147

tral Arizona Project the City of Los Angeles increased its contract with the State of California for Northern California water
for around 350,000 acre-feet a year.

Now, at this time, no one

who has a contract with the StateWater Project is taking all the
water to which it is entitled, they all expect these entitlement
to increase as population increases and demands increase.

Last

year approximately 2,250,000 acre feet of water were diverted
into the California Aqueduct and to serve the various needs.

The

ultimate allocation to the contractors is 4,350,000 acre feet a
year.

At the present time there is not that much water developed

so either more water will have to be developed in the future or
it will be necessary the scale down the uses that will be made
and this have given rise to such ideas as the transfer of some of
the agriculture water to Southern California as its needs grow
and I'm sure we'll hear more about that in the future.

I would

submit that the State of California has available to is approximately 17,000,000 acre feet of water a year, only about half of
that is presently developed and there is ample water by every
test that has so far been made to serve the needs not only of the
state water Project but of any expansion of it that might occur
in the future, however, it would have developed.

You can't go

much farther with the facilities that are presently in place.

As

a matter of fact I would say that if we had again a series of dry
years like those around 1934, we would be in stringent difficulties throughout the State. If we had even a repetition of the
1976-77 drought which were very sharp but not as long duration as
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the previous one, we would be in most serious difficulty in many
areas of the State.

Under the State Water Project plan, agricul-

ture would take the first reduction under these circumstances by
50% and then the reduction would be feathered out into the other
contractors.

During the 1976-77 drought the Metropolitan Water

District yielded all the bids claimed water to redistribution in
the north, that we put an emergency pipeline over to Marin County
and delivered water over there, that actually was allotted to the
Metropolitan Water District in Southern California.

In other

words, there are means and most of the Water Service contractors
have indicated a willingness to pursue them to meet emergency
situations through the facilities that we have in place at the
present time.

As we go forward, however, and these needs mount

up, my own prediction is that we will have shortages even in what
we call normal years and it will only be the years of excess,
above normal expectation, where we have water to supply our people unless we do something about it, unless we do something about
it.

Now, I for one, am not willing to accept the thesis that we

can permit a million acres of land in Kern county to go out of
production because of drainage problems, I think all of us will
need to rally around programs and they can be devised, that will
carry us through this period.

I saw it happen in the Imperial,

over 50,000 acres of land in the Imperial Valley went out of
production in about 1920 and through a drainage program it was
all reclaimed and at the present time its all in production
again. We'll it didn't do my dad any
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..... end of tape

...

next tape ... I am unwilling to say, that we're going to let the
Delta go by the boards through failure to control the floods as
they must be controlled or rebuild the levies to adequate degree,
to protect them, we came within a inch of losing to Sacramento
this year, three inches to be more exact and we've had, just in
the time that I've been talking about here, since the 1979 until
the present, we've had three major floods, each of which have
caused levies to collapse in the Delta, threaten towns and cities
of our State.

I am in favor of a new coalition that will take in

consideration the needs of all environmentalist and fisheries and
everybody else and to move forward with a program that will sustain the California that we know today and make an environment
that photographer 50 years can now can show with pride, perhaps
trying some of the things with in general approving the results.
Thank you.
I brought a few books here to tell you what the Orange County Water District did with high technology in the water field.
Moderator:

We have very limited time and I'm going to encourage

and albeit about three questions for our panel.

If you would

come down to the front there is a microphone available.
Cliff Trotter:

I'll make this very brief, I'm Cliff Trotter, the

manager of Arvin Edison Water District, we deliver agricultural
water to 132,000 acres in Kern County.

I made a few notes, the

one note I'd like to direct to the prior panel very quickly,
half, five of the ten corporate farming entities are now either
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in the process or have disposed of their land, which is a reflection of the economy they've discovered regardless of the source
of the money, oil, whatever, that it doesn't pay to farm.

The

most prosperous farmers are those who run corporate family farms,
that's where it is, its a help to the farm workers, the supporting entities and all the rest of it.

The other comment I'd like

to make very quickly, one, directly to Bill, I've known Bill for
many years and respected him, the 960 acres that we now can deliver water to in the federal district pays more money, it's
subsidized less than it has been in the past.
William Warne:

That is true today, in signing that contract,

there is a complicated formula to determine what the "actual
costs" are and they go in at that rate.
Cliff Trotter:

Another comment that I'd like to make, that many

of us on the front line of the water business have long since
recognized that water development is a thing of the past.

We've

got to protect the Delta, maybe 3113 will, maybe some version of
the peripheral canal will, we're in support of that but we know,
we are realists, we know that you can't develop any more, there
is enough water in place now, it's just a matter of distributing
it properly.

Another thing is that in regards to distributing

the water, we are looking to exchange it.

We are in the middle

of a very complicated exchange with the Metropolitan Water District right now, whereby we get their surplus water and they take
some of our water, we put it in the underground and they take
some of our water in years of shortage.
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Some of our water is

lifted fourteen times, Delta to farmer, and that's almost sacrilegious everyone one of those lifts cost money and its a reflection of the true problem and the basic problem along with the
world economy and that is energy is costing too much, both to
pump ground water and to deliver surface water and something
should be done about it.
Moderator:

Thank you very much.
Let me just make a quick comment, that Arvin

?

Edison Met Exchange that was just referred to is one of the most
innovative and creative and positive developments in the
California water scene over the last, as long as I've been working in it, the one thing to worry about is that other State Water
Project contractors and potentially even the State Water Project
itself, will not view it with as much enthusiasm as we do and as
the participants and the negotiation do and I think that its
important that the public keep en eye on that and encourage it
and push along.
Moderator:

Questions or comments?

William Warne:

I would comment that the State Department of

Water Resources is working on a plan similar to that which is
mentioned here with regard to the District by which water would
be stored in Kern County and reclaimed and used when it was
needed.
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Moderator:

There are questions, there's a question here, sir

would you please go to the microphone over, you're doing terrifically, warmer, warmer.
Question:

Phil Le Veen and I guess to some extent, Tom Graff,

painted a picture of great acreage in the southern San Joaquin
being abandoned for agriculture and moving north, maybe to Sacramento.

I gather that Mr. Kahrl felt that this was an apocalyptic

point of view, is that the word you used, I'd like to hear some
exchange of opinion on this rather drastic thought about this
rather drastic change in the San Joaquin area.
At the time in which we started the California
Water Act is was immediately apparent that in the early 1970's
that the number one problem in terms of effecting the long term
future vitality of Central Valley agriculture was ground water.
As Tom pointed out just a few minutes ago, the levels of the
ground water base are not nearly in as disastrous a condition as
a lot of people expected.

That may be directly related to the

fact that there also is a awful lot of agricultural land out of
production.

I use that as one instance of the difficulty of

predicting from immediate problems, any kind of long term projection, I certainly share Phil's conviction, I suspect Tom may,
that the expectation that there will be another large water project mounted in the name of saving Central Valley agriculture from
water depletion, is so remote as to be impossible but I could be
surprised.
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I don't see the apocalyptic implications of this.
It seems to me that agriculture adjusts quite easily in terms of
gross output and even in total employment that if we lose a million acres of land in one part, it will be the ensueing intensification in some other part of the Statewill at least come close
to making up for it.

So I don't think that we're necessarily

going to lose all of that income that agriculture produces and
sustains the balance.
Question:

I would like to point out that certainly a factor in

the 4 million acres foot under draft in the southern end of the
San Joaquin has been a series of wet years and that 1978, 1979,
1980, 1982, 1983, 1986, were all well above normal years, as much
as 300% of normal flow.

In general much of the sharp edge of

water problems as far as volume is concerned has been flooded by
a very large run-off and that and that may well not be the case
in the next ten years.
Moderator:

Thank you very much, I would like to call your atten-

tion to something, while the panelists are still here, these
gentlemen have come from a great distance, in fact everybody that
is represented here today has done what I believe is a supreme
public act and come under their own power to get to us here so
that we could basically share this exchange so if I may ask for a
round of applause, not simply for our speakers right here, but
for those of the rest of us who have come from so far to make
this day possible.
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I'd like to ask the next panel to come to the front and
please take your seats, those of the rest of you please engage in
shake out behavior, try not to hit your neighbor and we look
forward to looking into the future of agriculture in the Valley.
Round Table V
PANEL FIVE
"THE FUTURE: Tomorrow's Agriculture in the Great Central Valley"
Stan Dundon: (Moderator)

In order to get as many of you as pos-

sible involved in discussion, we have the advantage that we
aren't

actually pressed by another anxious group of panelists to

speak.

I'm Stanislaus Dundon, I'm a teacher of philosophy and

specializing now in the area of ethics and agriculture at California Polytechnic StateUniversity in San Luis Obispo I'm your
moderator, I will not have any comments to make at this point, I
may have after the speakers are finished, I have a brief summary
having spoken with our various panelists dealing with, from my
point of view, the ethical priorities in the future of the Valley, but I would hope that many of the people in the audience who
have made very pertinent additions to the earlier panels in terms
of their questions and objections an amendment will do so in the
case of our panel because our panelists are very qualified to
handle them and they're all very concerned with humane aspects of
both agriculture and habitation of the Central Valley.

I would

like to introduce our first speaker, from the University of Cali155

fornia at Santa Cruz and her name is Patricia Allen, she is very
interested in innovative aspects of agriculture, its impact on
human and natural communities in the valley and in the world in
general and particularly capable of talking to us about agricultural research policy.
Patricia Allen:

Thanks Stan, I'm not sure what I think about

your insinuations that our panel has the answers for the problems
of the Valley, but we'll talk about that a little later.

First

of all, I'd like to reiterate congratulations to those that
organized this symposium.

I think that four of the people on

this panel work at a university in this State and we talk about
these issues all the time and its all too rarely that we get the
public involved in discussing issues of the future of agriculture
and I'm really happy that this symposium happened.

I think by

now that the productivity of California agriculture is absolutely
legend, we've heard it mentioned over and over again today.
We're also beginning to hear that California agriculture is suffering.

I think its suffering not only from an erosion of its

natural resource space but also from an erosion of its human
resource space.

My thesis today is that if we're to insure a

sustainable and an equitable system of agriculture in the long
term, we need to refocus and reorient our agricultural research
system.
In the future California agriculture will include, of
course, environmental, economic and social dimensions.
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It's my

view that the environment, economic and social objectives of what
I would call a sustainable agriculture, are not being met under
current conditions.

For agriculture to be environmentally sus-

tainable, it must not deplete non-renewable resources and it must
not contaminate the environment.
pening today.

That's clearly not what's hap-

Today in California 55,000 acres of prime farm

land, an area that is equivalent to roughly twice the size of the
City of San Francisco are converted to non-agricultural uses each
year.

The San Joaquin Valley, we've heard about soil saleniza-

tion already begins to seriously reduce crop yield.

Three thou-

sand wells have been contaminated by pesticides in California
alone.

Agriculture also needs to be economically viable, in

California farm operating expenses rose 41% between 1977 and 1980
and we're looking at farm bankruptcies in numbers unparalleled
since the great depression.

I understand anecdotedly that the

Bank of America is now the largest land owner of agricultural
land in the State of California.

According

to Henry Boss, the

president of the California Farm Bureau Federation one-fourth of
the farms in California have little or no net worth and are predicted to go out of business.

A lot of farms have been going out

of business in California, in the two decades prior to 1980, the
number of California farms decreased 35%. During the same period,
farms got larger, average farm size increase 38%.
this trend holds as well, the U.

Nationwide

s. Office of Technology Assess-

ment predicts that the total number of farms will continue to
decline and that about one million small and moderate size farms
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will disappear by the year 2000. The same study estimates that
50,000 of the largest farms will then account for 75% of the
agricultural production in the country.

Not only does this speak

for what I think is a dangerously monopolistic market conditions,
but according to a study by Dean McCannel at

u. c.

Davis, the

strongest predictor in the Central Valley, the strongest predictor of poverty is the presence of large scale agriculture.
lack of education, large scale agriculture.

Not

So I think we need

to be developing a different kind of a future for California
agriculture than the one we're looking at today and that future
is going to depend on how we define the issues and how we conceptualize the research problems in the present time.

I think that

the trends toward economic concentration, the trend toward environmental degradation is one that can be altered if we focus the
efforts of agriculture research establishment on reconceptualizing some of the problems.

The University of California has con-

tributed significantly to the success of California agriculture
and the rate of return on investment on agricultural research is
consistently high, its estimated at something in the order of 30%
- 40%

At citizens, each was of us taxes ourself to pay for

agricultural research, we do this with the assumption that the
scientists at the universities are working to develop what will
be a productive, profitable and sustainable system of agriculture.

Publicly funded agricultural use research, therefore,

needs to really be in accordance with the needs of society as a
whole and not just the needs of the agricultural industry.
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In

the past though, I think our research effort has tended to focus
on fairly narrow, fairly immediate, short term problems and its
been a little too responsive to the specialized needs of the
agricultural industry.

We haven't really focused comprehensively

on long term issues of agricultural sustainability, we've paid
just what I think, is quite peripheral attention to a lot of
these issues.

This situation is largely, what I think, is the

result of under investment in agricultural research and a lack of
clearly articulated goals for agricultural research.

As a soci-

ety, we provide inadequate funding for agriculture in general;
the 1986 economic report of the President shows that less than 3%
of the federal budget was allocated to agriculture in 1985.

By

contrast, expenditures for veterans benefits exceeded those for
agriculture by one billion dollars and of course, everyone knows
we spend a lot of money on defense, we spent ten times more on
national defense than on agriculture in 1985.
federal agencies to conduct research,

u. s.

Among the major

Department of Agri-

culture research expenditures are the lowest.

Only two percent

of U.S.D.A. budget is allocated to agriculture research and according to U.S.D.A. budget estimates for next year, 1987, the
government will spend more than sixteen times more to subsidize
producers of agricultural commodities than for our entire
U.S.D.A. agricultural research and education system.

In addition

to this lack of inadequate funding, our research effort lacks
clearly defined goals.

Congress, which is suppose to serve as

our representation in Washington has never really involved itself
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in setting priorities in agricultural research.

This means that

most priorities are set by individual research institutions or
individual scientists and the incentives of the systems are such
that they are encouraged to focus on fairly specific areas in
their fairly narrow discipline.

The result again is a lack of

consorted effort to focus on long range agricultural problems.
The current agricultural research system has been very effective in dealing with increasing production capacity of California agriculture but its time now to refocus that system so
that we deal effectively with the problems that we're facing in
the 80's and I have a couple of suggestions for what we might do:
the first step is to articulate long term goals for agricultural
research, I think this should be done at both the national and
state level and that the legislature should appoint committees
that would not only be composed of scientist, but also of consumers, farmers, government agency representatives and legislators
themselves.

These committees should define goals for agricultur-

al research and they should also focus on some concrete objectives, objectives that would be measurable so that we'd have some
yardstick as to whether we were making some progress or whether
we were regressing.

For example one objective could be to reduce

soil erosion by a specified number of tons by a certain date.
Another idea might be to have an objective of reducing pesticide
residues in the fresh market produce to zero by a certain date.
We should also establish evaluation teams at the University of
California to assess potential environmental, economic, and so160

cial impacts associated with proposed research project.

I think

a social environmental impact statement should be a required
attachment to every research proposal that is requesting public
funds.

The evaluation team should also be assigned a number of

research projects that they would track over the long term, to
evaluate in terms of their positive or negative impact.

I think

we should also establish a large competitive grant program that
would operate under the explicit priority of increasing structural diversity and efficient resource use in the agricultural sector.

The question at this point is probably, "well that all

sounds great, but where are we going to get the money for all of
this?"

Well my idea is to generate the funding at the national

level by reducing government commodity support payments.

Accord-

ing to a 1986 congressional budget office report, limiting commodity program deficiency payments and diversion payment to $10,000 per farmer and still get some money, would save $7.6 billion
dollars over the next five years.

The amount that's saved would

be eight times greater than the projected budget for all agricultural research and education over the same five year period;
that's just the money that would be saved.
Now, we are making some progress, in 1985 the farm bill
which was written at the national level included a directive to
the Secretary of Agriculture to gather information on more environmentally sound methods of agricultural production, this is
called the Agriculture Productivity Act.

At the University of

California level we are establishing programs in sustainable
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agriculture.

We are going to be hiring a sustainable agriculture

specialist beginning in January of 1987 and we've established a
competitive grants program to do research in areas that include
sustainable agricultural methods.

I want to put these little

progresses we've made into perspective, however, with the Agriculture Productivity Act in the same farm bill, there were twice
as many pages to legislation on watermelon research and promotion
then to the entire Agriculture Productivity Act, which is quite
amusing to me.

The

u. c. sustainable effort, this is the first

time we've done anything like this and its certainly a bellwether
of what's to come but it has to be put in context.

There are

$300,000 allocated for the competitive grant program and sustainable agriculture specialist position, by contract, there is
$145,000,000 allocated to agricultural research and extension in
general, so my calculator tells me that the amount specified for
sustainable agriculture research is less than two-tenths of a
percent of the money that's allocated to agricultural research
and extension overall.

Still, these programs are the result of

long, hard fought battles at the Universities and at the national
level, even though they may seem insignificant by contrast, people had to work very hard to get these programs established and
they are people that realize that our agriculture dilemma
requires urgent attention right now and unless we take a look at
where we are going and do some comprehensive planning, reorient
our priorities, the problems of concentration, environmental
degradation will continue to grow and I think at an excellerating
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rate.

The structural environmental problems we are facing, in

fact, every citizen of the United States, we all depend on California agriculture for our food, and if you think about it, agriculture is the only industry upon which all of our lives depend.
The media and careful attention is crucial now.

I think we need

to develop a sustainable system of agriculture, one that focuses
on economic, environmental and social priority.

We must begin

with the research system, by articulating clear and responsible
goals, increasing funding for agriculture research and making
research programs accountable through rigorous evaluation process, we must be left willing to accept the way things are and
much more ambitious about asking how things could be.

I'm re-

minded of a passage in Alice in Wonderland when Alice meets the
cheshire cat and she comes to fork in the path, she looks to the
cat and she asks, "Could you tell me which way I ought to go" and
the cat says, "Well that depends on which way you want to get to"
and Alice says, "Well I don't much care where" and then the cat
says, "Well, then it doesn't matter much, which way you go". In
California agriculture it matters completely which way we go and
I think its up to all of us to get involved in setting
agricultural research priorities, to get involved in our agricultural system in determining what the future will be, its all of
our responsibility.

Moderator:

Thank you.

Our next speaker is Professor William Rains of

Agromony from the University of California at Davis and he's
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going to continue some of the thoughts of Patricia Allen and give
us an additional viewpoint on agriculture research policy and its
relation to the future.
D. William Rains:

You have to excuse me, I gave five hours of

lecture yesterday and my voice is starting to go, I hope it will
hold for the rest of the ten -- twelve minutes.

Also I'm ammused

on the fact that when we talk about the future we seem to wait
until last to talk about the future.

There is probably a strate-

gy there and it is a hope that we have accumulated information,
some knowledge and maybe some strategies to look at the future.
When you talk about the future of agriculture you have to include
comments about many issues; biological productivity, its resource
base and allocation, on the role of labor, energy, cell
resources, environmental concerns and the impact of social, political and economic factors, that's a very large order.

What

I'll try to do, at least in my short time is focus it on agronomics, what do we mean by a production system and what are some of
the problems that we see and how do we look toward the future in
looking at the agronomics systems that we are trying to manage.
The basic issues of sustainablity and what type of agriculture
that would be superior in the future rest primarily on avialability of energy and in California, of water.

Those two factors

will have a major impact on what type of agriculture we end up
with.

Now we can include all the other factors and you begin to

see what sort of a complexity we can come into.
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We have geneti-

cally superior plants and animals, we have increased scientific
knowledge and it is certain that we will not and cannot return to
"the old ways"

we will have to put our innovations, put our

intelligence, our creativity toward better and new farming systems.

We have to do that because of this growing population,

because of the economic constraints and because of the resources
of the environmental impacts that we see when we practice agriculture.

Innovation in farming systems will be successful by

harnessing positive interactions that currently exist in agro
ecosystems, in other words, we have to understand how these agro
ecosystems perform, we have to harness that knowledge, harness
that information and put it to use to make those ecosystems more
effective, make them more compatible with the environment and
with the economics and the social structure.
What I'd like to do is take a journey in the San Joaquin
Valley and talk a little bit about the cropping systems that we
have and then look at some of the future, starting with the problem and then ask some questions about what other types of crops
and systems might we look toward the future in this particular
area.

If I could have the slides on .... that's what we are

talking about when we talk about the Great Central Valley, its an
enormous flat plain, it has very large farms and very small
farms, we've seen all that information and that's the sort of
visual impact you get when you look at the San Joaquin and the
Sacramento Valley.

It's irrigated agriculture, it has five major

cropping systems, one of these is irrigated agriculture, its a
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highly intensive capital type of system, a unit like that you see
crawling across the field would run a quarter of a million dollars to install.

It's irrigated pasture, we support a large beef

and dairy industry is this State, in fact, its the highest value
product we have in agriculture and we have a large amount of that
type of agriculture.

It's fruit and nut crops, vegetables and in

this particular area its one of the "specialty" crops that we
have in California.

It's dry land, we don't irrigate everything,

we have quite a large acreage in the Valley and in California of
so called dry land cereal production.

These are the cropping

systems that we work with, but if you look at those and break
them down in acreage you get a little different picture.

About

6% of the land is classified as irrigated crop land, 25% is classified as fruit and vegetable crops and the rest can be found in
the irrigated pasture and dry land cereals.

If was commented

that one of the things that we have to deal with is the economic
reality of a cropping system and I give this to you to show that
the actual acreage that we grow in particular crops and the value
of those crops are quite different.

Here you see field crops,

that was 60% of the land and it produces about 18% of the value
of that land.

The fruit, nut crops and vegetable crops, about

25% of that land they produce better than 40% of the value off
the land and then you can see the value of the livestock, poultry
and products.

What we are saying is that in fact, if your look-

ing at an economic system particularly to maintain food costs at
a reasonable amount, your really looking primarily at the field
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crops.
have

The specialty crops, the vegetable crops and fruit crops
a higher value, that means they cost more in the market

place.

So if you're going to provide an economically feasible

food supply for the population it's primarily going to depend on
those field crops and in fact 70% of the calories and the 50% of
the protein comes from cereal crops in the world.
Let's take a look at the Valley then, lets say its been
changing, it has been changing, let's look at it in terms of
patterns, what we see is that there are particular types of rotations, there are certain types of crops that are produced in that
valley and what we have found over time is that they change, and
they change for various reasons.

Here you see some date, start-

ing 1955 to 1984 and what you see is a change from winter crops
to summer crops, the pattern has changed in the last thirty
years.

We've had an increasing amount of summer crops grown over

winter crops, what this means is that we have had a fairly reasonably priced and good water supply.

We have gone to summer

cropping systems and that's a sort of pattern.

Now the question

you have to ask is that the sort of thing that will continue, are
we going to have the amount of water necessary and the value of
water that will provide this type of continued change, it also
shows that its dynamic.

Its changing due to all the forces that

you could consider, the market, the water, the price.

If you

look at that type of system, what other things have happened
along with that.

What has happened with increasing summer crop-

ping, with irrigation is salinization a thing that we talked
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about.

The black area on the map represents soils in the irri-

gated crop land that are salt effected, that doesn't mean they
won't grow crops, it means that you're going to have to impose
some sort of management system to make sure that you can grow
crops, on some of those soils, you would not be able to grow
crops at all.

That's a problem, that's the sort of thing we are

seeing in time and that's the sort of thing we have to look toward management, the future of California, ultimately, one aspect
will depend on how we deal with that problem.

This is sort of a

pattern you get, when you fly down the valley, you look down in
the fields, you see spotty areas, you see where crops are not
growing as well, where productivity is reduces and its not uniform.

Although that map showed a nice black uniform area, its

quite spotty.

What it requires then is an evaluation of how we

might approach that system, how we might use that resource and
how we might reduce this potential problem in the future.

He is

a close up of what happens, this is a safflower crop and you can
see the effects of salinity on that particular plot there and
dramatic effect on crop production.

What else does it do?

Well

that's what the soil looks like, you can imagine what that might
be if you try to come in and farm that, its just like a piece of
concrete, cracked concrete and that is the sort of thing you'd
have to be dealing with as you look toward the application and
salinization that takes place.

In fact, if you look at those

cracks even more closely, you can see a little white streak down
in the crack, those are actually salt crystals that are forming.
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In other words you are creating an environment in which productivity cannot be sustained.

What do you do?

Well a number of

solutions have been proposed obviously this is one, leeching:
you put a lot of water on the land, you let the water run through
and you do just fine; however, you have to have lots of good
water and you have to have soils that will allow water to penetrate.

The other thing you do with that type of system, you put

in a drain.

Now you can put a drain on your farm and you can

deliver that down to another drain that may collect from a large
number of farms and then that drain can be collected down on into
a regional drain and finally a state wide drain.

This represents

here, the San Luis drain that was a project put in the place to
do that very thing, to transport salt out of the Valley that was
brought in with the irrigation.

Now I read a book that was pub-

lished about 3,200 years ago and in this book it said that you
should first put your drainage system in and then your irrigation
system.

We didn't follow that advice, what we did is put an

irrigation system in first and then tried to put a drain system
in.

Political decisions, environmental concerns, economics did

not complete that drain and what we have now is a Valley that's
somewhat closed, in other words, we're putting water and salt in
and it has basically no place to go.
sort of issue, what do we do?
farm evaporation ponds.

How does one address this

Well, the solution right now is on

The growers, because they cannot deliver

their salty water out of their drains are bringing those water
back into their own shallow ponds and making their own Kesterson
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reservoir in the local bases.

It so happens that most of these

are not polluted or contaminated with trace elements, its mostly
salt and whatever other agriculture chemicals might be there.
I'm not saying that they aren't necessarily polluted but they're
not polluted with trace elements.

Those on farms drains, basi-

cally, what you've done is sacrifice that portion of land forever.

It will be used as a salt sump and how would one deal with

that in the future?

Well the estimate right now is about 15%-20%

of the total land area will have to be used to satisfy the evaporation of drainage waters.

What are some of the possible solu-

tions, we look toward the future, there aren't many, but you
begin to look at how you might manage the system more carefully.
Here is a 20 acre plot down in the Tulare Lake Basin that we
established in which we're reapplying that drainage water to a
crop production system, arousing the questions, can we over time
and we're talking ten years at least, can we evaluate what would
happen to the use of drain water, what effect it would have on
productivity, what effect does it have on the soils and their
health.

You can see the effects of higher levels of selenium on

some of those plots.

To do that, you have to really constantly

look at your soil as a resource and as something that is incredibly valuable and that you have to maintain, you have to sustain
that soil.

Here is the sort of thing you would get with cropping

over time, normally you see a decrease in nitrogen content, a
decrease in organic matter, as you crop over time that particular
component of the soil begins to decrease, with that, comes the
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problem in terms of penetration, the leaching, the movement of
salts, the movement of water and trying to manage the system more
carefully, giving the idea of some experiments that were done
many years ago by Bill Williams in the department, what he did
was do a various winter cropping, a green manure cropping and ask
the question what effect this had on infiltration of water in the
soil.

What you see at the bottom is a control and filtration

rates about .74 inches per hour but with the use of a green
manure plow down into the soil and a rotation system with the
other cropping, you could increase that infiltration rate by at
least double.

What this meant then, was that you could maintain

a flow through the soil, you could maintain not only the water
but to nuke inavailability and to sustain that system over time.
We do this in California, we have green manure crops, this for
example, an orchard systems, we plow down the green manure, we
put it into soil and its for that purpose but what we don't have
is any real good evidence or numbers on right now is what are the
absolute long term effects of this, what happens over time and
what can we do to possibly enhance this type of management?

O.K.

well that's one aspect, in other words, its treating the soil as
a resource and trying to maintain it and it is one of the aspect
that we have to look towards the future and try to direct some
research that will allow some long term studies of the overall
health of that particular resource.
do we have?

Another is what alternatives

We've heard about over production, what are some of

the possibilities in the future we see may be alternative crops.
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I bet most of you looking at that pan there, this is from Egypt,
would suggest that's either corn or it could be garbanzos, its
not, its lupin, large grain lupin.

Large grain lupin is a very

popular protein crop in some of the countries, particularly like
Egypt.

It also is a crop that can grow very well in California.

Here is a nursery at the Davis campus where large numbers of
lupines are being evaluated for their productivity.

The critical

issue with this crop is that it will grow in the winter time.

It

will grow without any irrigation as long as there is adequate
rainfall, which is normally adequate most of the time.

It also

fixes its own nitrogen, it provides biologically fixed nitrogen
and produces a high protein seed.
is how does it fit into California?

Well this then, the question
It fits very well, we have a

native population of lupines, well adapted to our environment and
this particular crop does then has potential for introduction
into the rotation systems.
Other crops, well you saw that orchard with the yellow flower, we call it mustard, in this case this is rape seed, this is a
winter oil crop.

We do not have a winter oil crop in California,

this crop can be grown during the winter without any water, it
can be rotated into a system using the source of winter oil for
future crop rotation production type systems.

sunflower, a new

crop, at least for California, a crop of which we again look for
an oil seed, potential for application and identification in
types of cropping systems that will give alternatives to the
grower.

Oats, we think of oats and horses, one of the new, well
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it not new, but its new in terms of some growers, is to take oats
and grow it again as a winter crop to harvest it early in the
spring to provide feed for animals as they would alfalfa, long
before alfalfa could come off the field.

In other words, early

in the spring another alternative and ways to possibly match the
environment to the productive systems.

And another economic note

here, this is a walnut orchard being established and you have a
lot of soil there, open with nothing growing at the time, why not
intercrop.

Here's an intercrop of cotton with walnuts, and then

there are ways to more effectively use your land surface.

Those

are just a few of the ideas and there are many more that we can
talk about in the future but they represent cropping systems and
what this requires over time is for us a researchers to direct
our efforts over long term to evaluate what might be the
resources that are available and how we might allocate those time
and space so we more effectively use what we have.

I think is a

one of the many charges that we have in terms of research and
maybe a more specific idea we have in terms of future directions
but it does require a more holistic approach for looking at the
environment, looking at the cropping system and how this fits
into an economically viable system.

Moderator:

Thank you.

Well if we get some light on then our next speaker

will be able to find his way to the platform, our next speaker is
Francis DuBois who is a farmer and also a very literate person
who I understand is extremely entertaining speaker and he'll give
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us some ideas of how agriculture may be able to perform in the
future and how and something about the history of agriculture in
the Great Central Valley.

Side 2 of tape 5 blank

Discussion

... certainly lots of strength and a great deal of complex
issues have been dealt with from a variety of perspective so I
think that's been a very healthy and an important confidence in
that regard.

From my perspective, I think my big disappointment

in the day was that I happen to be a culturalist or I identify
myself that way and it seems to me that were some limitations
both in time and in space in terms of the perspective here.

In

terms of the time perspective, I think we need to recognize that
there is a cultural legacy that we are dealing with here when we
deal with the problems of the Central Valley dealing with the
problems of lifestyles, dealing with problems of we're bound by
some cultural traditions that it would have been interesting for
me as a story to have somebody ask themselves would this conference have been possible before lets say 1960, a kind of watershed
decade, because before that time, progress and cultural monothe174

ism in a sense were really parts of the American experience and
we have learned a great deal since the 60's about the
consequences of progress but we certainly had a very strong cultural legacy that farmers have been a part of in that kind of
experience.

We need to deal more with how we got this way, in a

sense, I think the past and the present together, combined help
us understand the future, where we are going and we can't be so
present minded that we neglect the kind of cultural heritage that
have brought us to this present condition.

The limitations on

space, I would say, I think we need to recognize, its perhaps
inevitable that when you're dealing with a regional topic, you
have to concentrate and specialize on the regional topic but
sometimes that prevents us from seeing the global ramification or
putting that kind of reason in its global perspective, I'm thinking of such things as the global ecology, the global environmental impact of what is our lifestyle and our productivity, what
has that done in the context of the global environment.

Some

speakers have talked about that but from only an economic
standpoint

and I think we need to deal more with the cultural

and ethical ramifications of American agriculture and its global
perspective an what has that done to both the image of the Central Valley and the impact of the Central Valley or impact of
human development of the Central Valley on the land but vise
versa, the impact of the land on the people there.

I think that

needed to be dealt with in a little larger context through.
Thank you very much.
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Perry Bider:

My name is Perry Bider and by the way, Ms. Allen

and I have another formulation of the same point you were making
from the Alice in Wonderland quote, this one is from The Tom Wood
and it says, "If you don't know where you're going, any road will
take you there."

and I certainly agree with your point that

there is a need for us to take account of what road we want to
travel and I too, I guess like Professor Dundon, have been disappointed today by the extent to which the debate has really been
joined about the underlying values and I'll just give one example
of that:

Ms. Allen was talking about her concerns about concen-

tration that we are tending to see towards larger arms and you
gave a few reasons why that's of concern, but I think until we
really get at the value issues underlying that, we are not going
to know how seriously to take that kind of thing and how far to
try and push in another direction.

You mentioned the concern

about monopoly power, well, we've got fifty thousand large farms
in the Country, certainly farming is not like automobiles, there
are some geographical limitations there, but fifty thousand to
me, does not sound like any kind of serious threat to monopoly
power.

You mentioned the studies about predicting poverty in the

local communities around large farms and that's very interesting
and very worrisome correlation but I wonder a) how it comes about
and b) what's the right answer to it.

It may be that what we

need is just to enforce the Labor Relations Act better so that
these people can unionize and get higher wages, its not obvious
to me that the way to solve the problems of those people is to
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try and change the size of farms and the other one that you mentioned or that seems to be sort of implicit in the air today with
farmers that we've heard from is whether there is some kind of
right to maintain a tradition of family farming and it we want to
establish such a right I think we have to ask ourselves how much
are we willing to pay for that in terms of higher prices at the
supermarket or in terms of larger budgets for research to make
that kind of family farming continually competitive and we also
have to address the questions of well which people should be
entitled to that lifestyle and again I think these are valid
issues but until we have more of a social consensus on how much
these values are worth to us, we're really not going to solve the
problems.

???

Answer:

The response I'd like to make to that is that

you've hit upon the absolute essential issue.

Its that it is an

ethical question, that it is a value judgment, that this is the
thing that time and time again we avoid and we ignore.

One thing

that comes to mind is that everyone is concerned now about the
loss of the family farm and farmers going out of agriculture
because they're all white farmers in the midwest that are going
out of business in the 1980, per decade, hundreds of thousands of
farmers have been going out of business in the South Minority
farmers, primarily black farmers are concerned about it.

So I

don't know what to say except that I agree is a value judgment
and I think that people like Stan, people in the philosophy de177

partment, some economics department are beginning to grapple with
these issues and are beginning to entertain dialogues on it.
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